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Chapter 1

Introduction

An increased risk of sudden death has been reported in patients with epilepsy since the late
1800s, and possibly much earlier (DeToledo et al., 1999; Doherty, 2004). In the past two
decades sudden unexpected (or unexplained) death in epilepsy (SUDEP) has received increas-
ing attention and been recognized as more widespread than previously believed. Despite the
recent increase in awareness, “systematic well funded research remains limited. e medical5

literature contains much repetition, with effort spent on re-analysing data with substantial
methodological limitations,” (Tomson et al., 2008). In addition to the need for better clinical
and basic science studies, and improved epidemiological data, there is also a need for increased
cognizance and understanding of SUDEP among neurologists and other physicians as well as
patients and families.10

A massive literature on SUDEP and closely related phenomena exists, with many studies hav-
ing considerable overlap. Many isolated case reports have been published, and considering
them collectively increases their informative power. To facilitate comparison of related arti-
cles, annotations are provided for most entries in this bibliography, and these are hyperlinked
where applicable to other articles’ in the hope of permitting a more efficient synthesis of the15

literature. To further promote direct consultation of the primary literature, references are
hyperlinked to their digital object identifier when available, permitting an interested reader
one-click access to the original publication. An index is provided, and its entries link back
to the site of their appearance in the bibliography. Because the SUDEP literature contains
“much repetition,” it is hoped that this ‘active document’ approach will permit readers to nav-20

igate through relevant publications more efficiently, with the ultimate aim of improved patient
care and better mechanistic understanding of the process, both of which have the potential to
reduce SUDEP deaths.
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Chapter 2

Glossary25

apnea Cessation of breathing for more than 20 s. Classed as central (neurogenic) or periph-
eral.

AED Anti-epileptic drug.

ALTE Apparent life-threatening event. A term primarily used in pediatrics, often referring to
an unexplained apneic episode.30

bradycardia Abnormally slow heart rate. Cf. tachycardia.

case-control Study design in which patients having a condition are matched with subjects
judged to be similar to them but without the condition.

complex seizure Seizure that involves loss of consciousness.

epilepsy Recurrent seizures or spells of altered consciousness due to abnormal electrical activ-35

ity in the brain.

generalized seizure Seizure due to abnormal electrical activity throughout the brain. Con-
trasts with partial seizure.

GTCS Generalized tonic-clonic seizure.

HRV Heart rate variability, an indicator of autonomic function. In the general population,40

reduced heart rate variability has been linked with an increased risk of death in a number
of studies, but the mechanisms are not clear.

ion channel Protein in the cell membrane that permits certain ions (usually sodium, potas-
sium, calcium, or chloride) to enter or exit the cell, altering the cell’s activity.

5
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MIBG scan Metaiodobenzylguanidine scan. e compound is radioactive and acts as an ana-45

log of the sympathetic neurotransmitter norepinephrine, permitting imaging equipment
to trace sites of norepinephrine activity in the body.

partial seizure A seizure due to abnormal electrical activity in a focal part of the brain. Con-
trasts with generalized seizure.

PWE Person(s) with epilepsy.50

QT interval e time between depolarization and repolarization of the cardiac ventricles. QT
varies with heart rate but is considered abnormal if, when corrected for heart rate, it is
too slow or too fast. Mutations in various ion channels have been linked to rare genetic
conditions that can prolong the QT interval and lead to sudden death.

R-R interval Interval between two successive R waves on of the EKG. e R component of55

the EKG trace reflects ventricular depolarization and contraction. R-R interval serves as
a measure of instantaneous heart rate.

refractory Resistant to treatment. Some studies define refractory epilepsy as cases where
seizures still occur despite 2 or more AED.

seizure A fit or spell. Epileptic seizures are caused by the sudden onset of electrical activity in60

the brain.

tachycardia Abnormally fast heart rate. Cf. bradycardia.

TLE Temporal lobe epilepsy.
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Bibliography65

Ackerman MJ (2005) Cardiac causes of sudden unexpected death in children and their rela-
tionship to seizures and syncope: Genetic testing for cardiac electropathies. Semin Pediatr
Neurol 12:1 52–8.
Review of long QT syndromes and genetics.

Adams R(1827) Cases of diseases of the heart accompanied with pathological observations.70

Dublin Hosp Rep 4: 353–453. 78
Written by one of the physicians for whom Stokes-Adams attacks (cardiogenic syncope, possibly
convulsive) are named. See also Stokes.

Akalin F, Tirtir A, and Yilmaz Y (2003) Increased QT dispersion in epileptic children. Acta
Paediatr 92:8 916–20.75

Study of patients newly diagnosed with epilepsy and others already taking medication, both in com-
parison with children free of epilepsy. QT dispersion, a measure of the variability of repolarization
of myocardium across different regions of the ventricles (Higham and Campbell), was increased in
children with epilepsy . is suggests that the presumptive ion channel abnormalities underlying id-
iopathic epilepsy may also affect the function of the heart (see Donahue et al.). is finding could80

have implications for cardiac dysfunction in SUDEP. As AEDs could also affect heart function, an-
other important finding of this study was that QT dispersion was no different in the two groups of
children with epilepsy, and also no different in the newly diagnosed patients before versus after start-
ing medication, indicating that AEDs have little effect on this heart function parameter. e study
included 62 patients with epilepsy and 52 epilepsy-free children. AEDs used in the newly-prescribed85

group were valproate, CBZ and phenobarbitol. Relative differences in QT intervals between EKG
leads could be influenced by the shorter baseline QT intervals seen in epilepsy patients (Teh et al.).
For further discussion of QT intervals see annotation at Aurlien et al. Also of note, an effect of CBZ
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on QT dispersion has been reported (Spina et al.). Measurements of QT in this paper were done
manually by a single observer and it is not clear whether he or she was blinded to the group status of90

patients when measurements were made.

Al-Aweel IC, Krishnamurthy KB, Hausdorff JM, Mietus JE, Ives JR, Blum AS, Schomer DL,
and Goldberger AL (1999) Postictal heart rate oscillations in partial epilepsy. Neurology
53:7 1590–2. 13
Early report of increased low-frequency variability of heart rate after seizure, with low frequency95

defined as 0.01 to 0.1 Hz . Study includes data from 11 seizures in 5 patients. Some figures show
a rise in heart rate both during and shortly after the seizure. e 0.1 Hz oscillation appears to be
essentially a jump in the heart rate occurring every 10 s or so and lasting a few beats. is instability
persisted for variable periods following the end of the seizure. Note that a 4th degree polynomial was
used to detrend the data before power spectra were computed and it is not clear how this polynomial100

was chosen or what effect it had on the results.

Almansori M, Ijaz M, and Ahmed SN (2006) Cerebral arrhythmia influencing cardiac rhythm:
A case of ictal bradycardia. Seizure 15:6 459–61. External Link
Single case report of Canadian patient with nearly 40 year history of epilepsy and MRI evidence of
sclerosis of left medial temporal region. Some seizures were associated with bradycardia, which in one105

case began 12 s after seizure onset.

Altenmüller DM, Zehender M, and Schulze-Bonhage A (2004) High-grade atrioventricular
block triggered by spontaneous and stimulation-induced epileptic activity in the left tempo-
ral lobe. Epilepsia 45:12 1640–4. External Link
Single case report of patient with TLE (left) in whom seizures led to atrio-ventricular block. Mapping110

with surface and depth electrodes implicated the amygdala and anterior hippocampus.

Anand BK and Dua S (1956) Circulatory and respiratory changes induced by electrical stim-
ulation of limbic system (visceral brain). J Neurophysiol 19:5 393–400. 31
Animal study in cat and monkey that demonstrated drops in blood pressure with stimulation of
amygdala, hippocampus and other limbic regions. Stimulation of the temporal pole showed a fall in115

BP in monkeys, a rise in cats. Heart rate also increased or decreased with variable areas of stimulation.
Respiratory changes occurred in a subset of animals and were complex. e authors compare their
findings with those obtained in a number of related studies beginning with Spencer.

Annegers JF and Coan SP (1999) SUDEP: Overview of definitions and review of incidence
data. Seizure 8:6 347–52. External Link120

is analysis separated SUDEP deaths from seizure-related deaths, a distinction not generally drawn
now. Demonstrates that rates of sudden death increase over the lifespan but declined over the 20th
century. Helpful review of incidence studies.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.seizure.2006.05.008
http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.0013-9580.2004.34403.x
http://dx.doi.org/10.1053/seiz.1999.0306
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Annegers JF, Coan SP, Hauser WA, Leestma J, Duffell W, and Tarver B (1998) Epilepsy, va-
gal nerve stimulation by the NCP system, mortality, and sudden, unexpected, unexplained125

death. Epilepsia 39:2 206–12. 9
Incidence of sudden death was evaluated among a patient cohort receiving vagal nerve stimulation.
No significant affect of the device on risk was evident. 791 patients were in the study group. SUDEP
incidence was 4.5 per 1,000 person-years in this cohort of patients with refractory epilepsy. Intro-
duction includes helpful meta-analysis with valuable discussion on the changing rate of sudden death130

in both epilepsy and control populations over the lifespan, with apparent equalization of rates (no
increased risk of sudden death for epilepsy patients) by around age 75. e study also provides infor-
mative history on initial resistance to the notion of SUDEP from those who believed any increased
mortality among epilepsy patients was due to the causes of the epilepsy (e.g., trauma) rather than to
epilepsy per se; this view lost support when a series of trials for new AEDs suggested that epilepsy135

can increase risk directly. e study was partially supported by the device manufacturer.

Annegers JF, Coan SP, Hauser WA, and Leestma J (2000) Epilepsy, vagal nerve stimulation by
the NCP system, all-cause mortality, and sudden, unexpected, unexplained death. Epilepsia
41:5 549–53.
Reports on the 2 year extension of Annegers et al. More than 1,800 patients were followed after140

implantation of a vagal nerve stimulator . Rate of SUDEP was 4.1 per 1,000 person-years, slightly
lower than at the earlier follow-up time. Death rates were low after removal of the device, likely
reflecting the improved epilepsy control that prompted the removal. is study was also sponsored
by the device maker.

Antoniuk SA, Oliva LV, Bruck I, Malucelli M, Yabumoto S, and Castellano JL (2001) Sud-145

den unexpected, unexplained death in epilepsy autopsied patients. Arq Neuropsiquiatr 59:1
40–5.
Retrospective evaluation from Brazil of cause of death from 9.5 year period with 15,000 patients
yielded 53 patients with epilepsy. In 30 cases those close to the deceased were interviewed (“verbal
autopsy,” Lathers and Schraeder). . e interviews of loved ones came after delays of many years from150

the time of death in some cases, which may have affected the accuracy of recollections. 20 cases met
criteria for SUDEP in this study. Most of these were deaths in bed without evidence of seizure, with
pulmonary or cerebral edema listed as the official cause of death. e race distribution of SUDEP
deaths matched that of the overall population of deaths evaluated. 45% of patients had a history of
excessive use of alcohol.155

Arida RM, Scorza CA, Schmidt B, de Albuquerque M, Cavalheiro EA, and Scorza FA (2008)
Physical activity in sudden unexpected death in epilepsy: Much more than a simple sport.
Neurosci Bull 24:6 374–80.
See annotation at Scorza et al.
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Asadi-Pooya AA and Sperling MR (2009) Clinical features of sudden unexpected death in160

epilepsy. J Clin Neurophysiol Uno:Ein (E–pub). External Link
A general review, focusing on possible preventive measures.

Aserinsky E (1965) Periodic respiratory pattern occurring in conjunction with eye movements
during sleep. Science 150:697 763–6.
Rapid eye movements in sleep are accompanied by decreased depth and increased rate of breathing165

with a consistency of pattern that the author suggests cannot be explained by dream content.

Aurlien D, Taubøll E, and Gjerstad L (2007) Lamotrigine in idiopathic epilepsy – Increased
risk of cardiac death? Acta Neurol Scand 115:3 199–203. External Link 10
Review of 4 cases of SUDEP in outpatients over 10 year span in this Norwegian study. All 4 patients
were females being treated with lamotrigine monotherapy. During the period the deaths occurred,170

LTG had an average market share of 6.7% in the county housing the clinic. Of the 4 patients one had
no detectable LTG in her serum after death, and for another the serum level was not measured; the
authors point to Tomson et al. showing the unreliability of postmortem serum levels. Lamotrigine’s
effect as an antagonist of the rapid delayed rectifier potassium ion current (Danielsson et al.) and
possible tendency to cause arrhythmias is raised by the authors. e group followed up with Aurlien175

et al. and touched on the issue again in Aurlien et al.

Aurlien D, Tauböll E, and Gjerstad L (2008) An insufficient effect of lamotrigine leading to
fatal seizures. Acta Neurol Scand p. 293. External Link 10
Response to crtics of Aurlien et al. Concedes that causes of death in that study were unknown. Sug-
gests that safe levels of AEDs in healthy controls established in drug testing may not apply to epilepsy180

patients if ion channel mutations predispose to arrhythmias.

Aurlien D, Leren TP, Taubøll E, and Gjerstad L (2009) New SCN5A mutation in a SUDEP
victim with idiopathic epilepsy. Seizure 18:2 158–60. External Link 7, 10, 15, 71, 81
Single-patient case report raising the possibility of a link between a long QT-associated sodium chan-
nel mutation and SUDEP in a patient who was also treated with lamotrigine, discussed as risk factor185

in two previous articles by Aurlien and others. Significance of single case is difficult to gauge, but
report of molecular lesion in SUDEP patient is noteworthy.

Bacon GM(1868) On the modes of death in epilepsy. e Lancet 91:2331 555 – 556. External
Link

Bateman LM, Li CS, and Seyal M (2008) Ictal hypoxemia in localization-related epilepsy:190

Analysis of incidence, severity and risk factors. Brain 131:Pt 12 3239–45. External Link 11,
13, 73
⊙ Careful study of 56 patients (>300 seizures) showing relationship between electrographic severity
and oxygen desaturation. e authors found about one-third of all seizures involved desaturation

http://dx.doi.org/10.1097/WNP.0b013e3181b7f129
http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1600-0404.2006.00730.x
http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1600-0404.2008.01011.x
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.seizure.2008.07.008
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0140-6736(02)61743-X
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0140-6736(02)61743-X
http://dx.doi.org/10.1093/brain/awn277
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below 90%. Worse desaturation was seen with temporal involvement and contralateral spread, which195

happened in about 1 in 6 seizures, similar to findings reported Seyal and Bateman, written by some
of the same authors. (One statistically curious finding is that when all seizures are considered, 3.6%
desaturate below 70%, and when only partial seizures are considered, 12.5% desaturate below that
value, yet degree of desaturation was positively correlated with spread to contralateral hemisphere.)
When apnea occurred during seizure it was generally central rather than obstructive. In fitting data200

from all seizures, desaturation occurred at roughly 0.8 percentage point per second of seizure duration.
In some cases desaturation persisted for up to 30 minutes after seizure, after ventilatory rate had
returned to normal, suggesting impaired alveolar gas exchange, possibly due to pulmonary edema. In
another case shown, elevated CO₂ may have provoked a respiratory response. Includes an excellent
discussion of neural control of respiratory drive. Is it possible that acidosis due to hypoventilation205

and hypercapnia leads to altered ion channel function, leading to arrhythmia?

Bateman LM, Spitz M, and Seyal M (2010) Ictal hypoventilation contributes to cardiac ar-
rhythmia and sudep: Report on two deaths in video-eeg-monitored patients. External Link
Report of cases of SUDEP that occurred during video EEG monitoring. Seizure-induced hypoventi-
lation (central apnea) is the mechanism favored by the authors for these 2 cases. Both cases occurred210

while patients were unattended. In the first case, respiratory movements continued for 12 minutes
after the electrographic seizure ended. Respirations became slowed and irregular, then ceased. Several
brief asystoles were observed and the heart stopped completely at 18 minutes after seizure termi-
nation. ST-segment elevations and peaked T waves were also seen. In the second patient breathing
slowed after termination of the electrographic seizure and ceased within 2 min, at which time the215

heartbeat also ceased. e authors discuss the difficulty of distinguishing postictal cerebral slowing
with failure to recovery due to hypoxia, on the one hand, from primary electrical ‘shutdown’ (Tom-
son et al.) on the other. ey also discuss the likely contribution of acidosis to the bradycardia and
T-wave changes observed in these cases. Both patients reported here were prone at the time of death,
though the authors indicated in Bateman et al. that body position is not a clear risk for SUDEP.220

ese cases may indicate that practice in epilepsy monitoring units when weaning AED to provoke
seizures in patients should be modified to include closer surveillance, as was done at the two centers
in question.

Bell GS and Sander JW (2006) Sudden unexpected death in epilepsy. Risk factors, possible
mechanisms and prevention: A reappraisal. Acta Neurol Taiwan 15:2 72–83.225

Overview of SUDEP. Reiterates therapeutic targets of maximal seizure control with minimal AED
usage.

Bell GS, Peacock JL, and Sander JW (2009) Seasonality as a risk factor for sudden unexpected
death in epilepsy: A study in a large cohort. External Link 76
Study from Wales and England using review of death certificates to identify likely cases of SUDEP. Of230

approximately 2,400 deaths in which the patient had epilepsy, just over 400 met criteria for probable

http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1528-1167.2009.02513.x
http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1528-1167.2009.02314.x
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SUDEP. Although lunar phase (cf. Terra-Bustamante et al.), month, and season had no effect on
SUDEP deaths, there may have been a weak trend for cool mean temperatures (cf. Sonoda et al.) to
increase the rate of SUDEP, although it may increase the overall rate of death as well (Johnson and
Griffiths).235

Benassi E, Bo GP, Cocito L, Maffini M, and Loeb C (1987) Carbamazepine and cardiac con-
duction disturbances. Ann Neurol 22:2 280–1. External Link
Report of 2 cases of abnormal cardiac conduction detected during carbamazepine therapy. Both re-
sponded to cessation of the AED.

Bennani FK and Connolly CE (1997) Sudden unexpected death in young adults including240

four cases of SADS: A 10-year review from the west of Ireland (1985-1994). Med Sci Law
37:3 242–7.
Review of deaths analyzed by one hospital over 10 year period. Of 44 deaths in patients 18-35 years
old, 15 were in patients diagnosed with epilepsy.

Beran R(2002) p. 1.245

Beran RG, Weber S, Sungaran R, Venn N, and Hung A (2004) Review of the legal obliga-
tions of the doctor to discuss Sudden Unexplained Death in Epilepsy (SUDEP) – A cohort
controlled comparative cross-matched study in an outpatient epilepsy clinic. Seizure 13:7
523–8. External Link 37
Case-control study examining data from 15 years of patient management in an Australian clinic. 21250

cases of SUDEP were identified in the clinic records, yet there was no clear evidence of modifiable
risk factors. e authors concluded that without evidence of an influence of patient behavior on
likelihood of SUDEP there is no reason to inform patients of the possibility of SUDEP, and that
informing patients could lead to increased distress and thus subject the physician to the assessment
of negligence.255

Berg A (2001) Mortality in epilepsy. Epilepsy Curr p. 28. External Link
Comment on Lhatoo et al. and Walczak et al. Praised the first report’s use of time-dependent co-
variates enabling consideration of seizure recurrence and AEDs, and lauded the use of a nested case-
control methodology in the second study to hone in on isolated GTCS as an important correlate of
SUDEP.260

Bergfeldt L, Vallin H, Rosenqvist M, Insulander P, Nordlander R, and Aström H (1996) Sinus
node recovery time assessment revisited: Role of pharmacologic blockade of the autonomic
nervous system. J Cardiovasc Electrophysiol 7:2 95–101.
Study of 52 patients, most of whom had both syncope/presyncope/dizziness and sinus bradyarrhyth-
mia and a few of whom had only one or the other, to measure sinus node recovery time after pharma-265

http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/ana.410220217
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.seizure.2003.12.008
http://dx.doi.org/10.1046/j.1535-7597.2001.00007.x
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cologic block of β-adrenergic and cholinergic input. Demonstrates range of recovery times following
disruption of autonomic input in patients likely to have sinus node dysfunction.

Bird J, Dembny K, Sandeman D, and Butler S(1995) Sudden unexplained death explained?
Electroencephalography and Clinical Neurophysiology p. 98. 13
Single-case report of patient death following seizure while implanted with cortical surface electrodes270

for surgical planning. e ictal event is described as follows “After 2.5 min of gentle tonic-clonic
activity, the nature of the right sided discharges altered, showed a pattern of brief complete flattening
alternating with spindling spike discharges for 16 sec and then ceased all activity; the left hemisphere
followed with the same pattern and ceased after 8 sec. Individual random nerve firing occurred for a
further 60 sec and regular pulse artefact for a further 120 sec.” Authors link this to thalamocortical275

sleep spindles. It is unclear what happened during attempts to resuscitate the patient.

Bird J, Dembny K, Sandeman D, and Butler S(1997) Sudden unexplained death in epilepsy:
An intracranially monitored case. Epilepsia(Copenhagen) 38: 52–56. 19, 44
Content may be shared with Bird et al.

Black A (2005) SUDEP – Whether to tell and when. Med Law 24:1 41–9.280

Emphasizes the harm that could result from informing patients about SUDEP.

Blum AS, Ives JR, Goldberger AL, Al-Aweel IC, Krishnamurthy KB, Drislane FW, and
Schomer DL (2000) Oxygen desaturations triggered by partial seizures: Implications for
cardiopulmonary instability in epilepsy. Epilepsia 41:5 536–41.
Study reporting desaturation during 9 complex partial seizures in 6 patients with pulse oximetry285

during EEG monitoring. In these TLE patients, desaturation began on average 43 seconds after
seizure onset, whereas in Seyal and Bateman a mean delay of 58 s was seen. Mean lowest saturation was
83%. Study was relatively early and did not report on the relation between secondary generalization of
a partial seizure and apnea, cf.Bateman et al. and Seyal and Bateman. ere was no motor abnormality
in the seizures presented, indicating that this is not necessary for the apnea. Waxing and waning290

pattern of return to stable respiratory pattern is seen after serizures. Heart rate increases were seen
in most cases, but EKG abnormalities were not discussed. Apnea-inducing complex partial seizures
began in either lobe.

Blumhardt LD, Smith PE, and Owen L (1986) Electrocardiographic accompaniments of tem-
poral lobe epileptic seizures. Lancet 1:8489 1051–6.295

Ambulatory monitoring of 26 patients over 74 seizures. More than 90% of seizures were associated
with tachycardia. Patients younger than 25 years showed a greater increase in heart rate, whereas those
on AED showed less increase. Sudden changes in heart rate were seen toward the end of seizures cf.
Al-Aweel et al.

Bowerman DL, Levisky JA, Urich RW, and Wittenberg PH (1978) Premature deaths in persons300
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with seizure disorders – Subtherapeutic levels of anticonvulsant drugs in postmortem blood
specimens. J Forensic Sci 23:3 522–6.
Report of low postmortem AED levels in 11 epilepsy patients. 6 deaths had no clear precipitant
and were attributed to asphyxia. Highlights the desirability of frequent monitoring of AED levels
to ensure the lowest effective dosing is achieved to minimize side effects and increase adherence. For305

discussion of the evidence for and against a role for subtherapeutic AED in SUDEP see the annotation
at Tomson et al.

Bowers RE, McKeen CR, Park BE, and Brigham KL (1979) Increased pulmonary vascular
permeability follows intracranial hypertension in sheep. Am Rev Respir Dis 119:4 637–41.
Study in sheep of possible neural effects on lung capillary permeability. Elevated intracranial pressure310

led to increased permeability, suggesting that pulmonary edema may in some cases occur without
pulmonary hypertension (cf. eodore and Robin, eodore and Robin).

Breckenridge CG and Hoff HE (1953) Ischemic and anoxic dissolution of the supramedullary
control of respiration. Am J Physiol 175:3 449–57.

Britton J, Ghearing G, Benarroch E, and Cascino G(2006) e ictal bradycardia syndrome:315

Localization and lateralization. Epilepsia 47:4 737–44. 19, 48
Combined meta-analysis and original retrospective study, from Mayo Clinic, Minnesota, US, de-
signed to address lateralization of cortical control of autonomic function. In the original study, ictal
bradycardia was strongly associated with temporal lobe seizures but no clear link with either hemi-
sphere was evident for onset either of seizure or of bradycardia. e analysis of previous studies showed320

bilateral seizure activity at the time of bradycardia onset in about half of the cases, with the other half
split between either hemisphere. Literature review showed bradycardia-linked seizures began in the
left hemisphere roughly 60% of the time. Bradycardia was defined as an R-R interval greater than 2
s. Delay to onset of bradycardia ranged from 10 to > 100 s, with average approximately 20 s. Brady-
cardia was often seen in bilateral seizures. e authors conclude that their study does not support325

evidence of lateralization effects in ictal bradycardia as reported in Oppenheimer et al. ey refer to
Epstein et al. as one of several studies that failed to find a link of altered temporal lobe function and
bradycardia.

Brna P, Camfield P, Camfield C, Messenger M, and Finley J (2006) When are episodes of loss
of consciousness life-threatening? Paediatr Child Health 11:6 359–61.330

Report of single patient with repeated loss of consciousness with convulsions ultimately found to
be due to Brugada syndrome, a rare inherited abnormality in myocardial activation linked to any of
several genetic mutations. Serves as a reminder that convulsive loss of consciousness can have a cardiac
cause . e possibility of a direct effect of the underlying ion channel mutation on brain electrical
activity was not addressed, though the patient responded to pacemaker treatment (see Rocamora335

et al. for discussion of convulsive syncope). e authors discuss the possibility that arrhythmias such
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as long QT syndrome could lead to central hypoxia and thus to seizure (“reflex anoxic seizures”),
though hypoxia apparently halted a seizure in Schuele et al.

Brodie MJ and Ben-Menachem E Should patients or their families be told of the risk of Sudden
Unexplained Death in Epilepsy? External Link340

Online transcript of dialogue between two physicians who disagree on the appropriateness of inform-
ing patients about SUDEP early in the course of treatment. One of these physicians followed up with
an article to advocate his belief that patients should be told early Brodie and Holmes. e interesting
suggestion is presented of training service animals (e.g., dogs) to detect cessation of respiration during
seizure and rouse the patient.345

Brodie MJ and Holmes GL (2008) Should all patients be told about sudden unexpected death
in epilepsy (SUDEP)? Pros and Cons. Epilepsia 49 Suppl 9: 99–101. External Link 15
⊙ Helpful dialogue between two physicians who disagree about the appropriateness of telling all
patients with seizures about the possibility of SUDEP.

Brotherstone R, Blackhall B, and McLellan A (2009) Lengthening of corrected QT during350

epileptic seizures. p. (Epub). External Link 81
39 patient study of QT interval during seizures. A number of formulae are commonly used to correct
QT intervals for heart rate. Using 4 methods of correction, the authors observed ictal QT interval
prolongation, but only in 21 of 156 seizures did corrected QT exceed normal limits, and this was
apparently only seen with one method of QT correction. at said, the QT prolongations that did355

not exceed normal limits could still be of relevance for understanding the effect of seizures on heart
rate. In terms of methodology, lead II was used for QT measurement. It was unclear whether readers
were blinded to the ictal status of the patient, but there was substantial agreement on QT among
readers. As a potential confound, shorter QT intervals at rest were found in patients with epilepsy by
Teh et al., which could magnify relative changes during seizure. See Malik for additional discussion360

of sources of error in QT measurement. Of note the QT prolongation here was seen regardfless of
whether heart rate increased or decreased during a seizure. For further discussion of QT intervals see
annotation at Aurlien et al.

Brown SW, Mawer GE, Lawler W, Taylor DC, Shorvon S, Betts TA, Noronha MJ, Richens A,
Chadwick D, and Besag FM (1990) Sudden death and epilepsy. Lancet 335:8689 606–7.365

Letter to the editor highlighting the need for accurate listing of cause of death in epilepsy patients.
Also emphasizes the utility of distinguishing sudden death in a patient with epilepsy, regardless of
whether it occurred in conjunction with a seizure or immediately following a seizure, from deaths
among epilepsy patients due to causes such as drowning or electrocution. e authors take the view
that status epilepticus and asphyxiation are uncommon as true causes of death. ey question the370

assessment of AED levels after death as a reflection of antemortem levels. e advocate the use of

http://professionals.epilepsy.com/page/hallway_sudep.html
http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1528-1167.2008.01933.x
http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1528-1167.2009.02281.x
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‘epilepsy’ as a cause of death in such cases lacking strong anatomical evidence for asphyxiation or
other cause.

Callanan C(2008) Death in the shadows. Nurs Stand 23:3 22–3.
Overview of problem of SUDEP and data confirming need for greater awareness, with emphasis on375

situation in UK. Written by bereaved family member.

Camfield CS, Camfield PR, and Veugelers PJ (2002) Death in children with epilepsy: A
population-based study. Lancet 359:9321 1891–5. External Link
Retrospective cohort study from Nova Scotia, including all 692 patients who developed epilepsy
over an 8 year period. Focus is on providing reliable information for clinicians to use in developing380

prognosis when epilepsy is first diagnosed. Frequency of death was 5-9 times higher in the epilepsy
population than in the general population. Of 26 deaths, one was SUDEP. Secondary generalized
epilepsy was associated with a higher death rate (15% over approximately 15 years). Early age of
onset of epilepsy and functional severity of neurological impairment also correlated with mortality.
Secondary generalized epilepsies had worse survival than patients with absence epilepsy, or generalized385

or partial epilepsy.

Camfield P and Camfield C (2005) Sudden unexpected death in people with epilepsy: A
pediatric perspective. Semin Pediatr Neurol 12:1 10–4.
Review emphasizing that most cases of sudden death in patients with epilepsy do not actually occur
during seizures and highlighting possibility of preventing SUDEP through reducing seizure frequency390

and ruling out cardiac arrhythmias as an etiology of the spells in each case.

Carinci V, Barbato G, Baldrati A, and Di Pasquale G (2007) Asystole induced by partial
seizures: A rare cause of syncope. Pacing Clin Electrophysiol 30:11 1416–9. External Link
Single-case report from Italy of 78 year old man with ictal bradycardia beginning 10 s after onset of
left fronto-temporal seizure, followed 10 s later by asystole. e asystole may have in turn broken the395

seizure.

Carlson C, Arnedo V, Cahill M, and Devinsky O (2009) Detecting nocturnal convulsions:
Efficacy of the MP5 monitor. Seizure 18:3 225–7. External Link
Evaluation of automated seizure detection device. 5 of 8 seizures were detected over 1528 hours of
monitoring. e authors suggest that calibration of the device for individual patients could improve400

this rate.

Carnel SB, Schraeder PL, and Lathers CM(1985) Effect of phenobarbital pretreatment on car-
diac neural discharge and pentylenetetrazol-induced epileptogenic activity in the cat. Phar-
macology 30:4 225–40. 80
Early animal study of the effects of phenobarbitol (PB) and the seizure-provoking agent pentylenete-405

trazol (PTZ). Phenobarbitol decreased the rate of epileptiform activity, as well as heart rate and blood

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0140-6736(02)08779-2
http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1540-8159.2007.00883.x
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.seizure.2008.08.007
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pressure . Autonomic response to the seizure-provoking agent was altered by the presence of PB; heart
rate increased significantly in the presence of PTZ alone but decreased slightly when PTZ was given
after PB. Phenobarbitol did not decrease the incidence of arrhythmias. is article is very similar to
Lathers et al.410

Chapman WP, Livingston KE, and Poppen JL (1950) An observation of the effect of the
electrical stimulation of the temporal lobes on blood pressure in man. J Nerv Ment Dis
111:5 430–4.

Chapman WP, Livingston KE, and Poppen JL (1950) Effect upon blood pressure of electrical415

stimulation of tips of temporal lobes in man. J Neurophysiol 13:1 65–71, illust.
Experiment, from era with different ethical norms, on frontal lobotomy patient. Stimulation of the
anterior temporal poles in anesthetized patient led to elevation in BP of more than 60 mm Hg for
systolic and more than 40 mm Hg for diastolic. Elevations in blood pressure persisted for 30 s or
more after stimulation of temporal poles for 10 s. Stimulation of right temporal pole drove larger420

increase than stimulation of left pole or of both poles simultaneously. e authors discuss the possible
contribution of hypothalamic activation.

Chapman WP, Schroeder HR, Geyer G, Brazier MA, Fager C, Poppen JL, Solomon HC, and
Yakolev PI (1954) Physiological evidence concerning importance of the amygdaloid nuclear
region in the integration of circulatory function and emotion in man. Science 120:3127425

949–50.
Using electrodes inserted into the amygdaloid complex in sever epileptics for therapeutic ablation.
Stimulation of the area prior to ablation caused elevation in blood pressure (50 mm systolic, 33 mm
diastolic) with varied effects on mood. In a few patients increases in heart rate from 20 to 100% were
observed. Also compares epileptiform activity as recorded by depth and surface electrodes.430

Chapman WP, Solomon HC, Schroeder HR, Brazier MA, Geyer G, Fager C, Poppen J, and
Yakolev P(1956) Present status of the relationship of brain structures to the circulation and
emotional expression in man. Acta Med Scand Suppl 312: 66–70.

Chiron C, Marchand MC, Tran A, Rey E, d’Athis P, Vincent J, Dulac O, and Pons G
(2000) Stiripentol in severe myoclonic epilepsy in infancy: a randomised placebo-controlled435

syndrome-dedicated trial. sticlo study group. Lancet 356:9242 1638–42.

Cho I, Kai M, Ichikado K, Naitoh M, Sakata T, and Suga M (2002) [A case of neurogenic
pulmonary edema associated with epileptic seizure]. Nihon Kokyuki Gakkai Zasshi 40:10
817–21.
Single-case report from Japan of 36 year old woman with recurrent fainting and respiratory difficulties440

determined to reflect neurogenic pulmonary edema. EEG showed left temporal lobe focus.
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Chungath M and Shorvon S (2008) e mortality and morbidity of febrile seizures. Nat Clin
Pract Neurol 4:11 610–21. External Link
Meta-analysis of relationship between febrile seizures and epilepsy, which found no link between
SUDEP and febrile seizures. Includes data from 138 articles.445

Cockerell OC, Johnson AL, Sander JW, Hart YM, Goodridge DM, and Shorvon SD
(1994) Mortality from epilepsy: Results from a prospective population-based study. Lancet
344:8927 918–21.
Prospective study of 1091 patients with new diagnosis of epilepsy or suspected epilepsy were followed
up for an average of 7 years, and their standardized mortality ratio was elevated, especially in the450

first year after diagnosis. Idiopathic epilepsy also carried an increased SMR of 1.4. However, sudden
unexpected death did not occur during the study. Several comments and author responses were also
published.

Cohen MI (1971) Switching of the respiratory phases and evoked phrenic responses produced
by rostral pontine electrical stimulation. J Physiol 217:1 133–58.455

Cohen MI (1981) Pulmonary afferent and central influences on respiratory phase-switching
in the cat. Can J Physiol Pharmacol 59:7 675–82.

Cohen-Gadol AA, DiLuna ML, and Spencer DD (2004) Partial epilepsy presenting as episodic
dyspnea: A specific network involved in limbic seizure propagation. Case report. J Neurosurg
100:3 565–7. External Link460

Single-case report of patient with recurrent dyspnea and oxygen desaturation, with right medial tem-
poral lobe lesion eventually found to be the cause. Phenytoin therapy resulted in cessation of dyspnea
and desaturation events.

Colder BW, Frysinger RC, Wilson CL, Harper RM, and Engel J J (1996) Decreased neuronal
burst discharge near site of seizure onset in epileptic human temporal lobes. Epilepsia 37:2465

113–21.
Mesial temporal lobe recordings of 258 single neurons from 23 patients with epilepsy. e spatial
extent of correlated activity was reduced in the ipsilateral hemisphere.

Colder BW, Wilson CL, Frysinger RC, Chao LC, Harper RM, and Engel J J (1996) Neuronal
synchrony in relation to burst discharge in epileptic human temporal lobes. J Neurophysiol470

75:6 2496–508.
Study of activity on chronically implanted depth electrodes in 24 patients with temporal lobe epilepsy.
Cross-correlograms were used to assess interaction among neurons after spike sorting. Interpretation
is complex; it is unclear exactly how to assess the finding, for example, that for entorhinal cortex,
neuron pairs in the contralateral side were significantly more likely to show peak interactions whereas475

for presubiculum pairs in the ipsilateral side were more likely to have such peaks. One key finding is

http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/ncpneuro0922
http://dx.doi.org/10.3171/jns.2004.100.3.0565
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that the temporal lobe ipsilateral to the seizure focus showed greater inhibitory interactions and no
difference in excitatory interactions.

Colder BW, Wilson CL, Frysinger RC, Harper RM, and Engel J J (1996) Interspike intervals
during interictal periods in human temporal lobe epilepsy. Brain Res 719:1-2 96–103.480

Study uses data from chronically implanted electrodes in patients with temporal lobe epilepsy. When
certain inter-spike intervals are used to define ‘bursting’ action potential activity, fewer bursts are seen
in the hemisphere ipsilateral to the epilepsy focus as compared with the contralateral side.

Constantin L, Martins JB, Fincham RW, and Dagli RD (1990) Bradycardia and syncope as
manifestations of partial epilepsy. J Am Coll Cardiol 15:4 900–5.485

Cooper PN (2008) Cardiac arrhythmias and SUDEP – Commentary on Hindocha et al..
Epilepsia 49:2 366–7. External Link 36
Comment on Hindocha et al. Cites Bird et al. and So et al. to argue that central cardiorespiratory
depression is the most likely cause of SUDEP and noting that autopsy studies have failed to find
consistent structural abnormalities with the heart (see also annotation at Natelson et al. e au-490

thor discusses the episodes of bradycardia often seen in epilepsy patients (Rugg-Gunn et al., 2004;
Britton et al., 2006), but notes that such episodes are at most rarely attributable to monogenic chan-
nelopathies such as those reported by Hindocha et al.

Corfield DR, Fink GR, Ramsay SC, Murphy K, Harty HR, Watson JD, Adams L, Frackowiak
RS, and Guz A(1995) Activation of limbic structures during CO₂-stimulated breathing in495

awake man. Adv Exp Med Biol 393: 331–4.

Corfield DR, Fink GR, Ramsay SC, Murphy K, Harty HR, Watson JD, Adams L, Frack-
owiak RS, and Guz A (1995) Evidence for limbic system activation during CO₂-stimulated
breathing in man. J Physiol 488 ( Pt 1): 77–84. 20
Study from 5 human volunteers using PET and MRI to identify regions of increased blood flow500

during CO₂-induced hyperpnea. A number of limbic regions underwent increased perfusion during
hypercapnic periods. Compare to different regions of increased blood flow found during elevated
heart rate and blood pressure by Critchley et al.

Cortey A, Monin P, Hascoet JM, Hamon I, and Vert P(1994) Effects of phenobarbital on
cerebral blood flow during hypoxia. Biol Neonate 65:6 396–405.505

Coulter DL (1984) Partial seizures with apnea and bradycardia. Arch Neurol 41:2 173–4.
Monitoring of an infant with apnea and bradycardia during multiple spells showed left temporal
discharge preceding apnea.

Coyle HP, Baker-Brian N, and Brown SW (1994) Coroners’ autopsy reporting of sudden
unexplained death in epilepsy (SUDEP) in the UK. Seizure 3:4 247–54.510

http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1528-1167.2007.01439_4.x
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Study of SUDEP incidence in the UK during 1992 by culling all reports published in newspapers.
40 cases were investigated closely. Inconsistencies and differences in degree of detail were observed
among coroner reports. e findings emphasize the need, likely still present, for standardization of
coroner’s reports given the crucial role of these records in epidemiological analyses.

Critchley HD, Corfield DR, Chandler MP, Mathias CJ, and Dolan RJ (2000) Cerebral cor-515

relates of autonomic cardiovascular arousal: A functional neuroimaging investigation in hu-
mans. J Physiol 523 Pt 1: 259–70. 19, 35
PET study in 6 healthy volunteers to monitor changes in cerebral blood flow during periods of ele-
vated heart rate and mean arterial pressure. Blood flow correlated with mean arterial pressure in the
cerebellar vermus, right anterior cingulate, and right insula. Blood flow covaried with heart rate in520

pons, cerebellum and right insula. e authors interpret the increases in regional blood flow as indica-
tive of increased activity in these regions that makes internal state available for cognitive processing.
e same effect would also be expected if these regions have vascular supply that causes them to ‘pas-
sively’ undergo increased blood flow when systemic blood pressure increases. e potential influence
of these regions on MAP and HR must also be considered. Using a similar method, Corfield et al.525

found activation of different regions during hypercapnea.

Danielsson BR, Lansdell K, Patmore L, and Tomson T(2003) Phenytoin and phenobarbital
inhibit human herg potassium channels. Epilepsy Res 55:1-2 147–57. 20
Test of effects of PHT, CBZ, and PB on inward-rectifying potassium conductance IKr in HEK cells.
PHT and PB blocked the channel at doses comparable to those expected to be unbound in some530

patients, especially if taking other drugs that reduced clearance or binding.

Danielsson BR, Lansdell K, Patmore L, and Tomson T (2005) Effects of the antiepileptic
drugs lamotrigine, topiramate and gabapentin on hERG potassium currents. Epilepsy Res
63:1 17–25. External Link 10
}Similar to Danielsson et al., uses patch-clamp to study effects of anti-epileptic drugs on inward-535

rectifier potassium channel important for cardiac conduction. Here testing involves LTG, TPM, and
GBP, with LTG found to influence the channel at concentrations possibly encountered in patients.

Darbin O, Casebeer D, and Naritoku DK (2003) Effects of seizure severity and seizure rep-
etition on postictal cardiac arrhythmia following maximal electroshock. Exp Neurol 181:2
327–31.540

Similar to Darbin et al.

Darbin O, Casebeer DJ, and Naritoku DK (2002) Cardiac dysrhythmia associated with the
immediate postictal state after maximal electroshock in freely moving rat. Epilepsia 43:4
336–41. 20
Uses maximal electric shock paradigm to study heart rate variability in rodents.545

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.eplepsyres.2004.10.002
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Dasheiff RM (1991) Sudden unexpected death in epilepsy: A series from an epilepsy surgery
program and speculation on the relationship to sudden cardiac death. J Clin Neurophysiol
8:2 216–22.
Review of SUDEP incidence discussing similarities with sudden cardiac death. Among candidates
for surgical treatment of epilepsy, found approximately 5 deaths per 1,000 person-years.550

Dasheiff RM and Dickinson LJ (1986) Sudden unexpected death of epileptic patient due to
cardiac arrhythmia after seizure. Arch Neurol 43:2 194–6.
Early single-case report of witnessed SUDEP with EKG evidence of arrhythmia.

Davis AM and Wilkinson JL (1998) e long QT syndrome and seizures in childhood. J
Paediatr Child Health 34:5 410–1.555

Review of LQTS emphasizing clinical differentiation between ictal and cardiogenic syncope, and the
potential for cardiogenic seizures.

de Albuquerque M, Scorza CA, Arida RM, Cavalheiro EA, and Scorza FA (2009) e mystery
of Gustave Flaubert’s death: Could sudden unexpected death in epilepsy be part of the
context? Arq Neuropsiquiatr 67:2B 548–52.560

See annotation at Scorza et al.

De Burgh Daly M(1986) Interactions between respiration and circulation. Handbook of Phys-
iology, section 3: 529–594. 55

de la Grandmaison GL (2006) Is there progress in the autopsy diagnosis of sudden unexpected
death in adults? Forensic Sci Int 156:2-3 138–44. External Link565

Review considering sudden death from all causes but emphasizing cardiac disease. Highlights the
need for the police surgeon or medical examiner to question family members, witnesses of the death,
and first responders, essentially performing verbal autopsy Lathers and Schraeder

DeGiorgio CM, Miller P, Meymandi S, and Gornbein JA (2008) n-3 fatty acids (fish oil)
for epilepsy, cardiac risk factors, and risk of SUDEP: Clues from a pilot, double-blind, ex-570

ploratory study. Epilepsy Behav 13:4 681–4. External Link
11-subject US study reports improved triglyceride levels for patients taking fish oil. Increased heart
rate variability by one metric was found in patients with low initial heart rate variability. Studies of
cardiac causes of SUDEP in the literature do not generally point to atherosclerotic etiologies.

Delgado JM (1960) Circulatory effects of cortical stimulation. Physiol Rev Suppl 4: 146–78.575

Derby LE, Tennis P, and Jick H (1996) Sudden unexplained death among subjects with re-
fractory epilepsy. Epilepsia 37:10 931–5.
Incidence study of patients less than 50 years old in the UK with refractory epilepsy, defined as
prescription of 2 or more AEDs. Retrospective study used 4 controls per case and nested design to

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.forsciint.2004.12.024
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.yebeh.2008.08.001
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ID risk factors. e study found a rate of 2.2 per 1,000 person years for cases of probable or possible580

SUDEP.

DeToledo JC, DeToledo MB, and Lowe MR (1999) Epilepsy and sudden death: Notes from
George Washington’s diaries on the illness and death of Martha Parke-Custis (1756-1773).
Epilepsia 40:12 1835–6. 3, 23
An early report of possible SUDEP, of clear historical interest. e topic was later revisted by Doherty.585

Devilat Barros M, Rivera Gómez G, Gómez Muñoz V, and Sepulveda Olmos JP(2004) [Mor-
tality in children with epilepsy. A clinical prospective study]. Rev Neurol 38:7 607–14.
Study of deaths among children treated in epilepsy center over 6 year period, with five cases of sudden
unexpected death.

Devinsky O, Price BH, and Cohen SI (1986) Cardiac manifestations of complex partial590

seizures. Am J Med 80:2 195–202.
Report of 6 patients with complex partial seizures and cardiovascular symptoms. 5 patients had angi-
nal pain. EEG indicated epilepsy and chemical assays showed no evidence of myocardial damage.
Symptoms responded to anticonvulsant medications, but not antianginal drugs.

Devinsky O, Perrine K, and eodore WH(1994) Interictal autonomic nervous system func-595

tion in patients with epilepsy. Epilepsia 35:1 199–204.
Study of 24 epilepsy patients and 40 normal controls. A subset of normal controls were tested in
both the presence and the absence of carbamazepine. Patients with epilepsy had greater variability in
BP and HR during orthostasis and cold pressor test than both control patients and control patients
taking CBZ.600

Devinsky O, Pacia S, and Tatambhotla G (1997) Bradycardia and asystole induced by partial
seizures: A case report and literature review. Neurology 48:6 1712–4.
Single-case report of patient with bradycardia and asystole following complex partial seizure that
occurred during intracranial monitoring. e seizure originated in the left temporal lobe. During
one seizure, bradycardia began 55 seconds after EEG-determined seizure onset and lasted 9 s. In605

another seizure asystole began 60 s after seizure and lasted 8 s. e article also provides a review of a
number of other case reports and several animal studies involving bradycardia or asystole in relation
to seizure.

Devinsky O (2004) Effects of seizures on autonomic and cardiovascular function. Epilepsy
Curr 4:2 43–46. External Link610

Review of autonomic effects of seizures, with consideration of lateralization of autonomic control
and of SUDEP.

Doherty MJ (2004) e sudden death of Patsy Custis, or George Washington on sudden
unexplained death in epilepsy. Epilepsy Behav 5:4 598–600. External Link 3, 22

http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1535-7597.2004.42001.x
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.yebeh.2004.03.010
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Presentation of valuable historical evidence describing an apparent case of SUDEP in an adolescent.615

e topic was earlier covered by DeToledo et al. (1999).

Donahue LM, Coates PW, Lee VH, Ippensen DC, Arze SE, and Poduslo SE (2000) e cardiac
sodium channel mRNA is expressed in the developing and adult rat and human brain. Brain
Res 887:2 335–43. 7
Identifies presence of mRNA for tetrodotoxin-resistant voltage-sensitive sodium channel, previously620

believed present only in heart, in fetal and adult brain. e authors highlight the implication that
mutations in this channel known to cause arrhythmia could also cause epilepsy.

Donner EJ, Smith CR, and Snead r OC (2001) Sudden unexplained death in children with
epilepsy. Neurology 57:3 430–4.
Retrospective study of SUDEP risks in children specifically, using data from Ontario over 10 year625

period. Of 27 cases of SUDEP there was a roughly 2:1 male predominance, and approximately one-
third of patients had low serum AED levels at the time of death. As two-thirds of the cases did
not have low AED levels, the authors conclude that low levels are not a risk factor, but they do
not provide comparison data on the appropriateness of levels in healthy controls. Another potential
control group is epilepsy patients who died of non-SUDEP causes George and Davis. Similarly, with630

12% of SUDEP cases in their series occurring in patients on 3 AEDs, while 46% were on a single
AED and 38% on 2, the authors indicate that polytherapy is not a risk, but data from living controls
needs to be considered to reach this comparison. 5 children had witnessed cardiorespiratory arrrest
without evidence of seizure. Hypoxia was seen on tissue examination in 7 cases.

Drake ME, Reider CR, and Kay A (1993) Electrocardiography in epilepsy patients without635

cardiac symptoms. Seizure 2:1 63–5.
Review of EKGs from 75 epilepsy patients and age-matched controls. Differences in some parameters
were observed depending on seizure type or patient behaviors.

Drake J ME, Andrews JM, and Castleberry CM (1998) Electrophysiologic assessment of au-
tonomic function in epilepsy. Seizure 7:2 91–6.640

Sympathetic function measured by skin conductance changes, parasympathetic by HRV. Skin con-
ductance changes were larger in epilepsy patients, HRV was not, but if a subgroup of patients with
SUDEP risk factors was considered, the differences were more pronounced. Some statistical results
seem unlikely, for example, the standard deviation of heart rate was almost 20 times less in these
SUDEP-risk patients than in controls, even though the SD for all epilepsy patients was about 85%645

that of controls.

Dravet C, Bureau M, Oguni H, Fukuyama Y, and Cokar O(2005) Severe myoclonic epilepsy
in infancy: Dravet syndrome. Adv Neurol 95: 71–102.

Druschky A, Hilz MJ, Hopp P, Platsch G, Radespiel-Tröger M, Druschky K, Kuwert T,
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Stefan H, and Neundörfer B (2001) Interictal cardiac autonomic dysfunction in tempo-650

ral lobe epilepsy demonstrated by [(123)I]metaiodobenzylguanidine-SPECT. Brain 124:Pt
12 2372–82.
SPECT was used in TLE patients. e amount of uptake of the labeled compound was compared
in heart and mediastinum. EKG was also recorded. Cardiac uptake was lower in patients than in
controls, indicating reduced autonomic input. Heart-rate variability was also abnormal in patients.655

e group used the same method to address changes in autonomic control of heart function following
epilepsy surgery Hilz et al.

Duffin J and Hockman CH (1972) Limbic forebrain and midbrain modulation and phase-
switching of expiratory neurons. Brain Res 39:1 235–9. 37

Duffin J, Hockman CH, Rupert AH, and Vachon BR(1974) Limbic system modulation of660

respiratory neurones. Bull Physiopathol Respir (Nancy) 10:2 255–60. 37

Durelli L, Mutani R, Sechi GP, Monaco F, Glorioso N, and Gusmaroli G (1985) Cardiac side
effects of phenytoin and carbamazepine. A dose-related phenomenon? Arch Neurol 42:11
1067–8.
Report of 3 patients with myotonic dystrophy. Supratherapeutic levels of PHT caused tachycardia in665

one patient. Grade I AV block was seen in 2 patients with CBZ and was dose-dependent.

Dütsch M, Hilz MJ, and Devinsky O (2006) Impaired baroreflex function in temporal lobe
epilepsy. J Neurol 253:10 1300–8. External Link
Study of 22 patients and 20 controls with continuous monitoring of HR and BP, with spectral anal-
ysis to separate low-frequency and high-frequency components and thus isolate parasympathetic and670

sympathetic contributions Task Force of the European Society of Cardiology and the North Ameri-
can Society of Pacing and Electrophysiology.TLE patients had decreased autonomic control overall,
but a relative increase in low-frequency power indicating increased sympathetic tone. e gain of the
low-frequency transfer function between BP and HR was used as a metric of baroreceptor function,
and this was impaired in TLE.675

Dütsch M, Devinsky O, Doyle W, Marthol H, and Hilz MJ (2004) Cerebral autoregulation
improves in epilepsy patients after temporal lobe surgery. J Neurol 251:10 1190–7. External
Link
16 patient study comparing cerebral blood flow before and after surgery for temporal lobe epilepsy.
e phase relation between systemic BP and cerebral blood flow was used as an indicator of cerebral680

autoregulation. Decreased gain of the low-frequency component of systemic BP and increased phase
angle after surgery were interpeted as indicating less direct coupling of the systemic circulation to the
cerebral, that is, improved cerebral autoregulation.

Earnest MP, omas GE, Eden RA, and Hossack KF(1992) e sudden unexplained death

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s00415-006-0210-3
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s00415-004-0501-5
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s00415-004-0501-5
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syndrome in epilepsy: Demographic, clinical, and postmortem features. Epilepsia 33:2685

310–6. 52
Case series of 44 deaths. e 5 pediatric patients had frequent seizures, polytherapy, and good compli-
ance whereas the 39 adult patients had infrequent seizures, generally monotherapy, and poor com-
pliance. From 4 cases where the death was observed, the authors class accounts into two patterns,
seizure with fatal arrhythmia and seizure, recovery, and delayed respiratory arrest/arrhythmia. e690

article also provides a brief review of the literature on sudden death in epilepsy patients going back
to the early 20th century.

El-Sayed HL, Kotby AA, Tomoum HY, El-Hadidi ES, El Behery SE, and El-Ganzory AM
(2007) Non-invasive assessment of cardioregulatory autonomic functions in children with
epilepsy. Acta Neurol Scand 115:6 377–84. External Link695

Study of 25 patients with idiopathic epilepsy and 50 control subjects using autonomic tests, 12
lead EKG, and ambulatory EKG monitoring with several metrics to assess heart rate variability, and
measurement of catecholamine metabolites in urine to assess autonomic output. Relative to controls,
patients were impaired in clinical autonomic tests, HRV was reduced, and metanephrine levels were
reduced, though those of vanillyl mandelic acid, another catecholamine metabolite, were not.700

Epstein MA, Sperling MR, and O’Connor MJ (1992) Cardiac rhythm during temporal lobe
seizures. Neurology 42:1 50–3. 14, 31
Study of 27 seizures from 5 patients under evaluation for surgery with temporal lobe depth electrodes
and subdural electrodes in the orbitofrontal region. 13 of the seizures detected were subclinical, 11
were complex partial, and 3 were simple partial. For all seizures heart rate increased as seizures spread.705

Seizures only involving the amygdala did not lead to changes in HR.

Erickson T(1939) Cardiac activity during epileptic seizures. Archives of Neurology & Psychi-
atry p. 511.

Evrengül H, Tanriverdi H, Dursunoglu D, Kaftan A, Kuru O, Unlu U, and Kilic M (2005)
Time and frequency domain analyses of heart rate variability in patients with epilepsy.710

Epilepsy Res 63:2-3 131–139. External Link 62

Falconer B and Rajs J(1976) Post-mortem findings of cardiac lesions in epileptics: A prelimi-
nary report. Forensic Sci 8:1 63–71.
Autopsy examination of hearts of 9 patients with epilepsy. All cases showed fibrosis of minor arteries
and interstitial fibrosis. 5 had subendocardial fibrosis and 4 had leukocytic infiltration suggestive of715

myocarditis.

Faught E, Duh MS, Weiner JR, Guérin A, and Cunnington MC (2008) Nonadherence to
antiepileptic drugs and increased mortality: findings from the ransom study. Neurology
71:20 1572–8. External Link, Annote = Retrospective study of morbidity and mortality due to

http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1600-0404.2006.00792.x
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.eplepsyres.2005.02.001
http://dx.doi.org/10.1212/01.wnl.0000319693.10338.b9
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nonadherence with AED regimens using data from 33,568 Medicaid patients. e proportion of720

days each quarter on which each patient possessed AED, based on prescription records, was used as
a metric of adherence. Nonadherence was associated with increased mortality and more ED visits,
hospital admissions, motor vehicle injuries, and fractures. It seems to difficult to eliminate potential
confounds such as periods of financial stress that would affect both adherence and morbidity, though
the authors note that participation in the Medicaid program should reduce cost barriers to medication725

access. Access to other medications should be influenced by similar cost considerations, but after
controlling for adherence to other chronic medications in their multivariate model the Conclusions
regarding AEDs were still valid. is article was a product of the Research on Antiepileptic Non-
adherence and Selected Outcomes in Medicaid (RANSOM) study.

Faustmann PM and Ganz RE (1994) Central cardio-autonomic disorganization in interictal730

states of epilepsy detected by phase space analysis. Int J Neurosci 78:1-2 43–7.
Study of autonomic function in 14 patients with idiopathic epilepsy, 8 with normal interictal EEG
and 6 with epileptiform activity on interictal EEG, as well as in 8 healthy controls. e maximal
Lyapunov exponent for heart rate dynamics, an index of the rate of divergence of trajectories in phase
space, was positive in all cases, consistent with chaotic behavior. However the MLE was lower in the735

patients with abnormal interictal EEG, consistent with reduced variability.

Ferri R, Curzi-Dascalova L, Arzimanoglou A, Bourgeois M, Beaud C, Nunes ML, Elia M,
Musumeci SA, and Tripodi M (2002) Heart rate variability during sleep in children with
partial epilepsy. J Sleep Res 11:2 153–60.
⊙Careful study from Italy using 11 children with partial epilepsy taking at least one AED as study740

group. HRV was lower in patients, especially during REM and stage 2 sleep. e authors contend that
vagal influences are the main contributor to high-frequency variation while low-frequency variation
is sympathetic or sympathetic plus vagal. ey refer to many articles regarding low HRV during sleep
in patients at risk for SIDS. RR interval measurement was automated and not corrected. Differences
are most clear when the authors undertake spectral analyses comparing a lower frequency band, 0.04-745

0.15 Hz, with a higher frequency band, 0.15-0.4 Hz. e precise significance of these bands is hard
to determine.

Ficker DM(2000) Sudden unexplained death and injury in epilepsy. Epilepsia 41 Suppl 2:
S7–12.
General review of moribidity and mortality risks in epilepsy including discussion of SUDEP incidence750

studies and comparison of findings.

Ficker DM, Cascino GD, and Clements IP (1998) Cardiac asystole masquerading as temporal
lobe epilepsy. Mayo Clin Proc 73:8 784–6.
Single-case report of 52 year old patient with aura and loss of consciousness. Episodes were refractory
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to multiple AED but were found to occur in association with asystole, and were resolved by insertion755

of a pacemaker. Of note, asystole was accompanied by focal slowing of the EEG.

Ficker DM, So EL, Shen WK, Annegers JF, O’Brien PC, Cascino GD, and Belau PG (1998)
Population-based study of the incidence of sudden unexplained death in epilepsy. Neurology
51:5 1270–4.
Review of data from 6 decades of patient records in Rochester, Minnesota to determine the degree to760

which epilepsy elevates the risk of sudden death. e study only considered patients aged 20 to 40,
and found that the risk of sudden unexplained death in epilepsy-afflicted persons was very low, 0.35
per 1,000 person years. At the same time, because the risk of sudden unexplained death in this age
group in the general population is so extremely low, the rate for epilepsy patients is in the range of 7.7
to 55 times higher. is highlights the importance of providing meaningful context for interpretation765

of statistics when presenting data to patients. Includes valuable discussion of many other incidence
studies. AED levels were low/undetectable in those patients in whom it was twsted. GTCS was most
common type.

Finsterer J and Stöllberger C (2009) Cardiopulmonary surveillance to prevent SUDEP. Lancet
Neurol 8:2 131–2; author reply 132–3. External Link 85770

Letter in response to Tomson et al. Discusses the possibility of prevention through partially auto-
mated monitoring of heart rate and breathing in epilepsy cases. Raises the possibility that Takutsubo
Syndrome, myocardial dysfunction believed to be due to sympathetic overload, could be a cause of
SUDEP, citing Seow et al. Provides a helpful description of the genetic and functional studies of
epilepsy patients and family members that could identify risk factors and help in prevention. In their775

reply, Tomson et al. comment that the intensive screening requires more evidence before widespread
implementation.

Fish D(1997) Sudden unexpected death in epilepsy: Impact on clinical practice. Epilepsia
p. 60.
Review emphasizing the need to consider SUDEP in all aspects of epilepsy patient management.780

Discusses the fact that patient understanding of SUDEP, fostered by careful physician patient inter-
action, can help patients best make decisions about their therapies.

for Clinical Excellence (NICE) NI(2004) External Link
”

Freeman R and Schachter SC (1995) Autonomic epilepsy. Semin Neurol 15:2 158–66.785

Freytag E and Lindenberg R (1964) 294 medicolegal autopsies on epileptics: Cerebral findings.
Arch Pathol 78: 274–86.

Friedman DE and Gilliam FG (2009) Seizure-related injuries are underreported in pharma-
coresistant localization-related epilepsy. External Link

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S1474-4422(09)70003-1
http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/pdf/CG020publicinfoenglish.pdf
http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1528-1167.2009.02170.x
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Cohort study of 52 adults with refractory epilepsy, approximately half of whom had temporal lobe790

epilepsy and half extratemporal, in a tertiary care setting. ere was a trend for patients with temporal
lobe epilepsy to have a higher injury risk. One case of SUDEP occurred in the extratemporal epilepsy
group. e telephone interviews with patients showed that injuries are substantially underreported
in physician charts.

Frostig RD, Frysinger RC, and Harper RM(1990) Recurring discharge patterns in multiple795

spike trains. II. Application in forebrain areas related to cardiac and respiratory control dur-
ing different sleep-waking states. Biol Cybern 62:6 495–502.
Study addresses the involvement of motifs of cortical neuron activity in driving autonomic behaviors.
Using extracellular recordings from cat, treats respiration and heartbeat as binary events. Using a motif
detection method published separately, searches for motifs in neuronal spike trains and cardiac and800

respiratory activity. Finds that 42% of identified trains were synchronized with breathing or heartbeat.
Such trains were more common in REM sleep than in waking or quiet sleep.

Frysinger RC and Harper RM (1986) Cardiac and respiratory relationships with neural dis-
charge in the anterior cingulate cortex during sleep-walking states. Exp Neurol 94:2 247–63.
To assess the correlation of activity in anterior cingulate cortex with the timing of the breathing and805

heartbeat, cross-correlations were assessed using recordings in cat. 8 of 55 neurons showed a timing
relationship with respiratory or cardiac cycle, 30 cells’ firing rates correlated with respiratory period,
and 23 cells showed rate correlations with maximum arterial pressure. e findings suggest some
association between cingulate activity and autonomic function, but statistical significance is difficult
to interpret, and causation cannot be inferred.810

Frysinger RC and Harper RM (1989) Cardiac and respiratory correlations with unit discharge
in human amygdala and hippocampus. Electroencephalogr Clin Neurophysiol 72:6 463–70.
75
Investigation of correlation of activity in hippocampus and amygdala with cardiac and respiratory cy-
cles in patients with epilepsy. Analysis of 183 cells from 24 patients showed relationships with cardiac815

timing among 20%, heart rate among 23%, respiratory period among 15%, and respiratory cycle
timing among 2%. ese data suggest an association of temporal lobe structures and cardiorespiratory
function, but the causality is not clear.

Frysinger RC and Harper RM(1990) Cardiac and respiratory correlations with unit discharge
in epileptic human temporal lobe. Epilepsia 31:2 162–71. 75820

Assessment of role of mesial temporal lobe in autonomic control in epilepsy patients. Analysis was
of 129 cells (89 contralateral, 40 ipsilateral) from 16 patients. Amygdalar neurons ipsilateral to the
epileptic focus were more likely to correlate with cardiac and respiratory cycles than were contralateral
neurons, which the authors interpret as indicating selective survival of the neurons whose activity is
correlated or reorganization of afferents.825
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Frysinger RC, Marks JD, Trelease RB, Schechtman VL, and Harper RM (1984) Sleep states
attenuate the pressor response to central amygdala stimulation. Exp Neurol 83:3 604–17.
31, 75
Animal study in cat. Stimulation of the central amygdalar nucleus was found to produce a hypertesive
and bradycardic response. e response was greatest in the waking animal, smaller in quiet sleep and830

smallest during REM.

Frysinger RC, Zhang JX, and Harper RM (1988) Cardiovascular and respiratory relationships
with neuronal discharge in the central nucleus of the amygdala during sleep-waking states.
Sleep 11:4 317–32. 83

Frysinger RC, Engel J, and Harper RM (1993) Interictal heart rate patterns in partial seizure835

disorders. Neurology 43:10 2136–9.
Assessment of heart rate variability in patients with temporal lobe epilepsy that identified periods of
fluctuation in heart rate during waking that lasted 4 to 9 minutes.

Fujiwara T (2006) Clinical spectrum of mutations in scn1a gene: severe myoclonic epilepsy
in infancy and related epilepsies. Epilepsy Res 70 Suppl 1: S223–30.840

Galimberti CA, Marchioni E, Barzizza F, Manni R, Sartori I, and Tartara A (1996) Partial
epileptic seizures of different origin variably affect cardiac rhythm. Epilepsia 37:8 742–7.
In ambulatory study of 50 patients, almost 50% of partial seizures were associated with an increase in
HR in the first 10 s of seizure, whereas almost 25% were associated with a drop in HR. In instances
where HR dropped, 80% of seizures were temporal. Most patients were adults and almost all were845

on 1-2 AED. No severe ictal arrhythmias were observed. Interestingly, of 20 patients experiencing
more than one seizure during the recording period, the effect on HR was consistent in about half of
patients, while in the other half, HR increased early in some seizures while decreasing early in others.

Garcia M, D’Giano C, Estellés S, Leiguarda R, and Rabinowicz A (2001) Ictal tachycardia:850

Its discriminating potential between temporal and extratemporal seizure foci. Seizure 10:6
415–9. External Link
Assessed utility of change in heart rate at seizure onset for localization of seizure. Using 97 lateralized
seizures from 38 patients admitted to a monitoring unit, evaluated R-R interval at multiple time
points before and after seizure onset. All patients were treated with AED. Tachycardia was observed855

in 32 of 97 seizures, with mesial temporal lobe onset in 23 of the 32. Temporal lobe seizures were
more likely to cause heart rate changes than were seizures with other foci. No clear lateralization was
observed. Interestingly, no bradycardia was observed.

Gatto EM, Zurrú MC, and González MA (1996) Prolonged QT syndrome presenting as
epilepsy. Neurology p. 1188. 60860

http://dx.doi.org/10.1053/seiz.2000.0529
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Comment on Pacia et al. emphasizing the advisability of including EKG as one channel on EEG for
detection of arrhythmia presenting as seizure.

George JR and Davis GG (1998) Comparison of anti-epileptic drug levels in different cases of
sudden death. J Forensic Sci 43:3 598–603. 23
10-year study of AED levels at autopsy in SUDEP cases compared with levels in epilepsy patients865

who died suddenly but not of SUDEP. Subtherapeutic AED levels were essentially twice as com-
mon in SUDEP cases as in controls. Kloster and Engelskjøn found subtherapeutic AED levels in
57% of SUDEP patients, with no data on rates for the control group, while Leestma et al. found
subtherapeutic levels in 68% of cases. Opeskin et al. found from death records that 60% of SUDEP
victims had subtherapeutic AED levels, although Opeskin et al. found no difference in the propor-870

tion of subtherapeutic levels among epilepsy patients who died of SUDEP versus those dying of other
causes; in a in a similar study design Walczak:2001bd found no difference btwn SUDEP deaths and
non-SUDEP deaths in epilepsy patients. In a metareview, in contrast, Téllez-Zenteno et al. found
that in studies using non-SUDEP deaths as controls the most consistent risk factors were a seizure
and subtherapeutic levels of AEDs. (See also Hughes)875

Gilbert R, Salanti G, Harden M, and See S (2005) Infant sleeping position and the sudden
infant death syndrome: systematic review of observational studies and historical review of
recommendations from 1940 to 2002. Int J Epidemiol 34:4 874–87. External Link
Interesting metareview on fluctuations over time of the strength of evidence that infants should avoid
prone-position sleeping. Prone sleeping was widespread for much of the 20th century due to theoret-880

ical arguments supporting it. Advice based on these arguments was influential for almost two decades
after strong evidence against prone sleeping became available. After advice finally turned against the
behavior now known to be hazardous, the effect of the poor behavior became much stronger in epi-
demiology studies; the authors argue that this is due to the removal of families that follow health
advice and overall have low risk from the front sleeping group.885

Glasscock E, Yoo JW, Chen TT, Klassen TL, and Noebels JL (2010) Kv1.1 potassium channel
deficiency reveals brain-driven cardiac dysfunction as a candidate mechanism for sudden
unexplained death in epilepsy. J Neurosci 30:15 5167–75.

Gomes RA, Kesrouani S, Cruz J, Silva AL, Henriques TMG, Albuquerque Md, Arida RM,
Sonoda EYF, Cysneiros RM, Terra VC et al. (2009) Is there something special about car-890

diovascular abnormalities and sudden unexpected death in epilepsy among patients with
chronic renal insufficiency in regular hemodialysis program? Arq Neuropsiquiatr 67:2A
209–13.
See annotation at Scorza et al.

González Martínez F, Navarro Gutiérrez S, de León Belmar JJ, and Valero Serrano B (2005)895

http://dx.doi.org/10.1093/ije/dyi088
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[Electrocardiographic disorders associated to recent onset epilepsy]. Neurologia 20:10
698–701.
Single-case report and review of the literature. e patient reported experienced ST-segment de-
pressions without arrhythmia after his first seizure, implying a link between seizure and myocardial
ischemia or infarction that could explain some cases of SUDEP.900

González-Pal S, Barrios-Grillo E, and Franco-Salazar G(2004) [Causes of death in epilepsy
patients who died in a Cuban psychiatric hospital]. Rev Neurol 39:11 1094–6.

Goodman JH, Homan RW, and Crawford IL(1990) Kindled seizures elevate blood pressure
and induce cardiac arrhythmias. Epilepsia 31:5 489–95.
Animal study in rat of effect of kindling on autonomic function finding that amygdalar seizures905

increased blood pressure and caused bradycardia. Both changes occurred within 5-10 s of seizure
onset and persisted for up to 30 s. Large fluctuations in blood pressure were also seen, like consistent
with dropped ventricular beats observed on EKG.

Goodman JH, Homan RW, and Crawford IL (1999) Kindled seizures activate both branches
of the autonomic nervous system. Epilepsy Res 34:2-3 169–76.910

Kindled amygdalar seizures cause bradycardia and hypertension (Frysinger et al., although Epstein
et al. showed that amygdala-only seizures did not alter HR, and Anand and Dua showed that effects
of electrical stimulation of this region varied by species). is study demonstrates that muscarinic
aceteylcholine antagonist atropine blocks the bradycardic effect, consistent with paraysmpathetic
involvement. Alpha-receptor block with phentolamine reduced the hypertension, consistent with915

sympathetic involvement.

Gospe S and Camfield P (2005) Cardiac causes of sudden death: Virtual panel discussion of
posed questions. Semin Pediatr Neurol 12:1 67–9.
Brief discussion by clinicians of the thought processes underlying decisions about diagnostic tests and
therapies in children who undergo brief loss of consciousness.920

Greene-Chandos D, Landt Y, Hirsch R, Landt M, Edwards D, Ladenson J et al.(2001) Pedi-
atric epilepsy patients without cardiac history show elevated troponin I levels. Neurology p.
A233.

Groner C Hard choices: Whether and how to address SUDEP with epileptic patients. External
Link925

Discussion of clinicians’ reasons for hesitation regarding discussing SUDEP with patients. Also in-
cludes an overview of risk factors.

Hadziefendic S and Haxhiu MA (1999) CNS innervation of vagal preganglionic neurons con-
trolling peripheral airways: A transneuronal labeling study using pseudorabies virus. J Auton
Nerv Syst 76:2-3 135–45. 75930

http://www.psychiatrictimes.com/display/article/10168/57276
http://www.psychiatrictimes.com/display/article/10168/57276
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Addresses the issue of CNS control of peripheral airways through the vagus nerve using viral
transnueuronal labeling in rat. Pseudorabies virus, which is transported retrograde and transynapti-
cally, was injected into the lung. Ventral medulla (nucleus ambiguus) was heavily labeled, indicating a
strong innervation. Second- and third-order labeling was seen in multiple brain stem nuclei and sub-
nuclei, as well as in mesencephalic gray matter, hypothalamus, and amygdala, providing anatomical935

evidence of amygdalar involvement in control of respiration.

Hanna J(1997) Epilepsy and sudden death: A personal view. Epilepsia p. 3.
Introduction to the history and aims of Epilepsy Bereaved, a UK charity that has had considerable
success in improving public awareness of SUDEP and promoting more physician discussion with
patients and families about the entity.940

Hanna N, Black M, Sander J, Smithson W, Appleton R, Brown S, Fish D et al.(2002) e
national sentinel clinical audit of epilepsy related death: Epilepsy – Death in the shadows.
External Link 61
Book-length report of comprehensive national audit on epilepsy.

Harnod T, Yang CCH, Hsin YL, Shieh KR, Wang PJ, and Kuo TBJ (2008) Heart rate vari-945

ability in children with refractory generalized epilepsy. Seizure 17:4 297–301. External Link
Study of 15 male and 15 female children of average age 11 years with refractory epilepsy and a
control group of similar composition. Waking interictal EKG was analyzed in the frequency domain
with separation into high- and low-frequency components. e study group had reduced HRV and
evidence for reduced parasympathetic input, with a trend toward increased low-frequency input.950

Harnod T, Yang CCH, Hsin YL, Wang PJ, Shieh KR, and Kuo TBJ (2009) Heart rate vari-
ability in patients with frontal lobe epilepsy. Seizure 18:1 21–5. External Link
Study in 14 male and 11 female patients with frontal lobe epilepsy and matched controls. e study
group had less power in low-frequency ranges, consistent with reduced parasympathetic input. e
authors discuss the differences of this result from those obtained in studies of HRV in TLE patients955

such as Hilz et al.

Harper RM, Frysinger RC, Trelease RB, and Marks JD (1984) State-dependent alteration of
respiratory cycle timing by stimulation of the central nucleus of the amygdala. Brain Res
306:1-2 1–8. 75
Direct physiologic assessment of the contribution of the amygdala to respiratory cycle timing by960

electrical stimulation of the central nucleus in freely behaving cats. Stimulation suring inspiration
increased inspiratory activity, while stimulation during expiration led to earlier inspiration. Respira-
tion could be entrained to a frequency slightly above the spontaneous one in awake animals but not
while sleeping.

file:www.sudep.org/national_report.asp
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.seizure.2007.09.002
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.seizure.2008.05.013
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Harper RM, Frysinger RC, Marks JD, Zhang JX, and Trelease RB(1988) Cardiorespiratory965

control during sleep. Ann N Y Acad Sci 533: 368–75.
Overview of the topic from the point of view of understanding SIDS pathogenesis. Highlights the
role of sleep/wake state in modulating descending brainstem influences, differences in voluntary and
involuntary descending control systems, and the role of the amygdala.

Harper RM, Frysinger RC, Ni HF, and Terreberry RR(1990) Suprapontine influences on res-970

piratory patterning during sleep-waking states. Prog Clin Biol Res 345: 33–9; discussion
40.

Harper RM, Rector D, Poe G, Frysinger RC, Kristensen M, and Gozel D(1996) Rostral brain
regions contributing to respiratory control. Prog Brain Res 107: 145–56.

Harper RM, Gozal D, Bandler R, Spriggs D, Lee J, and Alger J (1998) Regional brain activation975

in humans during respiratory and blood pressure challenges. Clin Exp Pharmacol Physiol
25:6 483–6. 33
Used fMRI to assess activity changes during respiratory/cardiovascular challenges such as Valsalva,
hypercapnia, and cold stimuli. Altered BOLD signal was observed in many brain regions. e authors
emphasize the unexpected contribution of cerebellum and the limbic cortex.980

Harper RM, Poe GR, Rector DM, and Kristensen MP (1998) Relationships between hip-
pocampal activity and breathing patterns. Neurosci Biobehav Rev 22:2 233–236. 63

Harper RM, Poe GR, Rector DM, and Kristensen MP (1998) Relationships between hip-
pocampal activity and breathing patterns. Neurosci Biobehav Rev 22:2 233–6.
Overview of hippocampal contribution to non-periodic aspects of respiratory function such as sigh-985

ing and startle reactions. Cites Ruit and Neafsey regarding the effect of hippocampal stimulation on
respiration and several studies considering changes in hippocampal rhythmic activity during breath-
holding or other tasks. Draws on intrinsic imaging data obtained by the authors of changes in hip-
pocampal signal that followed apnea or preceded sighs, and reviews evidence from anatomical studies
of hippocampal descending control of respiration.990

Harper RM, Bandler R, Spriggs D, and Alger JR (2000) Lateralized and widespread brain
activation during transient blood pressure elevation revealed by magnetic resonance imaging.
J Comp Neurol 417:2 195–204.
Like Harper et al., used cold challenges and Valsalva maneuver to assess changes in cerebral blood flow
during transient hypertensive episodes in healthy volunteers. Widespread alterations were observed.995

One complexity is distinguishing alterations due simply to passive increases in local blood pressure
and flux due to the increased systemic pressure from those that could be play a role in responding to
the challenges. e lateralization of altered blood flow seen in some regions is unexpected and may
reflect a more physiologic role.
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Harper RM, Macey PM, Henderson LA, Woo MA, Macey KE, Frysinger RC, Alger JR,1000

Nguyen KP, and Yan-Go FL (2003) fMRI responses to cold pressor challenges in control
and obstructive sleep apnea subjects. J Appl Physiol 94:4 1583–95. External Link
fMRI study in 16 controls and 10 obstructive sleep apnea patients finding differences in regions of
altered blood flow following cold pressor challenges.

Hart Y, Sander J, and Sharvon S(1989) National General Practice Study of Epilepsy and1005

Epileptic Seizures: Objectives and study methodology of the largest reported prospective
cohort study of epilepsy. National General Practice Study of Epilepsy and Epileptic Seizures
(NGPSE). Neuroepidemiology 8:5 221–7. 48

Harvey AS, Nolan T, and Carlin JB(1993) Community-based study of mortality in children
with epilepsy. Epilepsia 34:4 597–603.1010

Epidemiological assessment of mortality in children ages 1-14 with epilepsy, from Australia. Chil-
dren with epilepsy had significantly higher mortality than children without epilepsy, and secondary
epilepsy was associated with much higher mortality than primary epilepsy. Over the 4-year period
of the study, SUDEP accounted for 12% of deaths among children with epilepsy. Also includes
summary of a number of studies on prevalence of epilepsy.1015

Hascoet JM, Monin P, and Vert P(1988) Persistence of impaired autoregulation of cerebral
blood flow in the postictal period in piglets. Epilepsia 29:6 743–7.

Hennessy MJ, Tighe MG, Binnie CD, and Nashef L (2001) Sudden withdrawal of carba-
mazepine increases cardiac sympathetic activity in sleep. Neurology 57:9 1650–4.
Abrupt decrease/elimination of carbamazepine dose was performed to provoke seizure in 12 pa-1020

tients undergoing continuous monitoring. (18 successive patients were enrolled, but only 12 had
low enough seizure frequency to be studied.) HRV was measured during non-REM sleep at least 6
hours after a seizure. e low-frquency component of heart-rate variability increased over the 4 days
after CBZ withdrawal. is suggests that abrupt cessation of CBZ, and possibly other AED, can lead
to heightened sympathetic tone, possibly predisoposing to SUDEP. e authors conclude that AED1025

should be withdrawn gradually.

Hermann B and Whitman S(1986) p. 5.

Hewertson J, Poets CF, Samuels MP, Boyd SG, Neville BG, and Southall DP (1994) Epileptic
seizure-induced hypoxemia in infants with apparent life-threatening events. Pediatrics 94:2
Pt 1 148–56.1030

Report of 6 infants who were undergoing EEG when they suffered ALTE; 23 events were recorded.
Clinical presentations suggested partial seizures, but EEGs were normal. EEG abnormalities preceded
decrement in O₂ saturation by 2-147 seconds (median 27). Even with resuscitation, O₂ saturation be-
low 60% lasted 8 to 74 seconds. Most infants had multiple apneic pauses preceding the desaturation.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1152/japplphysiol.00881.2002
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In some cases breathing movements continued without expiratory airflow, suggesting obstructive1035

apnea.

Hewertson J, Boyd SG, Samuels MP, Neville BG, and Southall DP (1996) Hypoxaemia and
cardiorespiratory changes during epileptic seizures in young children. Dev Med Child Neu-
rol 38:6 511–22.
In 53 seizures recorded from 1 week to 5 years of age, 42 seizures were accompanied by a drop in1040

oxygen saturation of at least 100 s and/or a drop below 60% for 17 s, even with resuscitation. Pauses
in breathing movements occurred in 45 seizures. In 7 seizures oxygen saturation dropped even though
breathing movements did not pause, and nasal airflow could not be demonstrated, both suggesting
obstructive apnea.

Higham PD and Campbell RW (1994) QT dispersion. Br Heart J 71:6 508–10. 71045

Discusses the measure of QT dispersion to monitor ventricular repolarization. e authors define the
value as the difference of the maximal and minimal QT intervals from 12 lead EKG.

Hilz MJ, Dütsch M, Perrine K, Nelson PK, Rauhut U, and Devinsky O (2001) Hemispheric
influence on autonomic modulation and baroreflex sensitivity. Ann Neurol 49:5 575–84.
Assessed heart rate and blood pressure during hemispheric inactivation with Wada testing to inves-1050

tigate lateralization of sympathetic control. BP and HR were analyzed as low-frequency and high-
frequency components (). In 15 patients with refractory epilepsy, right hemispheric inactivation pro-
duced an increase in high-frequency power of both HR and BP, consistent with increased parasym-
pathetic activity. Left inactivation reduced low-frequency power of both signals. ese results are
consistent with findings of sympathetic lateralization to the right hemisphere and parasympathetic1055

to the left; see Critchley et al.; Zamrini et al.

Hilz MJ, Devinsky O, Doyle W, Mauerer A, and Dütsch M (2002) Decrease of sympathetic
cardiovascular modulation after temporal lobe epilepsy surgery. Brain 125:Pt 5 985–95. 32
Study of autonomic function in 18 patients before and after epilepsy. HR and BP are essentially
unchanged after temporal lobectomy (complete or partial), but LF variation increases in power after1060

the procedure. e authors take this as an indication that the temporal lobe provides high sympathetic
tone, decreasing HRV. In contrast to other studies from the same group, there does not seem to be a
lateralizing effect. e authors also discuss the possibvility that seizure itself, rather than the temporal
lobe, contributes to the apparent high basal sympathetic tone.

Hilz MJ, Platsch G, Druschky K, Pauli E, Kuwert T, Stefan H, Neundörfer B, and Druschky1065

A (2003) Outcome of epilepsy surgery correlates with sympathetic modulation and neu-
roimaging of the heart. J Neurol Sci 216:1 153–62. 24
Using SPECT imaging of an emitting norepinephrine analog the authors monitored catecholamine
signaling to the heart before and after epilepsy surgery. e standard low- and high-frequency division
of frequency-domain signal power was used. 8 patients became seizure-free after surgery and these had1070
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lower sympathetic activation as indicated by low-frequency power. Patients with persistent seizures
showed reduced uptake of the catecholamine tracer, consistent with ongoing excessive sympathetic
stimulation.

Hilz MJ, Devinsky O, Szczepanska H, Borod JC, Marthol H, and Tutaj M (2006) Right ven-
tromedial prefrontal lesions result in paradoxical cardiovascular activation with emotional1075

stimuli. Brain 129:Pt 12 3343–55. External Link

Hindocha N, Nashef L, Elmslie F, Birch R, Zuberi S, Al-Chalabi A, Crotti L, Schwartz PJ,
and Makoff A (2008) Two cases of sudden unexpected death in epilepsy in a GEFS+ family
with an SCN1A mutation. Epilepsia 49:2 360–5. External Link 19, 54, 78, 84
Report of 2 sudden deaths in patients with Generalized Epilepsy with Febrile Seizures plus (GEFS+),1080

an autosomal dominant familial epilepsy with expressing as many possible seizure types. In about
one-fifth of cases of GEFS+ the mutation is known, and mutations in SCN1A are frequent among
these. Mutations in SCN1A can also lead to other neurologic disorders including familial hemiplegic
migraine. Commentaries to the report are provided by Cooper, Nabbout, Stramba-Badiale, and Tom-
son, each of whom focuses on a different aspect of the report.1085

Hirsch CS and Martin DL (1971) Unexpected death in young epileptics. Neurology 21:7
682–90.
Retrospective study of 55 cases representing all coroner’s autopsies of patients aged 6-30 with the
cause of death certified as epilepsy from one county over 19 year period. Provides seizure type, clinical
exam, and EEG findings for each patient for whom clinical history was available. 8 of these deaths1090

were witnessed. 4 occurred in connection with ‘grand mal’ seizure. e other 4 patients died suddenly
essentially without seizure. Of note, all 4 individuals collapsed while walking or after more strenous
exercise. e authors discuss the role of sleep in facilitating epileptiform activity, comment on the
autonomic changes in seizure.

Hirsch LJ and Hauser WA(2004) Can sudden unexplained death in epilepsy be prevented?1095

Lancet 364:9452 2157–8. External Link 66
Commentary on Rugg-Gunn et al. Highlights the finding that after hundreds of seizures without
cardiac effect a seizure may suddenly cause arrhythmia or asystole. ey also mention the possibility
that asystole occurs in normal individuals an would be detected if patients were recorded for 18
months (also mentioned by []). ey lament the recording of EKG in only 15% of clinical seizures,1100

and mention problems like pseudoasystole. Overall their view is that the study of Rugg-Gunn et al.
is valuable but needs to be replicated.

Hitiris N, Suratman S, Kelly K, Stephen LJ, Sills GJ, and Brodie MJ (2007) Sudden unexpected
death in epilepsy: A search for risk factors. Epilepsy Behav 10:1 138–41. External Link 59,
62, 881105

Incidence study from Scotland. Over a 23-year period 11.7% of deaths among epilepsy patients were

http://dx.doi.org/10.1093/brain/awl299
http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1528-1167.2007.01439_2.x
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0140-6736(04)17605-8
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.yebeh.2006.11.010
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due to SUDEP. With retrospective matching of 2 controls for each case according to age, gender, and
epilepsy syndrome, mean duration of epilepsy and seizure within the previous year correlated with
increased risk of SUDEP, while polytherapy, history of generalized tonic-clonic seizures, and use of
carbamazepine were not associated. Evidence for an association with polytherapy was found by Beran1110

et al. and Nilsson et al. (see also Hughes). With regard to the increased risk of SUDEP in patents who
experience GTCS, Timmings found that SUDEP victims are more likely to have idiopathic GTCS,
Nashef et al. found a link with a history of GTCS, Opeskin et al. found a link with GTCS as the
seizure type, Lhatoo et al. found increased risk of mortality for patients with this type of seizure,
Walczak et al. in a prospective cohort study found increased risk of SUDEP in patients experiencing1115

tonic-clonic seizures, Langan et al. found GTCS in the past 3 months increased the risk of SUDEP,
and Surges et al. found that more GTCS per year increases the risk of mortality; Vlooswijk et al. on
the other hand found no link with GTCS, as did this study. A potential link of CBZ with SUDEP was
suggested by Timmings and Timmings, and evidence of CBZ’s impairment of autonomic function
was provided by Persson et al. However Opeskin et al. and Vlooswijk et al. found no association,1120

and Walczak concluded that the link is tenuous. e fact that mean duration of epilepsy was longer
in cases than controls suggests some room for improvement in the study design, and also seemingly
contradicts those studies where risk was highest in the initial years after diagnosis. 60 of 62 cases were
fund at home and 59 of the 60 were in bed. 3 cases were witnessed, with seizure preceding death in
each of these. Seizure in the last year was predictive, but seizure in the last 6 months or in the last 31125

months was not predictive.

Hockman CH, Duffin J, Rupert AH, and Vachon BR(1974) Phase-switching of respiration
induced by central gray and hippocampal stimulation in the cat. J Neural Transm 35:4
327–35.
From the group of Duffin and Hockman and Duffin et al.1130

HOFF HE and BRECKENRIDGE CG (1952) Levels of integration of respiratory patterns.
J Neurophysiol 15:1 47–56.

Hopkins DA and Holstege G (1978) Amygdaloid projections to the mesencephalon, pons and
medulla oblongata in the cat. Exp Brain Res 32:4 529–47. 75
Animal study using cat. Injection of retrograde and anterograde tracers identified heavy labeling1135

a number of pontine and medullary nuclei including the nucleus tractus solitarius and the dorsal
motor nucleus of the vagus.

Horrocks IA, Nechay A, Stephenson JBP, and Zuberi SM (2005) Anoxic-epileptic seizures:
observational study of epileptic seizures induced by syncopes. Arch Dis Child 90:12 1283–7.
External Link1140

Retrospective case review over 30 year period. Defines anoxic-epileptic seizure as seizure induced by
syncope. Seizures were usually bilateral clonic. In one case where a detailed time course is shown,

http://dx.doi.org/10.1136/adc.2005.075408
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EEG synchronization occurs about 12 s after syncope onset, but it is difficult to exclude the cause
of the syncope (ocular compression in this case), rather than syncope itself, as a possible cause of the
seizure. See () for discussion of hypoxia-induced termination of seizure.1145

Howell SJ and Blumhardt LD (1988) ECG abnormalities in epileptics. Neurology p. 1168.

Howell SJ and Blumhardt LD (1989) Cardiac asystole associated with epileptic seizures: A
case report with simultaneous EEG and ECG. J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 52:6 795–8.
Single-case report of 55 year old male with multiple episodes of new onset loss of consciousness with
twitching of the limbs. e patient initially responded to AED and was weaned after several years.1150

Following another loss of consciousness, workup suggested asystole preceding clinical and electro-
graphic seizure, so a pacemaker was inserted. Although normal heart rate was attained, seizures were
not affected, consistent with epileptiform activity as the original cause of both seizures and asystole,
despite the earlier detection of the latter. Discusses several other reports of arrhythmia in conjunction
with epilepsy.1155

Hughes JR (2009) A review of sudden unexpected death in epilepsy: Prediction of patients at
risk. Epilepsy Behav 14:2 280–7. External Link 30, 37
Careful effort to develop a standardized risk assessment for SUDEP. Classing 91 patients who died
of SUDEP and 91 living controls according to 17 risk factors provides a stratification with a positive
predictive value of approximately 85%. e single greatest predictor was inappropriate blood level of1160

antiepileptic drugs, indicating an important role for patient/caregiver behavior in prevention, and,
by extension, for patient education. Found that death in bed or on the floor was not more likely
in SUDEP than in death due to other causes. Potential cardiac and pulmonary etiologies are also
reviewed. Extensive bibliography.

Iani C, Colicchio G, Attanasio A, Mattia D, and Manfredi M (1997) Cardiogenic syncope in1165

temporal lobe epileptic seizures. J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 63:2 259–60.

Iivanainen M and Lehtinen J (1979) Causes of death in institutionalized epileptics. Epilepsia
20:5 485–91.
Examination of death records of Finnish hospital for epilepsy patients from 1900-1976. Of 179
deaths, seizures were the cause in 18 and status epilepticus in 16. ‘Chronic intoxication by phenytoin1170

and/or phenobarbitol’ was considered to contribute to a number of these deaths. e authors also
addressed time of day and time of year of death (), but did not separately consider deaths that might
represent SUDEP according to time of day or year; the analysis is biased by the larger number of
drownings in the summer, for example. A number of nighttime deaths were linked to asphyxia by
signs on autopsy (), thus likely representing SUDEP as wel.1175

Jay GW and Leestma JE(1981) Sudden death in epilepsy. A comprehensive review of the lit-
erature and proposed mechanisms. Acta Neurol Scand Suppl 82: 1–66.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.yebeh.2008.12.004
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Jehi L and Najm IM (2008) Sudden unexpected death in epilepsy: Impact, mechanisms, and
prevention. Cleve Clin J Med 75 Suppl 2: S66–70.
Discussion of pathogenesis of SUDEP with presentation of very brief case vignettes focusing on1180

links between seizure activity and arrhythmias potentially incited by altered autonomic input. One
case involved a patient with longstanding epilepsy who ‘had a myocardial infarction’ while being
transported in the hospital and was successfully rescuscitated, while another had a dramatic reduction
in seizures after temporal lobectomy, discontinued medications, and was found dead one year later.
EEG/ECG comparisons are also presented. a1185

Jick S, Cole T, Mesher R, Tennis P, and Jick H(1992) Sudden unexplained death in young
persons with primary epilepsy. Pharmacoepidemiol Drug Saf 1: 59–64.

Johnson H and Griffiths C(2003) Estimating excess winter mortality in England and Wales.
Health Statistics Quarterly 20: 19–24. External Link 12
Informative report shows higher rates of death from many causes in winter months. e excess in1190

deaths is considerable and appears to be increasing.

Johnson JN, Hofman N, Haglund CM, Cascino GD, Wilde AAM, and Ackerman MJ (2009)
Identification of a possible pathogenic link between congenital long QT syndrome and
epilepsy. Neurology 72:3 224–31. External Link
Retrospective study of 343 patients evaluated for LQTS over 8 year period to determine whether1195

type 2 LQTS, which is due to mutation in KCNH2, a potassium channel active in hippocampal
astrocytes, was more likely to present with a “seizure phenoptype” than were other types of LQTS.
e phenotype was considered present with personal or family history of seizure or history of AED
treatment. Significantly higher proportions of LQT2 patients had positive seizure phenotype, history
of seizures, and history of treatment with AED than did patients with any other type of LQTS. is1200

suggests Type 1 LQTS patients may be predisposed to seizures, possibly due to abnormalities in glial
potassium signaling in the brain. is represents an example of potential mechanistic links between
cardiac dysfunction and epilepsy.

Johnston A and Smith P (2007) Sudden unexpected death in epilepsy. Expert Rev Neurother
7:12 1751–61. External Link1205

Johnston SC, Horn JK, Valente J, and Simon RP (1995) e role of hypoventilation in a sheep
model of epileptic sudden death. Ann Neurol 37:4 531–7. External Link 44, 57
Study of induced seizures in sheep, with sudden death occurring in some animals. Arrhythmias were
observed in animals who died as well as in those who survived. Pulmonary edema also was not sig-
nifcantly different between the two groups. Central apnea was seen in the animals who died but not1210

those who survived. A similar mechanism could be at work in SUDEP, but it is difficult to translate
this status epilepticus model to patient deaths that occur without seizure.

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/pdfdir/ewm1109.pdf
http://dx.doi.org/10.1212/01.wnl.0000335760.02995.ca
http://dx.doi.org/10.1586/14737175.7.12.1751
http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/ana.410370416
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Johnston SC, Siedenberg R, Min JK, Jerome EH, and Laxer KD (1997) Central apnea and
acute cardiac ischemia in a sheep model of epileptic sudden death. Ann Neurol 42:4 588–94.
External Link1215

Periods of central apnea were seen in all cases, though the duration varied widely. Apnea was always
present during the tonic segment and sometimes occurred later. Minute ventilation increased but
hypercapnia was still seen. Overall conclusions are a bit unclear; 3 animals died during the experi-
ment, but the causes of death were different for each of the three. It is unclear whether authors favor
central apnea or pulmonary edema as the cause of death in their system. ey propose the following1220

model seizures → sympathetic overactivity → cardiac ischemia and contraction bands → left atrial
hypertension → pulmonary endothelial cell injury → acute pulmonary edema but discuss central
apnea repeatedly throughout the article.

Jokeit H, Noerpel I, Herbord E, and Ebner A (2000) Heart rate does not decrease after right
hemispheric amobarbital injection. Neurology 54:12 2347–8.1225

Attempt to reproduce finding of Zamrini et al., given the contradictory findings of Reuter et al. In
59 right handed patients with unilateral TLE (34 on left side), with injection of amobarbital into one
side then the other at 30 minute delay. Both injections led to increased heart rate, arguing against
Zamrini et al. As the authors point out, the effect observed by Zamrini was fairly small and may have
been due to outliers.1230

Kaada BR and Jasper H (1952) Respiratory responses to stimulation of temporal pole, insula,
and hippocampal and limbic gyri in man. AMA Arch Neurol Psychiatry 68:5 609–19. 75

Kaada BR, Pribram KH, and Epstein JA (1949) Respiratory and vascular responses in mon-
keys from temporal pole, insula, orbital surface and cingulate gyrus; a preliminary report. J
Neurophysiol 12:5 347–56.1235

Stimulation of insular cortex caused respiratory arrest during either inspiratory or expiratory phases.
Respiration resumed after approximately 30 s even in the presence of continued cortical stimulation.
Effects on blood pressure were also identified, and the effects were shown to be mediated by direct
connections to subcortical regions.

Kahane P, Di Leo M, Hoffmann D, and Munari C (1999) Ictal bradycardia in a patient with1240

a hypothalamic hamartoma: A stereo-EEG study. Epilepsia 40:4 522–7.
Single-case report of patient with hypothalamic hamartoma and ictal bradycardia. Intracerebral EEG
localized epileptiform activity to other foci at the time of the bradycardia. Numerous EKG/EEG
traces from individual seizures show variable timing of arrhythmia relative to seizure onset.

Kamath MV, Upton AR, Talalla A, and Fallen EL (1992) Effect of vagal nerve electrostimula-1245

tion on the power spectrum of heart rate variability in man. Pacing Clin Electrophysiol 15:2
235–43.
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Kamath MV, Upton AR, Talalla A, and Fallen EL (1992) Neurocardiac responses to vagoaf-
ferent electrostimulation in humans. Pacing Clin Electrophysiol 15:10 Pt 2 1581–7.

Katz R, Tiger M, and Harner R(1983) Epileptic cardiac arrhythmia: sinoatrial arrest in two1250

patients: a potential cause of sudden death in epilepsy? Epilepsia p. 248.

Keilson MJ, Hauser WA, Magrill JP, and Goldman M (1987) ECG abnormalities in patients
with epilepsy. Neurology 37:10 1624–6.
Study of 338 patients rundergoing monitoring. Arrhythmias considered high-risk were observed in
5.3%. 56 seizures in 17 patients occurred, but no arrhythmia was identified during these seizures.1255

Keilson MJ, Hauser WA, and Magrill JP (1989) Electrocardiographic changes during electro-
graphic seizures. Arch Neurol 46:11 1169–70.
Review of 24-hour monitoring data from 45 patients involving 106 seizures. 96% of seizures showed
increase in HR, while in 4 seizures HR was not changed. Tachycardia generally began several seconds
before or after seizure onset.1260

Kennebäck G and Bergfeldt L (1991) [Bradyarrhythmias induced by antiepileptics increase
frequency of epileptic seizures]. Lakartidningen 88:19 1785–6.

Kennebäck G, Bergfeldt L, Vallin H, Tomson T, and Edhag O (1991) Electrophysiologic ef-
fects and clinical hazards of carbamazepine treatment for neurologic disorders in patients
with abnormalities of the cardiac conduction system. Am Heart J 121:5 1421–9. 411265

Study of CBZ effects on cardiac function in 10 patients prescribed the drug but with history of EKG
abnormalities. PQ interval was prolonged by 9% on average. No effects on QRS or QT intervals were
seen. us CBZ has characteristics of both class 1a and class 1b antiarrhythmics and may promote
abnormal heart rate.

Kennebäck G, Bergfeldt L, Tomson T, Spina E, and Edhag O (1992) Carbamazepine induced1270

bradycardia – A problem in general or only in susceptible patients? A 24-h long-term elec-
trocardiogram study. Epilepsy Res 13:2 141–5.
Study using interview, exam, EKG, and 24 hour monitoring of 48 patients taking CBZ in comparison
with age-matched controls. No increased risk of bradycardia was observed (cf. Kennebäck et al.).

Kennebäck G, Bergfeldt L, and Tomson T (1995) Electrophysiological evaluation of the1275

sodium-channel blocker carbamazepine in healthy human subjects. Cardiovasc Drugs er
9:5 709–14.
Evaluation of cardiac function at 3 dosages of CBZ in 10 health volunteers. Subjects underwent
pacing through transesophageal stimulation. PQ intervals were prolonged by 6% at the highest dose,
and an expected shortening of the JT interval at higher rates was not observed. e authors conclude1280

that CBZ is safe for use in patients without cardiac conduction defects.
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Kennebäck G, Ericson M, Tomson T, and Bergfeldt L (1997) Changes in arrhythmia profile
and heart rate variability during abrupt withdrawal of antiepileptic drugs. Implications for
sudden death. Seizure 6:5 369–75.
10 patients undergoing treatment with CBZ or PHT were discontinued on the drugs due to side1285

effects. EKG was continuously recorded after weaning. 3 patients had a dramatic increase in ectopic
ventricular beats. In addition, heart rate variability dropped following discontinuation.

Kennelly C and Riesel J(2002) ”

Kerling F, Dütsch M, Linke R, Kuwert T, Stefan H, and Hilz MJ (2009) Relation between
ictal asystole and cardiac sympathetic dysfunction shown by MIBG-SPECT. Acta Neurol1290

Scand 120:2 123–9. External Link
} Original, prospective study of symapthetic nervous system input to the heart in epileptic patients
with a history of asystole. Among 844 patients undergoing presurgical monitoring, 5 patients suffered
a total of 37 seizures. All were adults and 4 of 5 were male, and all were on AED. e latency
between seizure onset and asystole was 30 - 50 s, with aystole lasting 10 - 30 s. In the two seizure1295

types that lateralized, left temporal and right temporal loci were observed. All suffered from TLE or
MTLE. MIBG was used to infer the amount of norepinephrine taken up in the heart relative to the
mediastinum, used as a background tissue. All temporal lobe epilepsy patients (5 with asystole and
18 without) had a trend for a lower uptake ratio than controls, and asystole patients were significantly
lower than the other two groups.1300

Khiari HM, Franceschetti S, Jovic N, Mrabet A, and Genton P (2009) Death in Unverricht-
Lundborg disease. External Link
Retrospective study over 16 years of 19 cases of unexpected death in patients with progressive my-
oclonic epilepsy from 4 European centers. 6 of 19 patient deaths were consistent with SUDEP, but
it is difficult to to draw conclusions that extend to patients other than those diagnosed with this rare1305

form of epilepsy.

Kiely DG, Cargill RI, and Lipworth BJ (1996) Effects of hypercapnia on hemodynamic, in-
otropic, lusitropic, and electrophysiologic indices in humans. Chest 109:5 1215–21.
Study in healthy male volunteers that involved induction of hypercapnia. Hypercapnia increased
corrected QT intervals and QT dispersion.1310

Kinney H, Chadwick A, Crandall LA, Grafe M, Armstrong DL, Kupsky WJ, Trachtenberg FL,
and Krous HF (2009) Sudden death, febrile seizures, and hippocampal maldevelopment in
toddlers: A new entity. p. 1. External Link

Kinney HC, Armstrong DL, Chadwick AE, Crandall LA, Hilbert C, Belliveau RA, Kupsky
WJ, and Krous HF(2007) Sudden death in toddlers associated with developmental abnor-1315
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malities of the hippocampus: A report of five cases. Pediatr Dev Pathol 10:3 208–23. Exter-
nal Link
In 5 toddlers who died during sleep, the authors identified microdysgentic features in the hippocampi
of these children not seen in control cases. All 5 had asymmetric hippocampi, which was not found in
any of the controls. e authors link SUDC, sudden unexpected death in childhood, with SUDEP.1320

e article also provides a thorough bibliography related to hippocampal malformations and mortal-
ity risks in children.

Kiok MC, Terrence CF, Fromm GH, and Lavine S (1986) Sinus arrest in epilepsy. Neurology
36:1 115–6.

Klenerman P, Sander JW, and Shorvon SD (1993) Mortality in patients with epilepsy: A study1325

of patients in long term residential care. J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 56:2 149–52.
Retrospective study of causes of death in adults with epilepsy, reporting that although the rate of
death in the population was roughly twice that expected from normative data, only 20% of deaths
in this age bracket were due to epilepsy-related causes. Roughly 1 in 500 deaths was sudden and
unexpected.1330

Kloster R and Engelskjøn T (1999) Sudden unexpected death in epilepsy (SUDEP): A clinical
perspective and a search for risk factors. J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 67:4 439–44. 30,
54
Retrospective analysis of SUDEP deaths in patients treated at a tertiary center. 30% of the deaths
were classed as SUDEP. Pulmonary edema was present in almost 2/3 of SUDEP cases, and the prone1335

position at time of death was seen in 71% of cases. In 57% of cases, AED levels were below reference
values. .

Kowalik A, Bauer J, and Elger CE (1998) [asystolic seizures]. Nervenarzt 69:2 151–7.

Kraras CM, Tumer N, and Lathers CM (1987) e role of enkephalins in the production of
epileptogenic activity and autonomic dysfunction: Origin of arrhythmia and sudden death1340

in the epileptic patient? Med Hypotheses 23:1 19–31.
Hypothesis of enkephalin involvment in SUDEP given previous reports of elevated enkephalins in
several brain regions following induced seizures and inhibitory effect of enkephalin on GABA release,
and possible epileptogenic activity. Because other studies indicate a vasopressor role for these com-
pounds and attenuation of the baroreceptor reflex, providing a mechanism by which seizures could1345

lead to autonomic instability and death.

Kwon S, Lee S, Hyun M, Choe BH, Kim Y, Park W, and Cho Y (2004) e potential for QT
prolongation by antiepileptic drugs in children. Pediatr Neurol 30:2 99–101. External Link
Study involved 178 children with epilepsy. QT intervals were measured manually, apparently by an
unblinded observer, and corrected with Fredericia’s correction. ere was no significant difference in1350

http://dx.doi.org/10.2350/06-08-0144.1
http://dx.doi.org/10.2350/06-08-0144.1
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QTc between epilepsy patients and controls, no effect of monotherapy versus polytherapy, and no
effect of any individual AED.

Lane RD, Zeitlin SB, Abrams R, and Swartz CM (1989) Differential effects of right unilateral
and bilateral ect on heart rate. Am J Psychiatry 146:8 1041–3.

Langan Y (2000) Sudden unexpected death in epilepsy (SUDEP): Risk factors and case control1355

studies. Seizure 9:3 179–83. External Link
Prelude to Langan et al. emphasizing the strengths of case-control study design for accurate determi-
nation of risk factors.

Langan Y and Nashef L(2003) Sudden unexpected death in epilepsy (SUDEP). ACNR 2:
6–8.1360

Langan Y and Sander JW (1999) Patients with epilepsy who die suddenly do not always have
cardiac disease. Arch Neurol p. 249. 56
Response to Natelson et al. emphasizing the evidence for noncardiac causes of death, in particular,
central apnea, in SUDEP patients. e authors indicate that apnea may cause bradycardia, and point
to the fact that most SUDEP deaths are unwitnessed as evidence for a respiratory rather than cardiac1365

cause, as an observer may be able to stimulate respiration by agitation, reducing the death rate in
witnessed near-cases. Authors also point to Bird et al. and Johnston et al. as evidence for pulmonary
cause.

Langan Y, Nolan N, and Hutchinson M (1998) e incidence of sudden unexpected death in
epilepsy (SUDEP) in South Dublin and Wicklow. Seizure 7:5 355–8.1370

Data were gathered in Ireland both prospectively and retrospectively over 3 year period. 15 deaths
were classed as SUDEP, yielding an annual incidence of 1 in 680.

Langan Y, Nashef L, and Sander JW (2000) Sudden unexpected death in epilepsy: A series of
witnessed deaths. J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 68:2 211–3.
15 witnessed deaths were identified from a database of 135 SUDEP cases. Seizure or postictal state1375

were present for all 15 cases. e authors discuss other studies reporting observed SUDEP cases
and variable occurrence of seizure in these reports. 12 of 15 cases experienced apparent respiratory
difficulty, but the details of some cases are more suggestive of incidental respiratory difficulty, for
example, due to collapse in a very cramped space in a respiratory compromise, or loss of consciousness
with throat across a bar on a piece of furniture. .1380

Langan Y, Nashef L, and Sander JWAS (2002) Certification of deaths attributable to epilepsy.
J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 73:6 751–2.
Examined circumstances of death in all 1997 decedents aged 16-50 years with epilepsy given as the
cause of death. Of 612 deaths, autopsy was performed in 498. 44 were classed as SUDEP and 292
were probable SUDEP, representing more than two-thirds of autopsied deaths in this age bracket.1385
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A sizeable proportion of cases originally judged due to status epilepticus were more accurately con-
sidered SUDEP. Estimation of SUDEP incidence would require data on the rate of autopsy among
epilepsy patients who die.

Langan Y, Nashef L, and Sander JW (2005) Case-control study of SUDEP. Neurology 64:7
1131–3. External Link 37, 441390

Each of 154 SUDEP victims was matched with 4 controls with epilepsy to identify risk factors.
Most patients died in bed and had evidence of recent seizure. GTCS in the previous 3 months was a
significant predictive factor, whereas close nighttime supervision appeared to have a protective effect.
Polytherapy did not independently increase risk, but use of CBZ did.

Lathers CM and Schraeder PL(1987) Review of autonomic dysfunction, cardiac arrhythmias,1395

and epileptogenic activity. J Clin Pharmacol 27:5 346–56.

Lathers CM and Schraeder PL (1982) Autonomic dysfunction in epilepsy: Characterization of
autonomic cardiac neural discharge associated with pentylenetetrazol-induced epileptogenic
activity. Epilepsia 23:6 633–47. 45, 80
Animal study in cat monitoring autonomic activity following administration of pentylenetetrazol1400

under anesthesia. Auotonomic input to the heart became more variable after seizure, but occurred
at different dosages for parasympathetic and sympathetic input (‘autonomic imbalance’). A large
variability between effects on sympathetic nerves was observed in the same animal.

Lathers CM, Schraeder PL, and Carnel SB (1984) Neural mechanisms in cardiac arrhythmias
associated with epileptogenic activity: e effect of phenobarbital in the cat. Life Sci 34:201405

1919–36. 17
Repeats experiments of Lathers and Schraeder after pretreatment with phenobarbitol. e treatment
diminished increases in heart rate and blood pressure but did not affect the occurrence of arrhythmias.

Lathers CM, Schraeder PL, and Weiner FL (1987) Synchronization of cardiac autonomic
neural discharge with epileptogenic activity: e lockstep phenomenon. Electroencephalogr1410

Clin Neurophysiol 67:3 247–59.
Animal study in cat using pentylenetetrazol following anesthesia to assess synchronization (‘lockstep’
activity) of firing of sympathetic and parasympathetic nerves relative to interictal spikes and ictal dis-
charges. Such synchronization was observed and appeared to be correlated with premature ventricular
contractions.1415

Lathers CM, Schraeder PL, and Tumer N (1993) e effect of phenobarbital on autonomic
function and epileptogenic activity induced by the hippocampal injection of penicillin in
cats. J Clin Pharmacol 33:9 837–44.
Injection of penicillin in hippocampus to induce epileptiform activity also caused changes in blood
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pressure and heart rate, as well as changes in EKG. Phenobarbitol reduced epileptic activity and1420

autonomic dysfunction.

Lathers CM (2009) Epilepsy and sudden death: Personal reflections and call for global action.
Epilepsy Behav 15:3 269–77. External Link
⊙ Discussion of the need for better use of existing data and better research on epidemiology, clinical
aspects and basic science of SUDEP. e author highlights a number of her own contributions to the1425

field.

Lathers CM and Schraeder PL (2002) Clinical pharmacology: Drugs as a benefit and/or risk
in sudden unexpected death in epilepsy? J Clin Pharmacol 42:2 123–36.
Review of SUDEP and views toward SUDEP in the US.

Lathers CM and Schraeder PL (2006) Stress and sudden death. Epilepsy Behav 9:2 236–42.1430

External Link
Review of evidence for role of acute stress in sudden death through cardiac mechanisms or through
reducing seizure threshold. In SUDEP in young adults the risk factors discussed by these authors
could be interwined with alcohol use and noncompliance with AED therapy.

Lathers CM and Schraeder PL (2009) Verbal autopsies and SUDEP. Epilepsy Behav 14:41435

573–6. External Link 9, 21, 47
⊙ Details the use of verbal autopsies in both developed and developing countries as a low-cost and
potentially valuable tool for improving the amount and accuracy of information about causes of death
in persons with epilepsy. Physicians, especially clinicians who have an established relationship with
patients’ families, could help improve understanding of the epidemiology and risks of SUDEP by1440

conducting and documenting verbal autopsies.

Lathers CM, Schraeder PL, and Bungo MW (2008) e mystery of sudden death: Mecha-
nisms for risks. Epilepsy Behav 12:1 3–24. External Link
Broad ranging review of a number of hypotheses of mechanisms of SUDEP.

Lathers C and Schraeder P(1990)1445

”

Lear-Kaul KC, Coughlin L, and Dobersen MJ (2005) Sudden unexpected death in epilepsy:
A retrospective study. Am J Forensic Med Pathol 26:1 11–7.
Review of 67 cases of SUDEP from medical examiner records, with 58 of 67 found at the home. 74%
of cases had negative or subtherapeutic AED levels. ese results are consistent with other SUDEP1450

incidence studies.
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Lee J and Devinsky O(2005) e role of autonomic dysfunction in sudden unexplained death
in epilepsy patients. Rev Neurol Dis 2:2 61–9.1455

Review of autonomic factors.

Leestma JE, Kalelkar MB, Teas SS, Jay GW, and Hughes JR (1984) Sudden unexpected death
associated with seizures: Analysis of 66 cases. Epilepsia 25:1 84–8. 30, 71
Analysis of cases from ME office for Chicago. ough the authors sought to create a demographic
profile of patients at risk, the study population may reflect biases of the demographics of patients likely1460

to come to investigation by the ME. Investigation of deaths often involved verbal autopsy Lathers and
Schraeder. Roughly 40% were found in bed or on the floor. 68% of patients had low or no AED levels.
is study was influential in identifying risk factors for sudden unexplained death in epilepsy. Earlier
forensic studies of sudden death in epilepsy are reviewed, as are case reports identifying sympathetic
dysfunction.1465

Leestma JE, Hughes JR, Teas SS, and Kalelkar MB (1985) Sudden epilepsy deaths and the
forensic pathologist. Am J Forensic Med Pathol 6:3 215–8. 47
Highlighting the need for greater standardization across medical examiners and autopsies, the authors
provide a form for medical examiners to use in reporting SUDEP. Article also touches on demographic
profile of patients with epilepsy who die suddenly.1470

Leestma JE, Walczak T, Hughes JR, Kalelkar MB, and Teas SS (1989) A prospective study on
sudden unexpected death in epilepsy. Ann Neurol 26:2 195–203. External Link
Article from medical examiner perspective touches again on demographic profile of SUDEP victims
and considers a number of potential pathomechanisms including arrhythmia, heart failure, and pul-
monary edema.1475

Leestma JE, Annegers JF, Brodie MJ, Brown S, Schraeder P, Siscovick D, Wannamaker BB,
Tennis PS, Cierpial MA, and Earl NL (1997) Sudden unexplained death in epilepsy: Ob-
servations from a large clinical development program. Epilepsia 38:1 47–55.
Study of patients in clinical database for lamotrigine. e study found no association of the drug
with SUDEP. SUDEP rate of 3.5 per 1 000 person-years was found. Review of other studies of epi-1480

demiology is included in the introduction. Status epilepticus was excluded. Very thorough discussion
of what to class as SUDEP, showing the difficulty as well as the critical importance of standardized
definitions.

Leestma J (1997) Forensic considerations in sudden unexpected death in epilepsy. Epilepsia
38:11 S63–66.1485

Review of process of acceptance of SUDEP as medicolegal entity. Revisits the SUDEP standardized
form for medical examiner use (see Leestma et al.). Presents a case of death due to SUDEP after
16 years of epilepsy caused by a blow to the head which resulted in prosecution for murder and
conviction, sustained on appeal.
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Leung H, Kwan P, and Elger CE (2006) Finding the missing link between ictal bradyarrhyth-1490

mia, ictal asystole, and sudden unexpected death in epilepsy. Epilepsy Behav 9:1 19–30.
External Link
Review of literature, attempting to link ictal bradycardia with SUDEP through epidemiology studies
and case histories. Includes thorough discussion of the pathophysiologic links between seizure and
bradycardia, including an attempt to synthesize fMRI data and functional stimulation data.1495

Leung H, Schindler K, Kwan P, and Elger C (2007) Asystole induced by electrical stimulation
of the left cingulate gyrus. Epileptic Disord 9:1 77–81. External Link
Single case report of bradycardia induced by electrical stimulation of the left cingulate in a patient
undergoing surgical treatment for intractable epilepsy. e stimulation triggered the subject’s char-
acteristic aura prior to the seizure. Bradycardia began 3 s after the stimulation; due to this delay the1500

authors note that other brain regions could be recruited to cause the bradycardia. Bradycardia was
followed by asystole. Stimulation further back along the cingulate did not affect heart rate. Also pro-
vides a brief review of electrical stimulation studies of cortical influences on autonomic function in
humans. Refers to study of Britton et al. and Pool and Ransohoff

Leutmezer F, Schernthaner C, Lurger S, Pötzelberger K, and Baumgartner C (2003) Electro-1505

cardiographic changes at the onset of epileptic seizures. Epilepsia 44:3 348–54.

Lhatoo SD and Sander JWAS (2002) Sudden unexpected death in epilepsy. Hong Kong Med
J 8:5 354–8.

Lhatoo SD, Langan Y, MacDonald BK, Zeidan S, and Sander JW (1999) Sudden unexpected
death: A rare event in a large community based prospective cohort with newly diagnosed1510

epilepsy and high remission rates. J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 66:5 692–3.
In this letter Nashef et al. report on the first sudden death in the National General Practice Study
of Epilepsy Hart et al., a prospective study of 792 patients. ough 8000 patient-years were ob-
served before this first death occurred, the authors emphasize the importance of not underestimating
prevalence in symptomatic or refractory patients. .1515

Lhatoo SD, Langan Y, and Sander JW (1999) Sudden unexpected death in epilepsy. Postgrad
Med J 75:890 706–9.
Review of incidence and risk factors.

Lhatoo SD, Johnson AL, Goodridge DM, MacDonald BK, Sander JW, and Shorvon SD
(2001) Mortality in epilepsy in the first 11 to 14 years after diagnosis: Multivariate anal-1520

ysis of a long-term, prospective, population-based cohort. Ann Neurol 49:3 336–44. 12,
37
Prospective study involving patients with new diagnoses of epilepsy, with cohort of 792 followed from
10 to 14 years. Patients with symptomatic (i.e., non-idiopathic) epilepsy and those with contenital
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neurological impairment had the highest risk of death. Significant increases in mortality were seen1525

with generalized tonic-clonic seizures, CNS tumor, cerebrovascular disease, contenital neurologic
disease, or alcoholism. AED treatment did not influence mortality.

Li L, Roche J, and Sander J(1995) Ictal ECG changes in temporal lobe epilepsy. Arquivos de
neuro-psiquiatria p. 619.
Study of EKG tracings during 61 complex partial seizures in 20 patients. Tachycardia was more1530

common than bradycardia; these occurred in 39% and 5% of seizures respectively. R-R intervals of
up to 9 s were observed. No lateralization was evident.

Liedholm LJ and Gudjonsson O (1992) Cardiac arrest due to partial epileptic seizures. Neu-
rology 42:4 824–9.
Single-case report of cardiac arrest during mesiobasal left temporal seizure.1535

Lim EC, Lim SH, and Wilder-Smith E (2000) Brain seizes, heart ceases: a case of ictal asystole.
J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 69:4 557–9.

Linzer M, Grubb BP, Ho S, Ramakrishnan L, Bromfield E, and Estes r NA (1994) Cardio-
vascular causes of loss of consciousness in patients with presumed epilepsy: a cause of the
increased sudden death rate in people with epilepsy? Am J Med 96:2 146–54.1540

Lip GY and Brodie MJ (1992) Sudden death in epilepsy: An avoidable outcome? J R Soc Med
85:10 609–11.
Retrospective review of 1,000 patients for a median of 2.3 years identified 18 deaths. Of 12 deaths
with no clear precipitant, all were sudden. Only 3 of these patients had poor seizure control or poor
medication adherence. Discusses causes of death given on death certificate, such as asphyxia, asystole,1545

and, despite not being witnessed, status epileptipticus. Considers different hypotheses of pathophys-
iology including possible link with Stokes Adams attacks, arrhythmia-induced syncope with seizures
thought to result from reduced cerebral perfusion. Discusses the aspects of sudden death in epileptics
most urgently requiring further investigation and calls for better terminology on death certificates.

Lipka LJ and Lathers CM (1987) Psychoactive agents, seizure production, and sudden death1550

in epilepsy. J Clin Pharmacol 27:3 169–83.
Discusses need for caution in prescription of psychoactive agents in patients with epilepsy due to
possible lowering of seizure threshold or alteration of cardiac rhythm.

Livingston S (1961) Living with epileptic seizures. J Pediatr 59:1 128–37.

Locatelli ER, Varghese JP, Shuaib A, and Potolicchio SJ (1999) Cardiac asystole and bradycar-1555

dia as a manifestation of left temporal lobe complex partial seizure. Ann Intern Med 130:7
581–3.
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Lühdorf K, Jensen LK, and Plesner AM (1987) Epilepsy in the elderly: Life expectancy and
causes of death. Acta Neurol Scand 76:3 183–90.
Prospective study of patients over aged 60 who experienced seizures. Stroke and tumor were com-1560

mon causes of seizure and mortality was high. Patients with epilepsy without tumor or stroke also had
higher than expected mortality. 12% of the patients with epilepsy died suddenly in circumstances
compatible with seizure, but epilepsy was listed as cause of death on only one death certificate, sug-
gesting underestimation of incidence.

Lund A and Gormsen H (1985) e role of antiepileptics in sudden death in epilepsy. Acta1565

Neurol Scand 72:4 444–6.
Discussion of role of subtherapeutic and supratherapeutic doses of AED in sudden death.

Makita N, Sumitomo N, Watanabe I, and Tsutsui H (2007) Novel SCN5A mutation (Q55X)
associated with age-dependent expression of Brugada syndrome presenting as neurally me-
diated syncope. Heart Rhythm 4:4 516–9. External Link1570

Single-case report of 17 year old male with history of first-degree heart block and syncopal episodes
that often occurred during emotional stress and were thus diagnosed as neurally-mediated. Over
time the presentation changed and Brugada syndrome was eventually diagnosed. e authors discuss
several other reports of cases where this syncope presented as neurally-mediated or vasovagal syncope.
Heart and brain pathology may be linked by a mutation in a channel expressed in both organs, by1575

autonomic links, or both; see the discussion at ().

Malik M(2004) Errors and misconceptions in ecg measurement used for the detection of drug
induced qt interval prolongation. J Electrocardiol 37 Suppl: 25–33. 15
Review of QT measurement providing data on differences between manual and automated values,
demonstration of errors made by automated detection methods, and comparison of QT across leads.1580

Lag time of change in QT following change in heart rate (‘QT hysteresis’) is also discussed.

Mameli O, Caria MA, Pintus A, Padua G, and Mameli S (2006) Sudden death in epilepsy:
An experimental animal model. Seizure 15:5 275–87. External Link
In rats, application of penicillin-G locally to hypothalamic or mesencephalic regions caused increased
spontaneous vagal nerve firing that correlated with bradycardia and hypotension. is generally re-1585

solved spontaneously, but in a subset of animals seizures due to joint activation of both regions led
to increased vagal tone and bradycardia, hyperkalemia, pulmonary hypertension, and death. ough
this is suggestive of SUDEP, one difference is the considerable time required for the severe patho-
logic entity to evolve (60 minutes or more). e study shows an interesting link between field poten-
tial recordings near the thalamus and EKG abnormalities. e analyses of blood gas and metabolic1590

parameters are noteworthy for their detail and comprehensiveness, but most of the measurements
seem merely to reflect the death of the animal rather than any particular pathophysiologic mech-
anism. e increase in potassium seems more easily explained by the acidosis due to hypoxia after
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cardiopulmonary dysfunction rather than as a direct result of vagal activation. However, the corre-
lation of potassium level and number of vagal nerve spikes may suggest a more direct mechanistic1595

link (though in the discussion the elevated potassium is linked to elevated sympathetic, rather than
parasympathetic, activation).

Marshall DW, Westmoreland BF, and Sharbrough FW (1983) Ictal tachycardia during tem-
poral lobe seizures. Mayo Clin Proc 58:7 443–6.
Early report of tachycardia in temporal lobe seizures, highlighting the high incidence of this phe-1600

nomenon and the possible implications for patients with heart disease.

Massetani R, Strata G, Galli R, Gori S, Gneri C, Limbruno U, Di Santo D, Mariani M,
and Murri L (1997) Alteration of cardiac function in patients with temporal lobe epilepsy:
Different roles of EEG-ECG monitoring and spectral analysis of RR variability. Epilepsia
38:3 363–9.1605

65 adult patients with temporal lobe epilepsy participated in 24 hour ambulatory EEG monitoring,
and in 30 of these patients RR variability was also measured in a clinical laboratory using a tilt
table. Between seizures, arrhythmia frequency was similar to that seen in controls, but RR variability
was lower in epilepsy patients. High-frequency and low-frequency variability changes depended on
the position of the patient on the tilt table. Interstingly, in the supine measurements both LF and1610

HF components of RR variability were lower than controls, while in orthostasis the power in the
LF range was much lower in patients than in controls, indicating impaired sympathetic reaction,
while HF power, a surrogate for vagal tone, was low in both controls and patients. Patients with
right hemisphere TLE had much lower LF power when supine than other epilepsy patients, possibly
indicating a role for this region in providing basal sympathetic tone.1615

Massey EW and Schoenberg BS(1985) Mortality from epilepsy. International patterns and
changes over time. Neuroepidemiology 4:2 65–70.
Historical data indicating ranges from 0.6 to 4.0 deaths/100,000 person-years among patients with
epilepsy in various countries. Males had higher mortality in all countries.

Mayer H, Benninger F, Urak L, Plattner B, Geldner J, and Feucht M (2004) EKG abnormal-1620

ities in children and adolescents with symptomatic temporal lobe epilepsy. Neurology 63:2
324–8.
Retrospective review of patients under 18 years of age who underwent surgery for temporal lobe
epilepsy. EKG records were evaluated algorithmically for HR measurement. Preictal increase or de-
crease in HR was seen in a subset of patients. Ictal changes in HR across all patients could be treated1625

as falling into one of 4 patterns. ese patterns of change in HR seemed to have some correlation
with seizure focus, suggesting differential distribution of autonomic influence in cortex and thala-
mus. Prolonged bradycardia after seizure termination was seen in one case and a period of oscillation
in HR postically was seen in another case.
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McHugh JC and Delanty N(2008) Epidemiology and classification of epilepsy: Gender com-1630

parisons. Int Rev Neurobiol 83: 11–26. External Link
Review of epidemiology data based on International League Against Epilepsy classification, focusing
on gender differences in incidence of lesional epilepsy and idiopathic epilepsy as well as on symptoms
and progression.

McKee JR and Bodfish JW (2000) Sudden unexpected death in epilepsy in adults with mental1635

retardation. Am J Ment Retard 105:4 229–35.
Review of records from residential facility over 20 year period. Persons with epilepsy had a higher
risk of sudden unexpected death (3.6 v 1.3 person-years). Risk factors were nonambulatory status,
increased seizure rate, and increased number of AED.

McLean BN and Wimalaratna S (2007) Sudden death in epilepsy recorded in ambulatory1640

EEG. J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 78:12 1395–7. External Link
Single-case report of death during seizure recorded on ambulatory EEG, which shows sudden cessa-
tion of electrical activity. Patient had 46-year history of epilepsy. She was found dead in the morning
by a friend and had pulmonary congestion on exam . EEG was consistent with seizure after 8 hours’
sleep, presumably near waking. EKG was not recorded and pulse artifact could not be recovered from1645

the EEG. EEG signal went from polyspike/slow wave pattern to flat traces. e authors posit this
‘brain failure’ as the cause of death. Post-mortem revealed low/absent AED. e authors cite Earnest
et al. (1992) as evidence for the critical causative role of pulmonary edema.

Mendes LA and Davidoff R (1993) Cardiogenic seizure with bradyarrhythmia: documentation
of the mechanism during asystole. Am Heart J 125:6 1786–8.1650

Mittan R(1986)
”

Mohanraj R, Norrie J, Stephen LJ, Kelly K, Hitiris N, and Brodie MJ (2006) Mortality in
adults with newly diagnosed and chronic epilepsy: A retrospective comparative study. Lancet
Neurol 5:6 481–7. External Link1655

Retrospective study with two cohorts, newly diagnosed epilepsy patients and those referred to a spe-
cialist center due to refractory epilepsy. Newly diagnosed patients had a 42% increase in mortality,
while referred patients had more than double the risk of mortality. Among chronic patients, id-
iopathic epilepsy was associated with longer survival than were symptomatic or cryptogenic types.
SUDEP was significantly more common in the chronic cohort. 8% of deaths in the newly diagnosed1660

patients and 17% of deaths in the chronic epilepsy patients were due to SUDEP. e authors view
the higher mortality as indication for discussion of SUDEP with patients with refractory disease or
those refusing treatment.
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Mondon K, Charbonnier B, Hommet C, Corcia P, Autret A, and de Toffol B (2002) Ictal
bradycardia followed by cardiac asystole: A case report. Epileptic Disord 4:4 261–4.1665

Single-case report of 57 year old man with seizure history beginning at age 18 followed by 30 years
seizure free after treatment, then recurrence. Seizure focus was left temporal. In one monitored case
the patient experienced tachycardia. Simultaneous EEG/EKG shows increased temporal theta activity
follwed by bradycardia and asystole of > 10 seconds. e patient was given a pacemaker, following
which symptoms improved.1670

Monté CPJA, Arends JBAM, Tan IY, Aldenkamp AP, Limburg M, and de Krom MCTFM
(2007) Sudden unexpected death in epilepsy patients: Risk factors. A systematic review.
Seizure 16:1 1–7. External Link
Review of studies on SUDEP risk factors, considering only reports of 5 or more cases. Strong risk
factors identified include youth, early seizure onset, generalized tonic-clonic seizures, male sex, and1675

being in bed. Weak risk factors identified include being prone, history of subtherapeutic AED, and
sleeping.

Morentin B and Alcaraz R(2002) [Sudden unexpected death in epilepsy in children and ado-
lescents]. Rev Neurol 34:5 462–5.
Retrospective study of cases of sudden death in the Basque region over 7 year period. 7.5% of au-1680

topsied cases were determined to be due to SUDEP. Pulmonary edema was found in a number of
cases. Half of the patients had no detectable serum AED. Other risk factors and patterns of death
were similar to those identified in other studies.

Morton B, Richardson A, and Duncan S (2006) Sudden unexpected death in epilepsy
(SUDEP): Don’t ask, don’t tell? J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 77:2 199–202. External1685

Link
Survey of British neurologists to determine when they discuss SUDEP with patients, with 383 re-
spondents. 4.7% discussed it with all patients, 26% with a majority, 61% with a few, and 7.5%
with none. Patient quetions about SUDEP was one of the most common reasons for the discussion.
Neurologists’ reports of patient reactions indicated many reacted with equanimity but some became1690

very distressed, and some patients stated that they didn’t want to know about SUDEP.

Mukherjee S, Tripathi M, Chandra PS, Yadav R, Choudhary N, Sagar R, Bhore R, Pandey
RM, and Deepak KK (2009) Cardiovascular autonomic functions in well-controlled and
intractable partial epilepsies. Epilepsy Res 85:2-3 261–9. External Link
}Prospective study of the effect of intractable epilepsy on autonomic function. e study is strength-1695

ened by the large size of groups, approximately 30 patients in each. e patients with intractable
disease showed less variation of the high-frequency component of heart rate. eir lower drop in
heart rate with deep breathing suggested reduced parasympathetic tone. (An even stronger argument
might be made by additional consideration of a ‘dose-response’ relationship between seizure severity
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and autonomic dysfunction in the refractory group.) e findings suggest that ongoing seizure activ-1700

ity worsens the overall picture of autonomic control, but it is also possible that genetic abnormalities
in ion channels, for example, that make the epilepsy more resistant to treatment also lead to worsened
autonomic function. Longitudinal evaluation of the patient cohort might provide this information –
do patients whose epilepsy remains refractory worsen in autonomic function over time in proportion
to their seizure frequency?1705

Munschauer FE, Mador MJ, Ahuja A, and Jacobs L (1991) Selective paralysis of voluntary but
not limbically influenced automatic respiration. Arch Neurol 48:11 1190–2.

Munson J(1910) Death in epilepsy. Med Rec 77: 58–62.

Muuronen A, Kaste M, Nikkilä EA, and Tolppanen EM (1985) Mortality from ischaemic
heart disease among patients using anticonvulsive drugs: A case-control study. Br Med J1710

(Clin Res Ed) 291:6507 1481–3.
With the observed link between phenytoin and elevated HDL as rationale, the authors considered
all deaths among epilepsy patients in Finland over 3 year period. Death from ischemic heart disease
was significantly less common in epilepsy patients taking phenytoin and/or carbamazepine and/or
barbiturates, and this difference was not due to excess epilepsy patient deaths from any other cause.1715

Nabbout R (2008) Can SCN1Amutations account for SUDEP? – Commentary on Hindocha
et al.. Epilepsia 49:2 367–8. External Link 36
Discusses Dravet syndrome, in which ∼75% of patients have SCN1A mutations and there is a high
risk of SUDEP, and comments on SCN1A mutations as a potential cause of bradycardia in some
patients, but concludes that SCN1A is highly unlikely to cause SUDEP in adult patients.1720

Naritoku DK, Casebeer DJ, and Darbin O (2003) Effects of seizure repetition on postictal
and interictal neurocardiac regulation in the rat. Epilepsia 44:7 912–6.
Animal study of heart-rate variability over time in rats that exposed to induced seizures over 10 days,
with EKG recorded before and after the first and last seizures. After multiple sizures R-R variability
decreased and parasympathetic input as assessed spectrally declined.1725

Nashef L(1997) Sudden unexpected death in epilepsy: Terminology and definitions. Epilepsia
38: S6–8.

Nashef L (1999) From mystery to prevention: Sudden unexpected death in epilepsy, time to
move on. J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry p. 427.
Comment on Kloster and Engelskjøn addresses methodological issues such as problems using non-1730

SUDEP epilepsy deaths as a control group, as these are largely symptomatic cases. Comments on the
finding of greater-than-chance likelihood of being prone as increasing the risk of suffocation.
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Nashef L and Brown S (1996) Epilepsy and sudden death. Lancet 348:9038 1324–5. External
Link
Review of incidence, risk factors, and need for acurate death certificate documentation. Written to1735

summarize Epilepsy Bereaved conference on SUDEP.

Nashef L and Sander JW (1996) Sudden unexpected deaths in epilepsy – Where are we now?
Seizure 5:3 235–8.
Review of incidence data and risk factors.

Nashef L, Fish DR, Garner S, Sander JW, and Shorvon SD (1995) Sudden death in epilepsy:1740

A study of incidence in a young cohort with epilepsy and learning difficulty. Epilepsia 36:12
1187–94.
Among 310 children in the cohort studied over 24 years, 20 of 28 deaths were assessed as epilepsy
related. Sudden death incidence was 1 in 295 person-years. All 14 sudden deaths occurred when
students were not at school, suggesting that close monitoring may prevent SUDEP, and also having1745

implications for pathogenesis ().

Nashef L, Fish DR, Sander JW, and Shorvon SD (1995) Incidence of sudden unexpected death
in an adult outpatient cohort with epilepsy at a tertiary referral centre. J Neurol Neurosurg
Psychiatry 58:4 462–4.
601 patients at tertiary center were followed for 3 years. 14 deaths occurred in patients with epilepsy,1750

with 4 of these accounted for by underlying disease. .

Nashef L, Walker F, Allen P, Sander JW, Shorvon SD, and Fish DR (1996) Apnoea and brady-
cardia during epileptic seizures: Relation to sudden death in epilepsy. J Neurol Neurosurg
Psychiatry 60:3 297–300. 75, 76
Recording cardiorespiratory variables along with EEG in epilepsy monitoring unit identified apnea1755

in 20 of 47 seizures (10 of 17 patients). With apnea defined as 10 s cessation of breating, complex
partial seizures were 80% of apnea-inducing seizures (74% of total seizures). All 3 secondarily gen-
eralized seizures observed led to apnea. Tachycardia was common, but bradycardia or asystole was
observed in 4 patients. is was viewed as always occurring in conjunction with respiratory changes
(De Burgh Daly).1760

Nashef L, Garner S, Sander JW, Fish DR, and Shorvon SD (1998) Circumstances of death in
sudden death in epilepsy: Interviews of bereaved relatives. J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry
64:3 349–52. 37
Interview with relatives of 34 patients with epilepsy who died suddenly. 26 of the deaths were classed
as SUDEP, and all but 2 of these were unwitnessed. In most cases evidence suggested seizure. In 111765

cases breathing may have been positionally compromised. Most interviewees felt they would have
preferred to know about SUDEP.
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Nashef L and Ryvlin P (2009) Sudden unexpected death in epilepsy (SUDEP): Update and
reflections. Neurol Clin 27:4 1063–74. External Link
Review of incidence and risk factor data. Touches on evidence for and against risk elevation due to1770

certain AED, genetic susceptibility, Discussion of role of serotonin in maintaining oscillatory breath-
ing is valuable.

Nashef L, Hindocha N, and Makoff A (2007) Risk factors in sudden death in epilepsy
(SUDEP): e quest for mechanisms. Epilepsia 48:5 859–71. External Link
Review of incidence, risk factors, and possible mechanisms. Most valuable aspect is summary of1775

monogenic mutations that could link epilepsy, SUDEP, and cardiac dysfunction. Summarizes mu-
tations linked to paroxysmal cardiac disorders, noting whether the gene in question is expressed in
brain and whether there is any seizure-related phenotype. Also lists a number of monogenic epilepses.
Discussion of polygenic nature of paroxysmal cardiac deaths, SIDS, and SUDEP is also informative.

Natelson BH, Suarez RV, Terrence CF, and Turizo R (1998) Patients with epilepsy who die1780

suddenly have cardiac disease. Arch Neurol 55:6 857–60. 19, 44, 60
⊙ Examination cardiac pathology following SUDEP in 7 patients. 5 of the hearts were found ab-
normal by pathologists blinded to the patient’s history, whereas none of 13 hearts from epilepsy-free
individuals who died suddenly were found to be abnormal. Myocyte vacuolization and perivascular
and interstitial fibrosis were observed. e authors interpret these findings as evidence for longstand-1785

ing underlying cardiac disease responsible for the deaths of these patients. Cardiac tissue examination
also yielded greater evidence of abnormality in SUDEP cases in Tigaran et al., but not in the study
of Opeskin et al. In a letter of response, Langan and Sander highlight the evidence for non-cardiac
causes, emphasizing central apnea and pulmonary factors.

Nei M, Ho RT, and Sperling MR (2000) EKG abnormalities during partial seizures in refrac-1790

tory epilepsy. Epilepsia 41:5 542–8.
Assessment of arrhythmia and conduction abnormalities in patients with longstanding epilepsy. Dur-
ing EEG monitoring of patients also connected to a single EKG lead, 51 seizures were observed in 43
patients. 39% of patients had abnormal rhythm or repolarization during or immediately after seizure.
Seizures were longer in patients with abnormal EKGs. GTCS were more likely to be observed with1795

rhythm abnormalities than were complex partial seizures. Data on the rates of EKG abnormalities in
patients who did not undergo seizure during the study, or in controls undergoing similiar analysis as
the study group, would be beneficial.

Nei M(2009) Cardiac effects of seizures. Epilepsy Curr 9:4 91–5. External Link
Review focusing on cardiac causes. Discusses need for interictal and ictal recordings in patients of1800

EEG, EKG, respiration and oxygenation.

Nei M, Ho RT, Abou-Khalil BW, Drislane FW, Liporace J, Romeo A, and Sperling MR (2004)
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EEG and ECG in sudden unexplained death in epilepsy. Epilepsia 45:4 338–45. External
Link
Retrospective study of EEG and EKG recordings from patients whose deaths were classed as defi-1805

nite or probable SUDEP, as compared with recordings from control group of living patients with
refractory partial seizures. Ictal HR was higher in SUDEP. SUDEP patients but not control patients
had significantly higher HR for seizures beginning while sleeping than those occurring while awake.
is could contribute to the frequency of SUDEP deaths overnight and in the morning. ere was a
trend for greater frequency of cardiac dysfunction during seizure in the SUDEP group. Interestingly,1810

both preictal and ictal heart rates increased over each of five seizures that occurred in a cluster in one
patient and in 3 seizures in a slightly more temporally spread cluster in another patient.

Nelson DA and Ray CD(1968) Respiratory arrest from seizure discharges in the limbic system.
Trans Am Neurol Assoc 93: 251–2. 75

Nelson DA and Ray CD (1968) Respiratory arrest from seizure discharges in limbic system.1815

Report of cases. Arch Neurol 19:2 199–207.

Nelson DA and Ray CD (1996) Sudden death from hypoventilation during epileptic seizures.
Ann Neurol 39:6 825–6. External Link
is is a commentary on Johnston et al., criticizing the seizure-inducing stimulus as likely to have
altered activity in many cortical and subcortical areas. Nelson and Ray contend that there is a poorly1820

understood but intimate linkage between brainstem respiratory centers and limbic cortices.

Neplokh IM(1965) [On the causes of fatal outcomes of epilepsy]. Zh Nevropatol Psikhiatr Im
S S Korsakova 65:9 1383–7.

Neuspiel DR and Kuller LH (1985) Sudden and unexpected natural death in childhood and
adolescence. JAMA 254:10 1321–5.1825

8 year epidemiology study from Allegheny County, PA of deaths among individuals aged 1 to 21
years. 32 deaths, 15% of the total, occurred in epilepsy patients. 23 of these were unwitnessed, and
16 were found dead in bed. Witnessed status epilepticus preceded 6 deaths. 25 were aged 14-21. Of
the 27 cases autopsied, all were prescribed phenobarbitol or phenytoin; 20 had low/absent levels, and
1 had high levels.1830

Nilsson L, Tomson T, Farahmand BY, Diwan V, and Persson PG (1997) Cause-specific mor-
tality in epilepsy: A cohort study of more than 9,000 patients once hospitalized for epilepsy.
Epilepsia 38:10 1062–8. 58
Incidence study of more than 9,000 patients over 15 years of age with diagnosed epilepsy admitted
to hospitals in Stockholm over 9 years. Standardized mortality ratio was 3.6. Many of the causes of1835

death likely relate to the underlying disease causing the epilepsy rather than the epilepsy itself. .

http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.0013-9580.2004.05503.x
http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.0013-9580.2004.05503.x
http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/ana.410390625
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Nilsson L, Farahmand BY, Persson PG, iblin I, and Tomson T (1999) Risk factors for sudden
unexpected death in epilepsy: A case-control study. Lancet 353:9156 888–93. 37
Nested case control study to identify risk factors, using the same population as Nilsson et al. Age- and
sex-matched living epilepsy patients were used as controls. Risk of SUDEP increased in proportion to1840

the number of seizures per year and the number of AED taken simultaneously, both of which may be
surrogates for the severity of the epilepsy. Frequent change in drug dosage was also a risk, though this
too may reflect attempts to manage refractory underlying disease. Early onset of disease was another
risk factor. .

Nilsson L, Bergman U, Diwan V, Farahmand BY, Persson PG, and Tomson T (2001)1845

Antiepileptic drug therapy and its management in sudden unexpected death in epilepsy:
A case-control study. Epilepsia 42:5 667–73. 59
[cbz elevation] Nested case-control study of 6,880 Swedish patients. e risk of SUDEP was higher
for patients who did not undergo therapeutic drug monitoring than for those who did. Suprathera-
peutic carbamazepine levels at most recent monitorin conferred relative risk of 9.5, though this con-1850

clusion is based on data from only 6 patients. Polytherapy and frequent dose changes also conferred
risk. Evidence against a contribution of elevated CBZ was reported by Opeskin et al.

Nilsson L, Ahlbom A, Farahmand BY, and Tomson T (2003) Mortality in a population-based
cohort of epilepsy surgery patients. Epilepsia 44:4 575–81.
Study of mortality in Swedish patients considered for epilepsy surgery. 6 surgical patients died of1855

SUDEP, yielding SUDEP rate of 2.4/1,000 person-years. Nonsurgical patients had SUDEP rate of
6.3/1,000 patient-years.

Nouri S and Devinsky O(2001) Sudden unexpected death in epilepsy. eMedicine Journal

Nousiainen U, Ylinen A, Uusitupa M, Mervaala E, and Sivenius J(1988) [e differential
diagnosis of cardiac arrhythmias and epilepsy]. Duodecim 104:4 266–70.1860

Nousiainen U, Mervaala E, Uusitupa M, Ylinen A, and Sivenius J (1989) Cardiac arrhythmias
in the differential diagnosis of epilepsy. J Neurol 236:2 93–6.
Report of two patients with spells that responded to pacemaker implantation and a third who suf-
fered arrhythmia (tachycardia then bradycardia) following seizures. Of note, one of these patients
experienced epigastric aura before her spells, as also observed in (). Interestingly, one of the patients1865

with apparent cardiogenic spells had a family history of epilepsy, which may be coincidental or could
indicate

Nousiainen U, Mervaala E, Ylinen A, Uusitupa M, and Riekkinen P (1989) e importance
of the electrocardiogram in ambulatory electroencephalographic recordings. Arch Neurol
46:11 1171–4.1870
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Among inpatients, 14% had interictal EKG abnormalities, and 4% had suspected cardiac origin for
neurologic symptoms.

O’Donoghue M and Sander J(1997) e mortality associated with epilepsy, with particular
reference to sudden unexpected death: A review. Epilepsia 38:11 S15–19.

O’Donovan C, Burgess R, Lüders H, and Turnbull J(1995) Computerized seizure detection1875

based on heart rate changes. Epilepsia p. 7. External Link

Onai T, Takayama K, and Miura M (1987) Projections to areas of the nucleus tractus solitarii
related to circulatory and respiratory responses in cats. J Auton Nerv Syst 18:2 163–75.

Opeskin K, Burke MP, Cordner SM, and Berkovic SF (1999) Comparison of antiepileptic
drug levels in sudden unexpected deaths in epilepsy with deaths from other causes. Epilepsia1880

40:12 1795–8. 30, 37, 58
Retrospective study of deceased patients comparing 44 SUDEP cases and 44 patients with epilepsy
who died of other causes. Levels of seven AEDs were considered. ere was no difference between
cases and controls in number without detectable AED or number with subtherapeutic AED. ough
evidence of CBZ association with SUDEP was reported by Nilsson et al., this study found no differ-1885

ence in the presence of CBZ between cases and controls. See annotation at Hitiris et al.

Opeskin K, Clarke I, and Berkovic SF (2000) Prolactin levels in sudden unexpected death in
epilepsy. Epilepsia 41:1 48–51.
Comparison of prolactin levels in SUDEP victims, epilepsy patients dying of other causes, individuals
dying after acute illness, and nonepileptic victims of sudden death. No SUDEP subjects had elevated1890

prolactin, even those with evidence of terminal seizure. e authors note that postictal prolactin
elevation in life requires roughly 15 minutes and this may prevent elevation in SUDEP. ese data
indicate that prolactin cannot be used to determine whether a terminal seizure occurred.

Opeskin K, Harvey AS, Cordner SM, and Berkovic SF (2000) Sudden unexpected death in
epilepsy in Victoria. J Clin Neurosci 7:1 34–7. 30, 371895

Retrospective study drawing on coroner’s files and police reports along with questionnaires completed
by treating doctors. Among 357 deaths in patients with epilepsy, 50 were classed as SUDEP. Results
suggested association of SUDEP with youth, tonic-clonic seizure, high seizure frequency, MR, psy-
chiatric illness and alcoholism. Most events occurred in sleep. AED compliance and levels were also
addressed. .1900

Opeskin K, omas A, and Berkovic SF (2000) Does cardiac conduction pathology contribute
to sudden unexpected death in epilepsy? Epilepsy Res 40:1 17–24. 56
Anatomic examination of cardiac conduction system and degree of atherosclerosis in SUDEP victims.
Two pathologists examined cardiac tissue blinded to the origin of the tissue in the SUDEP or non-

http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1528-1157.1995.tb01720.x
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SUDEP group. No difference in cardiac conduction systems or artery stenosis was found. See the1905

annotation at Natelson et al. for additional discussion.

Opeskin K and Berkovic SF (2003) Risk factors for sudden unexpected death in epilepsy: A
controlled prospective study based on coroners cases. Seizure 12:7 456–64.
Study from Australia based on new coroner’s cases during a 21-month period. Questionnaires ad-
ministered to treating physicians and interviews with families (verbal autopsies) assessed numerous1910

risk factors. Youth, alcohol/substance involvement, and death in bed were more common in the
SUDEP group. No correlation was found with any individual AED or with use of multiple AEDs.
e prospective design may permit greater accuracy and sensitivity in questionnaires and verbal au-
topsies, though no effort was made to match cases with controls. e article also refers to and discusses
numerous other reports of risk factors.1915

Opherk C, Coromilas J, and Hirsch L(2002) Heart rate and EKG changes in 102 seizures:
Analysis of influencing factors. Epilepsy research 52:2 117–127.

Oppenheimer SM, Gelb A, Girvin JP, and Hachinski VC (1992) Cardiovascular effects of
human insular cortex stimulation. Neurology 42:9 1727–32. 14
In 5 patients undergoing temporal lobectomy for seizure control the insular cortex of was stimulated.1920

Stimulation of the left insula was more likely to cause drops in HR and BP than increases. Stimulation
of the right insular cortex was more likely to cause increases in HR and BP than drops.

Pacia SV, Devinsky O, Luciano DJ, and Vazquez B (1994) e prolonged QT syndrome pre-
senting as epilepsy: A report of two cases and literature review. Neurology 44:8 1408–10.
301925

Case report describing two patients with long QT syndrome and reviews 8 previously presented cases,
finding that ‘lifelessness’ prior to seizure activity was a common finding. Beta-blockers appeared to
be effective in preventing recurrences. Gatto et al. comment in a letter in response to this article that
EEG should include EKG on one channel to permit detection of cardiogenic seizures.

Palazzolo JA, Estafanous FG, and Murray PA (1998) Entropy measures of heart rate variation1930

in conscious dogs. Am J Physiol 274:4 Pt 2 H1099–105.

Parliament UK(1998) ”

Parvizi J(2009) e efferent connections of the temporal pole in the macaque. NeuroImage p.
S175.

Patel MR, Blum A, Pearlman JD, Yousuf N, Ives JR, Saeteng S, Schomer DL, and Edelman1935

RR(1999) Echo-planar functional MR imaging of epilepsy with concurrent EEG monitor-
ing. AJNR Am J Neuroradiol 20:10 1916–9.
e blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) signal was measured in 20 patients with epilepsy,
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with comparison of baseline status and status immediately after interictal discharge. Simple methods
like subtraction were ineffective at identifying the origin of seizures, but the manipulation of multi-1940

plying each voxel’s value by (baseline mean/baseline variance) permitted identification of the seizure
focus in 10 cases, with correlation with the EEG-identified origin in 9 of those.

Paterson DS, Trachtenberg FL, ompson EG, Belliveau RA, Beggs AH, Darnall R, Chadwick
AE, Krous HF, and Kinney HC (2006) Multiple serotonergic brainstem abnormalities in
sudden infant death syndrome. JAMA 296:17 2124–32. External Link1945

Histological evaluation of medullae from infants dying of SIDS and other causes were compared.
SIDS cases had greater numbers of serotonergic neurons, and lower density of serotonin receptors in
some medullary nuclei. Gender differences were also observed.

Pedemonte M, Goldstein-Daruech N, and Velluti RA (2003) Temporal correlations between
heart rate, medullary units and hippocampal theta rhythm in anesthetized, sleeping and1950

awake guinea pigs. Auton Neurosci 107:2 99–104. External Link
Animal study in guinea pig evaluating correlation between heart rate and hippocampal EEG activity.
Report suggests correlation of hippocampal theta-wave activity and heart rate.

Pedley TA and Hauser WA (2002) Sudden death in epilepsy: A wake-up call for management.
Lancet 359:9320 1790–1. External Link1955

Comment on Hanna et al. Summarizes the report and emphasizes the need for vigorous management
of patients with epilepsy in the effort to control seizures.

Persinger MA and Psych C (1995) Sudden unexpected death in epileptics following sudden,
intense, increases in geomagnetic activity: Prevalence of effect and potential mechanisms.
Int J Biometeorol 38:4 180–7.1960

Animal study in rat that found greater incidence of sudden death on nights with higher and more
rapid-onset geomagnetic activity. Numbers of spontaneous seizures per night also correlated with
magnetic activity. e authors discuss these correlations in the context of melatonin and the func-
tional connectivity of the insula, paraventricular nucleus, and solitary nucleus. e first author re-
turned to the topic in Persinger et al.1965

Persinger MA, McKay BE, O’Donovan CA, and Koren SA (2005) Sudden death in epileptic
rats exposed to nocturnal magnetic fields that simulate the shape and the intensity of sudden
changes in geomagnetic activity: An experiment in response to Schnabel, Beblo and May.
Int J Biometeorol 49:4 256–61. External Link 61
Animal study that exposed rats to magnetic fields for 48 mintues per night over 3 nights then phar-1970

macologically induced seizures. Mortality was greater in the group that had been exposed to magnetic
fields versus controls.

Persson H, Kumlien E, Ericson M, and Tomson T (2005) Preoperative heart rate variability

http://dx.doi.org/10.1001/jama.296.17.2124
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S1566-0702(03)00132-2
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0140-6736(02)08726-3
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s00484-004-0234-2
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in relation to surgery outcome in refractory epilepsy. Neurology 65:7 1021–1025. External
Link 621975

e goal of this study was to determine whether successful surgery reduces SUDEP risk, or lower
risk patients are simply more likely to respond to surgery. HRV from 24-hour ambulatory EKG was
compared with seizure control 1 year after surgery. Patients with poor surgical outcome had less HRV
at baseline. A benefit of surgery on survival was also shown by Sperling et al. e effect of surgery
itself on HRV was addressed in the authors’ next study (Persson et al.)1980

Persson H, Kumlien E, Ericson M, and Tomson T (2006) No apparent effect of surgery for
temporal lobe epilepsy on heart rate variability. Epilepsy Res 70:2-3 127–32. External Link
62, 67, 77
To determine whether surgical treatment of epilepsy, when successful, genuinely reduces risk of
SUDEP (Persson et al.) or, conversely, patients with higher baseline risk for SUDEP are less likely to1985

respond to cardiac surgery. 24-hour EKG recordings were compared before and after surgery. Surgery
did not affect heart rate variability, and patients with limited response to surgery tended to have lower
heart-rate variability at baseline.

Persson H, Ericson M, and Tomson T (2003) Carbamazepine affects autonomic cardiac con-
trol in patients with newly diagnosed epilepsy. Epilepsy Res 57:1 69–75. 37, 621990

24-hour EKG recording was performed on 15 patients newly diagnosed with epilepsy before and
after initiation of treatment with carbamazepine. Onset of CBZ treatment was accompanied by less
R-R variability and less power in both the low-frequency and high-frequency bands, suggesting an
effect on autonomic control.

Persson H, Ericson M, and Tomson T (2007) Heart rate variability in patients with untreated1995

epilepsy. Seizure 16:6 504–8. External Link
HRV was assessed from ambulatory EKG in 22 newly diagnosed epilepsy patients not taking medica-
tions, then compared to matched healthy controls. No difference in EKG parameters was identified,
suggesting that changes seen in Evrengül et al. may result from chronic epilepsy and/or from AED
treatment. See also Persson et al.2000

Persson H, Kumlien E, Ericson M, and Tomson T (2007) Circadian variation in heart-rate
variability in localization-related epilepsy. Epilepsia 48:5 917–22. External Link
Because SUDEP is more common during sleep, the authors examined circadian variation in heart-
rate variability, comparing newly diagnosed patients at baseline and after initiation of CBZ therapy,
and comparing surgical patients before and after surgery. Considering the standard deviation or R-R2005

intervals and taking the ratio of this value at night to that during daytime, the authors found that
this ratio dropped after initiation of CBZ treatment. (Figure labels in the digital document are almost
illegible.) See Hitiris et al.

Pezzella M, Striano P, Ciampa C, Errichiello L, Penza P, and Striano S (2009) Severe pulmonary

http://dx.doi.org/10.1212/01.wnl.0000181368.50750.1c
http://dx.doi.org/10.1212/01.wnl.0000181368.50750.1c
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.eplepsyres.2006.03.011
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.seizure.2007.03.010
http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1528-1167.2006.00961.x
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congestion in a near miss at the first seizure: Further evidence for respiratory dysfunction in2010

sudden unexpected death in epilepsy. Epilepsy Behav 14:4 701–2. External Link
Single-case report of 14 year old male with no seizure history who suffered GTCS then became
cyanotic. After intubation chest x-ray showed severe bilateral pulmonary edema and an enlarged
heart, though the patient was markedly obese. After 24 hours pulmonary congestion had largely
resolved and pulmonary artery pressure was normal. e discussion offers a helpful synposis of other2015

reports of seizure-related pulmonary edema.

Phizackerley PJ, Poole EW, and Whitty CW (1954) Sino-auricular heart block as an epileptic
manifestation: A case report. Epilepsia 3: 89–91. External Link

Pincus SM and Goldberger AL (1994) Physiological time-series analysis: what does regularity
quantify? Am J Physiol 266:4 Pt 2 H1643–56.2020

Poe GR, Kristensen MP, Rector DM, and Harper RM (1996) Hippocampal activity during
transient respiratory events in the freely behaving cat. Neuroscience 72:1 39–48.
Animal study in cat. Field potential and intrinsic imaging signals from CA1 hippocampus were ana-
lyzed with reference to spontaneous respiratory ‘events,’ i.e., sighs and apneic periods. Another brain
region did not show changes during respiratory events. Power in the 3-4 Hz band increased before2025

sighs or apnea. e authors reviewed this topic in Harper et al. As the authors discuss, the intrinsic
optical signal is subject to influence from intracranial pressure and blood composition, so the changes
seen after periods of apnea may reflect the influence of the apneic period; neural changes preceding
respiratory events are free of such confounds.

Pool JL and Ransohoff J (1949) Autonomic effects on stimulating rostral portion of cingulate2030

gyri in man. J Neurophysiol 12:6 385–92. 48
Series of 13 cases in man with stimulation of the posterior cingulate during psychosurgery. Most
patients showed an elevation of blood pressure, persisting up to 5 minutes after stimulation was
stopped. Heart rate fell in 7 cases, lasting up to 10 minutes after stimulation, and rose in 3. Respiratory
rate rose in two cases and fell in two cases. e authors felt that respiratory changes were more caudal,2035

cardiovascualar representation more rostral.

Preston J(1997) Information on sudden deaths from epilepsy. Epilepsia p. 72.
Review of the work of UK charity Epilepsy Bereaved in spreading awareness of SUDEP. Surveys
information on SUDEP available in materials typically provided to patients. Emphasizes that patients
with epilepsy have the same right to know about possible complications of their condition as sufferers2040

of any other chronic disease.

Pumprla J, Howorka K, Groves D, Chester M, and Nolan J (2002) Functional assessment of
heart rate variability: physiological basis and practical applications. Int J Cardiol 84:1 1–14.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.yebeh.2009.02.012
http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1528-1157.1954.tb03156.x
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Racoosin JA, Feeney J, Burkhart G, and Boehm G (2001) Mortality in antiepileptic drug
development programs. Neurology 56:4 514–9.2045

Study of data submitted to the US FDA with new drug applications to assess incidence and risk
factors for mortality in epilepsy patients. Of note, this report used the Burroughs-Wellcome criteria
for SUDEP, which exclude deaths during seizure[]. A SUDEP rate of 3.8 deaths per 1,000 person-
years was found among patients who were taking more than one AED. Such patients likely have more
severe epilepsy.2050

Radna RJ and MacLean PD (1981) Vagal elicitation of respiratory-type and other unit re-
sponses in striopallidum of squirrel monkeys. Brain Res 213:1 29–44.
As in companion study (Radna and MacLean), vagus nerve was stimulated while intracranial re-
sponses were recorded, also finding 6% of units appeared to fire action potentials correlated with the
period of the respiratory rhythm.2055

Radna RJ and MacLean PD (1981) Vagal elicitation of respiratory-type and other unit re-
sponses in basal limbic structures of squirrel monkeys. Brain Res 213:1 45–61. 64
Animal study in squirrel monkey involving stimulation of the vagus nerve with recording in lim-
bic structures. Activity of the same periodicity as respiration was observed in 6% of neurons, with
locations in anterior amygdala, insula and hippocampus.2060

Rafiq A, Zhang YF, DeLorenzo RJ, and Coulter DA (1995) Long-duration self-sustained
epileptiform activity in the hippocampal-parahippocampal slice: A model of status epilep-
ticus. J Neurophysiol 74:5 2028–42.
In vitro (slice) investigation of mechanisms of epileptogenesis, with both extracellular and intracel-
lular recordings of the temporal evolution of recurrent seizure-like activity with similarities to status2065

epilepticus.

Ransohoff J, Glusman M, and Pool JL(1950) Respiratory and vascular effects induced by stim-
ulation of the frontal and temporal lobes in man. Surg Forum 326–9.

Ranson DL and Emmett SL (2004) Exclusionary causes of death: Sudden unexpected death
in epilepsy. J Law Med 11:4 414–16.2070

Reeves AL, Nollet KE, Klass DW, Sharbrough FW, and So EL (1996) e ictal bradycardia
syndrome. Epilepsia 37:10 983–7.
Review of literature and report of 4 new cases of bradycardia due to seizure. In the 27 total cases,
the phenomenon was much more common in males, and in almost 90% of those patients for whom
seizure origin could be determined, the temporal lobes were the site. ere was no evidence for2075

lateralization.

Reis DJ and Oliphant MC (1964) Bradycardia and tachycardia following electrical stimulation
of the amygdaloid region in monkey. J Neurophysiol 27: 893–912.
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Reviews the literature on effects of experimental forebrain stimulation on heart function. e au-
thors note that stimulating the same structure in different animals, or in the same animal at different2080

times, may produce variable effects on heart rate. Of the hundreds of stimulation positions used in
the present study no site led to the same change in heart rate each time it was stimulated. Bradycar-
dia sometimes persisted for as long as 20 minutes after stimulation, whereas tachycardia was more
short-lived. Respirations were also affected by the cortical stimulation. “After-discharges,” large-scale
electrical activity that followed the cessation of the experimental stimulation, accompanied brady-2085

cardia more often than would have been expected by chance. Blood pressure changes could also be
induced by stimulation. Bradycardia is blocked by atropine or vagotomy, indicating that it is vagally
mediated. Tachycardia appeared not to arise from any particular nucleus, and the authors believed it
to be due to activation of descending fibers from the temporal lobe.

Reuter BM, Kurthen M, and Linke DB(1993) [Does lateralized hemispheric control of car-2090

diovascular activity exist? A Wada test study]. Z Exp Angew Psychol 40:2 267–78. 40

Robin ED, Carey LC, Grenvik A, Glauser F, and Gaudio R (1972) Capillary leak syndrome
with pulmonary edema. Arch Intern Med 130:1 66–71.
Report of 2 cases of pulmonary edema and hypovolemic shock thought to be due to abnormality of
capillary permeability (respiratory distress syndrome).2095

Rocamora R, Kurthen M, Lickfett L, Von Oertzen J, and Elger CE (2003) Cardiac asystole in
epilepsy: Clinical and neurophysiologic features. Epilepsia 44:2 179–85. 14
Retrospective study of data from EEG video monitoring unit over 10 year period. Among > 1,200
patients, 5 were found to have ictal asystole, with asystole lasting up to 60 s. Simple partial, complex
partial, and secondarily generalized seizures were all seen in conjunction with asystole. Two patients2100

also had central apnea during asystole. Two patients had temporal lobe epilepsy and 3 had frontal
lobe epilepsy; of these, 4 were lateralized to the left. All 5 patients were taking AED (1 to 4 medi-
cations). 2 patients had histories of cardiac disease. 4 of the 5 EKG abnormalities were bradycardia,
and asystole began 5-100 s after seizure onset. 2 patients also experienced respiratory difficulties, and
one who remained conscious described his inability to breathe. e authors point out in the discus-2105

sion that epileptiform activity on EEG preceded asystole in all of the cases they describe, but in cases
where the differential diagnosis includes ictal arrhythmia and convulsive syncope, the latter is “never”
accompanied by ictal activity on EEG, a fact that may facilitate diagnosis in some cases.

Ronkainen E, Ansakorpi H, Huikuri HV, Myllylä VV, Isojärvi JIT, and Korpelainen JT (2005)
Suppressed circadian heart rate dynamics in temporal lobe epilepsy. J Neurol Neurosurg2110

Psychiatry 76:10 1382–6. External Link

Rossetti AO, Dworetzky BA, Madsen JR, Golub O, Beckman JA, and Bromfield EB (2005) Ic-
tal asystole with convulsive syncope mimicking secondary generalisation: A depth electrode
study. J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 76:6 885–7. External Link

http://dx.doi.org/10.1136/jnnp.2004.053777
http://dx.doi.org/10.1136/jnnp.2004.051839
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Report of a patient with post-traumatic epilepsy who underwent 7 recorded seizures accompanied2115

by asystole. All 7 seizures began in the left temporal lobe, in the anterior hippocampus. Within 10
s of seizure spread to the contralateral hemisphere, asystole began and lasted 20-30 s. During the
asystole, the EEG traces were largely suppressed. After pacemaker implantation the patient no longer
fell during seizures.

Rugg-Gunn FJ, Simister RJ, Squirrell M, Holdright DR, and Duncan JS(2004) Cardiac ar-2120

rhythmias in focal epilepsy: A prospective long-term study. Lancet 364:9452 2212–9. Ex-
ternal Link 19, 36
Prospective study from the UK of EKG abnormalities in patients with epilepsy. 20 patients received
implantable recorders programmed to store traces with bradycardia or tachycardia or when activated
by patient or seizure witnesses. In 220,000 patient-hours of recording, 377 seizures were captured.2125

Ictal bradycardia of < 40 bpm occurred in 2.1% of recorded events. Asystole was seen in 3 of 16
patients. Comment on the article is in Hirsch and Hauser.

Ruit KG and Neafsey EJ (1988) Cardiovascular and respiratory responses to electrical and
chemical stimulation of the hippocampus in anesthetized and awake rats. Brain Res 457:2
310–21. 33, 662130

Animal study in rat to investiate effects of stimulation of hippocampal formation on respiration rate,
heart rate, and blood pressure. Electrical stimulation or microinjection of glutamate caused decreases
in all 3 parameters. Atropine blocked the drop in heart rate, but did not affect the change in respi-
ratory rate, indicating that the bradycardia is vagally mediated. Importantly the study also demon-
strated that artificially ventilating subjects during the experiment did not prevent the bradycardia and2135

hypotension, further demonstrating that the processes are independent.

Ruit KG and Neafsey EJ(1990) Hippocampal input to a “visceral motor” corticobulbar path-
way: An anatomical and electrophysiological study in the rat. Exp Brain Res 82:3 606–16.
Follow-up to Ruit and Neafsey to determine the anatomic pathway(s) subserving the influence of
hippocampus on cardiovascular function. Investigation of descending projections from hippocampus2140

to brainstem using anatomical and electrophysiological techniques. Anatomical tracing experiments
demonstrate that the nucleus tractus solitarius (NTS) receives inputs from prefrontal cortex, which
in turn receive inputs from hippocampus. Electron micrographs of anterograde-labeled terminals
synapsing onto retrograde-labeled processes indicates convergence. Electrophsyiological techniques
similarly showed collision in prefrontal cortex of antidromic stimulation elicited in NTS and ortho-2145

dromic stimulation elicited in hippocampus. As the authors discuss, the long delay of antidromic
stimulation in NTS reaching prefrontal cortex likely reflects a polysynaptic pathway.

Russell A(1906) Cessation of the pulse during the onset of epileptic fits. Lancet 2: 152–154.

Ryvlin P and Montavont A (2008) [Does epilepsy surgery really lower mortality?]. Neu-
rochirurgie 54:3 282–6. External Link2150

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0140-6736(04)17594-6
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0140-6736(04)17594-6
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuchi.2008.02.047
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Discussion of 4 studies comparing mortality between patients who responded to surgical treatment
and those who did not, and 4 studies comparing medical and surgical treatment of epilepsy. e
authors comment on interpretations of both the treatment modality and treatment effectiveness as
predictors of SUDEP risk, raising concerns about methodology in all of the studies discussed. e
methodological limitations cited by these authors were also addressed by Persson et al.; see annotation2155

at that article for additional discussion.

Ryvlin P, Tomson T, and Montavont A (2009) [Excess mortality and sudden unexpected death
in epilepsy]. Presse Med 38:6 905–10. External Link
General review.

Salanova V, Markand O, and Worth R (2002) Temporal lobe epilepsy surgery: Outcome,2160

complications, and late mortality rate in 215 patients. Epilepsia 43:2 170–4.
Analysis of surgical outcomes in 215 patients with refractory TLE over a 15 year period. is is one
of a number of studies from this group addressing predictors of surgical outcome. Data indicate that
patients becoming seizure-free or nearly seizure-free had lower mortality than those whose seizures
persisted. See Persson et al. for discussion of interpretation of studies of post-surgical mortality.2165

Saleh Y, Kirchner A, Pauli E, Hilz MJ, Neundörfer B, and Stefan H (2000) [Temporal lobe
epilepsy: effect of focus side on the autonomic regulation of heart rate?]. Nervenarzt 71:6
477–80.
Subdural EEG study of complex partial seizures to investigate laterality of seizures accompanied by
autonomic alterations. Among 16 patients with right and 11 patients with left temporal foci, both2170

groups had a significant increase in HR during seizures. Preictal tachycardia was seen only in the
right focus group. e authors interpret this to mean that the right temporal lobe is more involved
in autonomic control.

Salmo EN and Connolly CE(2002) Mortality in epilepsy in the west of Ireland: A 10-year
review. Ir J Med Sci 171:4 199–201.2175

Retrospective study of more than 3,000 autopsies conducted over 10 years that identified 22 cases
of SUDEP. Two-thirds of these patients were males, and 10 of 22 were found in bed. Two-thirds
had low or absent AED levels. e authors indicate that 88% of cases had a history of generalized
seizure and 86% had pulmonary edema, but there is some incongruity as these percentages cannot
be reached by integer values for the numerator given a denominator of 22 cases. e authors take the2180

view that patients and families should be aware of the possibility of SUDEP.

Sander J and Bell G(2004) Reducing mortality: An important aim of epilepsy management. J
Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 75:3 349–51.
Editorial discussing causes of increased mortality among PWE and likelihood of underreporting of
‘epilepsy’ as cause of death on death certificates in favor of immediate causes such as burning or2185

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.lpm.2008.12.009
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drowning that are made more likely by epilepsy. Raises the possibility that SUDEP may be more
common in the UK due to the low number of neurologists per capita.

Saper CB, Loewy AD, Swanson LW, and Cowan WM (1976) Direct hypothalamo-autonomic
connections. Brain Res 117:2 305–12.

Särkioja T and Hirvonen J(1983) [Causes of sudden, unexpected death in the young and2190

middle-aged]. Duodecim 99:18 1270–8.
See Särkioja and Hirvonen

Särkioja T and Hirvonen J (1984) Causes of sudden unexpected deaths in young and middle-
aged persons. Forensic Sci Int 24:4 247–61. 68
Evaluation of autopsy data. Among 1492 autopsies, 77 were of patients aged 15 to 49 who died2195

suddenly. 82% of these were males, and 83% of the sudden deaths were due to cardiovascular illness.
In only one case was epilepsy given as the cause of death.

Satishchandra P, Chandra V, and Schoenberg BS(1988) Case-control study of associated con-
ditions at the time of death in patients with epilepsy. Neuroepidemiology 7:3 109–14.
Interesting study of death certificates from the entire US for 1978 to evaluate the conditions that oc-2200

curred at higher than chance levels on death certificates of patients with epilepsy. Mental retardation,
myocardial ischemia, and alcoholism were among the conditions identified.

Saunders RC and Rosene DL (1988) A comparison of the efferents of the amygdala and the
hippocampal formation in the rhesus monkey: I. Convergence in the entorhinal, prorhinal,
and perirhinal cortices. J Comp Neurol 271:2 153–84. External Link2205

Animal study in macaque using anatomical tracers to identify projections from the amygdala and
hippocampal formation to entorhinal and perirhinal cortex. Identifying extensive projections, the
authors discuss the possibility for amygdalar-hippocampal interaction in these cortical regions. is
is a potential means by which activity in one of the structures could influence autonomic output from
the other. Direct connections are described in Saunders et al.2210

Saunders RC, Rosene DL, and Van Hoesen GW (1988) Comparison of the efferents of the
amygdala and the hippocampal formation in the rhesus monkey: II. Reciprocal and non-
reciprocal connections. J Comp Neurol 271:2 185–207. External Link 68
Animal study in rhesus monkey identifying direct projections between the amygdala and hippocam-
pus indicating pathways for the possible spread of epileptiform activity and autonomic influence.2215

Schnabel R, Beblo M, and May TW (2000) Is geomagnetic activity a risk factor for sudden
unexplained death in epilepsies? Neurology 54:4 903–8. 69
See Schnabel et al.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/cne.902710202
http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/cne.902710203
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Schnabel R, Beblo M, May TW, and Burmester L (2002) Is sudden unexplained death in adult2220

epileptic patients associated with geomagnetic disturbances at the day of death or the 4 days
before? Neurosci Lett 329:3 261–4. 68
Retrospective study of autopsy data from 11 year period that involved 39 adult SUDEP victims and
102 patients with epilepsy who died of other causes. No evidence of any correlation between time of
death and geomagnetic activity was found. is study is similar to Schnabel et al. e same group2225

also investigated the possibility of a correlation in children (Schnabel et al.).

Schnabel R, May TW, Beblo M, and Gruhn LF (2003) Are geomagnetic disturbances a risk
factor for the sudden unexplained death of epileptic children? Int J Biometeorol 48:1 20–4.
External Link 69
Retrospective cohort study of SUDEP cases from 28 year period that compared 15 cases of SUDEP2230

in decedents 1-14 years old to 63 deaths of known causes among children with epilepsy. Comparing
time of death with two indices of geomagnetic activity, no evidence of a correlation was found.
e small sample sizes would have the effect of decreasing power to detect difference. Additionally
it could be argued that this question might not best be answered through a case-control design;
for example, is there a positive correlation between local geomagnetic activity and rate of SUDEP,2235

or do SUDEP deaths tend to occur at times where likely geomagnetic activity is atypically high?
Negative answers to these questions with sufficiently large sample sizes might more definitely refute
the hypothesis. Because most SUDEP victims have suffered hundreds or thousands of seizures in
their lives, an explanation will continue to be sought for the fatality of a later seizure.

Schraeder PL and Lathers CM (1983) Cardiac neural discharge and epileptogenic activity in2240

the cat: An animal model for unexplained death. Life Sci 32:12 1371–82. 80
Animal study involving cats. Surface EEG was recorded along with vagal and postganglionic cardiac
sympathetic nerve activity during seizures induced with pentylenetetrazol. Study found an “imbalance
within and between sympathetic and parasympathetic cardiac neural discharges” and many EKG
abnormalities. To the extent that this model accurately reflects human seizures this provides evidene2245

for autonomic disruption during seizure.

Schraeder PL and Lathers CM(1989) Paroxysmal autonomic dysfunction, epileptogenic ac-
tivity and sudden death. Epilepsy Res 3:1 55–62.
Review of alterations in autonomic function during epilepsy that compares changes in BP and heart
rhythm during electroconvulsive therapy to those seen during epileptic seizures. Discusses evidence2250

that interictal activity in PWE may also have autonomic effects. Also touches on the ability of spon-
taneous arrhythmia to provoke seizures and the need for monitoring.

Schraeder PL, Delin K, McClelland RL, and So EL (2006) Coroner and medical examiner
documentation of sudden unexplained deaths in epilepsy. Epilepsy Res 68:2 137–43. Ex-
ternal Link 702255

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s00484-003-0168-0
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.eplepsyres.2005.10.004
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.eplepsyres.2005.10.004
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Survey of coroners and medical examiners finding that awareness of SUDEP as a clinical entity was
greatest among pathologists and correlated with higher autopsy rates and more exposure to decedents
with epilepsy. Similar in methodology and findings to Schraeder et al.

Schraeder PL, Delin K, McClelland RL, and So EL (2009) A nationwide survey of the extent
of autopsy in sudden unexplained death in epilepsy. Am J Forensic Med Pathol 30:2 123–6.2260

External Link 70
Survey study of US coroners and medical examiners with 510 respondents that finds disparities in
autopsy practices the rectification of which could greatly improve availability and accuracy of infor-
mation about causes of death in epilepsy. Like Schraeder et al., finds that trained pathologists may
do more thorough autopsy per their self-report.2265

Schuele SU, Bermeo AC, Alexopoulos AV, Locatelli ER, Burgess RC, Dinner DS, and
Foldvary-Schaefer N (2007) Video-electrographic and clinical features in patients with ictal
asystole. Neurology 69:5 434–41. External Link 70, 71
Retrospective study of ictal aystole among 6,825 patients undergoing video EEG. In 10 patients
episodes of asystole during seizure were identified. 8 of these patients had temporal lobe epilepsy,2270

2 had extratemporal epilepsy. ere was no evidence of lateralizing preference. Asystole began on
average roughly 30 s into the seizure and was in some cases preceded by roughly 10 s a loss of tone.
e article also provides a helpful discussion of the literature comparing convulsive asystole with
epilepsy.

Schuele SU, Widdess-Walsh P, Bermeo A, and Lüders HO (2007) Sudden unexplained death2275

in epilepsy: e role of the heart. Cleve Clin J Med 74 Suppl 1: S121–7.
Review toucing briefly on central apnea and neurogenic pulmonary edema as potential causative
factors then focusing on cardiac causes. Provides a helpful overview of the literature on, and a helpful
summary figure depicting, centrally-mediated control of heart rate.

Schuele SU, Bermeo AC, Locatelli E, Burgess RC, and Lüders HO (2008) Ictal asystole: A2280

benign condition? Epilepsia 49:1 168–71. External Link
Comparison of baseline EKG parameters in ictal asystole and vasovagal asystole. e only difference
identified was more rapid acceleration in HR after asystole among vasovagal patients than among
ictal patients, and the authors argue that because of the similarity in heart rate patterns in the two
groups in most metrics assessed, ictal asystole is likely mediated by the same vagal mechanisms that2285

underlie vasovagal asystole. e cases reported here were also reported in Schuele et al.

Schuele SU, Bermeo AC, Alexopoulos AV, and Burgess RC (2009) Anoxia-ischemia: A mech-
anism of seizure termination in ictal asystole. External Link 15
Study of 8 patients who experienced asystole during seizures (10 instances) while undergoing EEG
monitoring. Asystole preceded, and appeared to cause, the EEG pattern of bilateral hypersynchronous2290

slowing (BHS), which in turn may have hastened the end of the seizure, as the time from onset

http://dx.doi.org/10.1097/PAF.0b013e318187a266
http://dx.doi.org/10.1212/01.wnl.0000266595.77885.7f
http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1528-1167.2007.01330.x
http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1528-1167.2009.02168.x
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of asystole to end of seizure was considerably shorter when BHS occurred. Cases were previously
reported in Schuele et al.

Schwartz PJ, Stramba-Badiale M, Segantini A, Austoni P, Bosi G, Giorgetti R, Grancini F,
Marni ED, Perticone F, Rosti D et al. (1998) Prolongation of the QT interval and the sudden2295

infant death syndrome. N Engl J Med 338:24 1709–14.
Retrospective study using EKGs recorded at day 3 or 4 of life in more than 34,000 infants over 18
years, with data from follow-up 1 year later available for more than 33,000. e average corrected QT
interval among the 24 infants who died of SIDS was longer than the average for surviving infants.
(Surprisingly, the 10 infants who died of causes other than SIDS had a signifcantly lower mean2300

corrected QT interval than did survivors, with a relatively small standard deviation suggesting the
effect was not due to one or two outliers.) For further discussion of QT intervals see annotation at
Aurlien et al.

Schwartz PJ and Crotti L (2007) Cardiac arrhythmias of genetic origin are important contrib-
utors to sudden infant death syndrome. Heart Rhythm 4:6 740–2. External Link2305

Schwartz PJ, Vanoli E, Crotti L, Spazzolini C, Ferrandi C, Goosen A, Hedley P, Heradien M,
Bacchini S, Turco A et al. (2008) Neural control of heart rate is an arrhythmia risk modifier
in long QT syndrome. J Am Coll Cardiol 51:9 920–9. External Link
Study of a South African population with mutations inKCNQ1 that led to type 1 long QT syndrome.
Mutation carriers who had not experienced symptoms were likely to have a lower resting heart rate2310

and had lower baroreflex sensitivity. Mutation carriers in the lower tertile for both heart rate and
baroreflex sensitivity had less frequent symptoms. Some polymorphisms were correlated with en-
hanced adrenergic sensitivity. Differences in adrenergic sensitivity among patients with epilepsy may
predispose to SUDEP, though monogenic cases would likely account for only a small minority of
the total number of cases.2315

Schwender LA and Troncoso JC (1986) Evaluation of sudden death in epilepsy. Am J Forensic
Med Pathol 7:4 283–7.
Retrospective review of causes of death in Maryland, US over a 2 year period. 29 cases of death ‘due
to epilepsy’ were identified. Most cases involved African-American males and most deaths were in bed
or in the bedroom. In contrast to other studies evaluating postmortem blood samples, many of the2320

deceased had therapeutic AED levels. e population in this early study is similar to that reported
by Leestma et al. is may reflect a selection bias influencing the demographics of SUDEP cases
diagnosed by medical examiners.

Scorza FA, de Albuquerque R, Arida RM, Schmidt B, de Almeida ACG, Scorza CA, and
Cavalheiro EA (2009) Could sudden death syndrome (SDS) in chickens (Gallus gallus) be2325

a valid animal model for sudden unexpected death in epilepsy (SUDEP)? Med Hypotheses
73:1 67–9. External Link 9, 21, 30, 72, 76, 82

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.hrthm.2007.03.035
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jacc.2007.09.069
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.mehy.2008.10.035
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is group has published a large number of speculative hypotheses regarding SUDEP with minimal
evidence for each. For example, see Scorza et al.

Scorza FA, Colugnati DB, Pansani AP, Sonoda EYF, Arida RM, and Cavalheiro EA (2008)2330

Preventing tomorrow’s sudden cardiac death in epilepsy today: What should physicians
know about this? Clinics (Sao Paulo) 63:3 389–94.
Review of well-discussed risk factors. See annotation at Scorza et al.

Scorza FA, Cysneiros RM, Arida RM, Scorza CA, de Almeida ACG, Schmidt B, and Caval-
heiro EA (2008) Adult hippocampal neurogenesis and sudden unexpected death in epilepsy:2335

Reality or just an attractive history? Med Hypotheses 71:6 914–22. External Link
e question mark of the title acknowledges, but does not remedy, the absence of evidence. See
annotation at Scorza et al.

Scorza FA, Cysneiros RM, Arida RM, Terra-Bustamante VC, de Albuquerque M, and Cav-
alheiro EA (2008) e other side of the coin: Beneficiary effect of omega-3 fatty acids in2340

sudden unexpected death in epilepsy. Epilepsy Behav 13:2 279–83. External Link
See annotation at Scorza et al.

Scorza FA, Albuquerque Md, Arida RM, Terra VC, Machado HR, and Cavalheiro EA (2009)
Benefits of sunlight: Vitamin D deficiency might increase the risk of sudden unexpected
death in epilepsy. External Link 722345

e reasoning is as follows: seizure frequency appears to increase risk of SUDEP. Vitamin D dysreg-
ulation may be involved in epilepsy. Moreover [sic], vitamin D deficiency may cause seizures. Low
vitamin D levels may adversely affect cardiovascular health and be asociated with sudden cardiac
death. us, some cases of SUDEP could be related to vitamin D. See annotation at Scorza et al.

Scorza FA, Arida RM, Terra VC, and Cavalheiro EA (2009) An animal model for SUDEP:2350

e questions shape the answers. Epilepsy Behav p. 540. External Link
See annotation at Scorza et al.

Scorza FA, Calderazzo L, de Albuquerque M, Arida RM, de Almeida ACG, and Cavalheiro
EA (2009) Could sudden cardiac death in epilepsy be related to the occurrence of thalamic
dysfunction or anatomic change? Arq Neuropsiquiatr 67:1 139–43.2355

See annotation at Scorza et al.

Scott CA and Fish DR (2000) Cardiac asystole in partial seizures. Epileptic Disord 2:2 89–92.
Retrospective study of video EEG records of > 1,500 complex partial seizures recorded in almost
600 patients that found 2 instances of asystole, lasting 13 and 15 seconds. In one of the 2 seizures,
the authors point out, jerking movements that occur after the asystole may be related to cerebral2360

hypoperfusion rather than to seizure activity per se. Also refers to previous work identifying central
apnea during nearly 40% of partial seizures.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.mehy.2008.06.043
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.yebeh.2008.04.011
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.mehy.2009.07.009
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.yebeh.2009.06.014
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Seow SC, Lee YP, Teo SG, Hong ECT, and Lee CH (2008) Takotsubo cardiomyopathy asso-
ciated with status epilepticus. Eur J Neurol p. e46. External Link 27
Letter to the editor single-case report of Takotsubo cardiomyopathy – midsystolic apical ballooning2365

– detected on echocardiography in a patient who had developed EKG changes and hypotension
during status epilepticus. e authors state that this acute cardiomyopathy is “thought to be due
to catecholamine-induced coronary microcirculatory spasm,” suggesting that in this patient with no
cardiovascular risk factors the onset of status epilepticus may have produced a significant increase in
circulatory catecholamines.2370

Seyal M and Bateman LM (2009) Ictal apnea linked to contralateral spread of temporal lobe
seizures: Intracranial EEG recordings in refractory temporal lobe epilepsy. External Link 11,
13
~ Study based on valuable video-EEG and telemetry data, capturing 61 seizures from 10 patients,
with pulse oximetry, end-tidal CO₂, and abdominal excursion data (for apnea) available for many2375

of the spells. O₂ saturation values during spread to contralateral hemisphere and importance of in-
volvement of temporal lobe were similar to findings in Bateman et al. (2008), performed by the same
research group. e close temporal correlation between spread to the opposite hemisphere and apnea
onset suggests that the temporal lobes may play a role in respiration () and that either hemisphere
alone is capable of performing this function, but when both are disabled, respiratory regulation is2380

impaired. e article provides no evidence of a lateralization of autonomic control to either the right
or left hemisphere.

Seyal M, Bateman LM, Albertson TE, Lin TC, and Li CS (2010) Respiratory changes with
seizures in localization-related epilepsy: Analysis of periictal hypercapnia and airflow pat-
terns. External Link2385

}Study of 33 patients (187 seizures) undergoing video EEG. End-tidal CO₂ increased in a large
proportion of seizures. Spread of the seizure to the contralateral hemisphere (Bateman et al.) was
associated with higher end-tidal CO₂. Carbon dioxide elevations took 1,000 seconds to return to
baseline, on average, in partial seizures that secondarily generalized, and, interestingly, longer than
1,400 on average in partial seizures that did not generalize. By measuring respiratory parameters,2390

the authors were able to demonstrate that apnea occurring in association with seizures is generally
central. However, as increased respiratory rate and tidal volume were frequently observed, and CO₂
measurements did not correlate with apnea duration, the authors infer that a primary pulmonary
defect, such as increased shunting or impaired gas exchange due to pulmonary edema is the primary
cause of the increased CO₂. is view contrasts with that taken by So. Potential mechanisms of such2395

shunting are discussed at length. e potential for hypercapnic acidosis to terminate seizures is also
touched on in the discussion. ere was no evidence of lateralization of central control of respiration.

Shen HY, Li T, and Boison D (2009) A novel mouse model for sudden unexpected death in

http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1468-1331.2008.02125.x
http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1528-1167.2009.02245.x
http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1528-1167.2009.02518.x
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epilepsy (SUDEP): Role of impaired adenosine clearance.2400

⊙Valuable mouse-model study of possible role of adenosine in SUDEP. Kainate-induced seizures in
the presence of increased levels of adenosine by inhibition of adenosine-inactivating enzymes led to
rapid death. Administration of caffeine, an antagonist of the adenoisne receptor, prolonged survival
after seizure onset. e article cites earlier work analyzing microdialysate from epilepsy patients found
to be high in adenosine after seizures as evidence that adenosine is released during seizures as an2405

endogenous anticonvulant. Important validations of this model would be verification that adenosine
levels are increased in or immediately after seizure in patients (the short half-life of adenosine could
complicate this study) and determination of the dose of the caffeine level that would be needed in
humans. One caveat is the clinical report of two cases in which caffeine appeared to precipitate seizures
Singh et al.2410

Silverman AJ, Hoffman DL, and Zimmerman EA (1981) e descending afferent connections
of the paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus (pvn). Brain Res Bull 6:1 47–61.
Animal study in rat showing inputs from subicular cortex and other limbic structures to the paraven-
tricular nucleus of the hypothalamus.2415

Simon RP, Aminoff MJ, and Benowitz NL (1984) Changes in plasma catecholamines after
tonic-clonic seizures. Neurology 34:2 255–7. 83
Study to determine sympathetic activation following GTCS. Plasma levels of epinephrine and nore-
pinephrine were measured in 17 patients after seizure. Levels of both compounds rose in the 30
minutes after seizure then declined quickly.2420

Simon R(1997) Epileptic sudden death: Animal models. Epilepsia 38:S11 S35–37.

Singh B, al Shahwan A, and al Deeb SM(1993) Partial seizures presenting as life-threatening
apnea. Epilepsia 34:5 901–3. 74
Report of 2 cases of partial seizures presenting as apnea in infants; caffeine, given for presumed
idiopathic central apnea, may precipitate seizures. Video EEG showed ictal origin in the temporal2425

lobe that preceded onset of respiratory arrest.

Smith PE, Howell SJ, Owen L, and Blumhardt LD (1989) Profiles of instant heart rate during
partial seizures. Electroencephalogr Clin Neurophysiol 72:3 207–17.
Study of 32 patients with complex partial epilepsy using ambulatory EEG and EKG. Among 93
seizures, 74% were associated with tachycardia and large fluctuations in heart rate, and 5% showed2430

bradycardia. Some seizures showed no effect on EKG, while some heart rate changes characteristic
for individual patients during seizures could also be seen in those patients in the absence of seizures.
Interestingly, heart rate fluctuations were highly consistent in each patient across seizures.
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Smith-Demps C and Jagoda A (1998) A case of seizure-related bradycardia and asystole. Am
J Emerg Med 16:6 582–4.2435

Single case report of patient who presented to an emergency department following GTCS then suf-
fered another seizure. Following the second seizure he became bradycardic then asystolic. e patient
had a history of alcohol abuse and medication nonadherence.

Smithson WH and Hanna NJ (2002) Deaths from epilepsy: What next? Br J Gen Pract
52:483 795–6.2440

Comment on the Sentinel Report. Discusses the finding that the standard mortality ration in epilepsy
is comparable or higher to that of other chronic conditions, though less often discussed. Argues that
not informing patients with GTCS or poorly controlled epilepsy about their increased risk of death
is unacceptable.

So E, Sam M, and Lagerlund T(2000) Postictal central apnea as a cause of SUDEP: Evidence2445

from near-SUDEP incident. Epilepsia 41:11 1494–1497. 19
Single-case report of a patient undergoing monitoring who suffered a seizure, then apnea, then brady-
cardia and asystole. e patient had had several previous episodes of postictal apnea, and at these times
health care providers noticed loss of the pulse. e authors argue that seizure-induced apnea could
cause bradycardia through the cardiorespiratory reflex (Nashef et al.). ey point to findings of Kaada2450

and Jasper and Nelson and Ray as evidence that respiratory arrest due to stimulation of the amygdala
could be the cause of the apnea, and point to the fact that both SUDEP and the cardiorespiratory
reflex decrease with age as corroborative evidence. Additional evidence for amygdalar contribution
to respiratory arrest is present in a number of studies (Frysinger et al., 1984; Frysinger and Harper,
1989, 1990; Hadziefendic and Haxhiu, 1999; Harper et al., 1984; Hopkins and Holstege, 1978).2455

So EL(2006) Demystifying sudden unexplained death in epilepsy – Are we close? Epilepsia
47 Suppl 1: 87–92. External Link
Review focusing on risk factors predisposing to SUDEP and clinical events that often immediately
precede SUDEP deaths. Touches on the correlation between seizure types, especially GTCS, and
SUDEP, and emphasizes the need for tight control of seizures. Also discusses the possibility that sim-2460

ple interventions could prevent some SUDEP deaths, and the likelihood that SUDEP has multiple
causes. Presents a number of preventative strategies, and calls for multicenter, prospective studies to
improve understanding of SUDEP.

So EL (2008) What is known about the mechanisms underlying SUDEP? Epilepsia 49 Suppl
9: 93–8. External Link 732465

⊙Review of mechanistic hypotheses about SUDEP and discussion of animal models. Takes the view
that severe pulmonary edema occurs only rarely with seizures, but ictal apnea is more common.
Highlights the possible contribution of insufficient activation of serotonin receptors in triggering
respiratory arrest, as demonstrated by Tupal and Faingold. Helpful discussion of the strengths and

http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1528-1167.2006.00667.x
http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1528-1167.2008.01932.x
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weakness of evidence linking reduced heart rate variability to sudden death. On the whole takes the2470

view most SUDEP events likely result from ictal apnea that leads to asystole (cardiorespiratory reflex;
Nashef et al.). Discusses the importance link of GTCS and complex partial seizures with apnea and
hypoxia. Also discusses heart rate variability.

So EL (2009) Symposium on the neurophysiology of Sudden Unexpected Death in Epilepsy.
External Link2475

Introduction to symposium articles, emphasizing the potential value of electrophysiological studies
in ascertaining the mechanism of SUDEP.

So EL, Bainbridge J, Buchhalter JR, Donalty J, Donner EJ, Finucane A, Graves NM, Hirsch
LJ, Montouris GD, Temkin NR et al. (2009) Report of the American Epilepsy Society and
the Epilepsy Foundation joint task force on sudden unexplained death in epilepsy. Epilepsia2480

50:4 917–22. External Link
is report of an American Epilepsy Society and Epilepsy Foundation task force discusses strategies
for improving awareness of SUDEP and focusing research. It highlights the importance of prospective
studies in particular. In terms of prevention the article emphasizes that while our current understand-
ing of causes of SUDEP is incomplete, evidence suggests that good seizure control plays an important2485

role. In addition, the position taken by the task force regarding whether and when to inform patients
and families about SUDEP is valuable, as is the discussion of the importance of improved awareness
of SUDEP among both medical practitioners and laypersons and the need for more autopsy data and
greater awareness among coroners and medical examiners.

Sonoda EYF, Colugnati DB, Scorza CA, Arida RM, Pansani AP, de Almeida ACG, Cavalheiro2490

EA, and Scorza FA (2008) Is cold the new hot in sudden unexpected death in epilepsy? Effect
of low temperature on heart rate of rats with epilepsy. Arq Neuropsiquiatr 66:4 848–52. 12
Rationale: Cold temperatures lead to increased heart rate in rats. erefore cold temperatures could
increase the risk of death in patients with cardiovascular abnormalities. erefore cold could elevate
the risk of sudden cardiac death in epilepsy. However, see Bell et al. See also annotation at Scorza2495

et al.

Spencer W(1894) e effect produced upon respiration by faradic excitation of the cerebrum
in the monkey, dog, cat, and rabbit. Royal Society of London Philosophical Transactions
Series B 185: 609–657. 8

Sperling MR, Feldman H, Kinman J, Liporace JD, and O’Connor MJ (1999) Seizure control2500

and mortality in epilepsy. Ann Neurol 46:1 45–50. 62
Evaluation of mortality rate in epilepsy patients following surgery, considering the extent to which
patients were successful in achieving seizure-free status. 393 patients who received epilepsy surgery
(transection, resection, or callosotomy) in a 10 year period were studied to determine the effect of
achieving seizure-free status on survival. Of 199 patients who achieved this status, none had died by2505

http://dx.doi.org/10.1097/WNP.0b013e3181b7f16b
http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1528-1167.2008.01906.x
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the time of the study, whereas among the 194 patients who were not seizure-free after surgery, 11 had
died. e finding that continuing seizures correlates with the risk of death may indicate a causative
link between seizures and mortality and thus suggest the need for need for aggressive managment to
prevent seizures. For the question of benefit of surgery versus correlation of the baseline characteristics
that predict good response to surgery directly with improved survival, however, see Persson et al.2510

Spina E, Kenneback G, Bergfeldt L, and Tomson T(1987) Prevalence of cardiac conduction
disturbances during carbamazepine treatment: Preliminary data. Funct Neurol 2:4 563–7.
8
Early study of effect of CBZ on cardiac function. 25 patients on CBZ underwent 24-hour EKG.
Mild EKG abnormalities were found in 6 patients, but blood levels of CBZ or a metabolite were not2515

systematically different from values in the remaining patients.

Spratling W(1904)
”

St-John WM, Rudkin AH, Homes GL, and Leiter JC (2006) Changes in respiratory-
modulated neural activities, consistent with obstructive and central apnea, during fictive2520

seizures in an in situ anaesthetized rat preparation. Epilepsy Res 70:2-3 218–28. External
Link
Animal study in rats who were anesthetized and placed on cardiopulmonary bypass to provide contin-
uous oxygenation to tissues independent of heart and brain function. During fictive seizures induced
by penicillin, activities of hypoglossal and vagal nerves declined, though phrenic activity was largely2525

unchanged. e authors contend that this pattern of altered neural activity would lead to obstructive
apnea. e extent to which alterations in the function of cranial and spinal nerves in this seizure
model recapitulate those that occur during seizures in patients is not clear. Later in experiments, ac-
tivity in the phrenic nerve also declined, which the authors take as a correlate of central apnea, but
this late change could reflect an overall loss of viability.2530

Stavem K and Guldvog B (2005) Long-term survival after epilepsy surgery compared with
matched epilepsy controls and the general population. Epilepsy Res 63:1 67–75. External
Link
Retrospective study from Norway over 40 year period in epilepsy patients finding no difference in
survival between epilepsy patients treated with surgery and patients with intractable epilepsy who did2535

not receive surgery. Both groups had higher mortality than did the general population. See discussion
of effect of surgery on survival at annotation for Persson et al.

Stein PK and Kleiger RE(1999) Insights from the study of heart rate variability. Annu Rev
Med 50: 249–61. External Link

Stemper B, Devinsky O, Haendl T, Welsch G, and Hilz MJ (2008) Effects of vagus nerve2540
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stimulation on cardiovascular regulation in patients with epilepsy. Acta Neurol Scand 117:4
231–6. External Link
Study in 21 epilepsy patients implanted with vagal nerve stimulator to assess effects on HR, BP, R-R
interval, and respiration. Parameters were measured during 1 minute-on and 5 minute-off periods.
Low-frequency and high-frequency bands as defined by Task Force of the European Society of Car-2545

diology and the North American Society of Pacing and Electrophysiology were considered in spectral
analysis. Although VNS did not change RRI and BP, it increased the low-frequency power of BP and
the power in both bands for R-R interval.

Stockhammer E and Mothersill IK G(1996) Ictal heart rate changes during complex partial
seizures are related to the lateralization of the seizure onset.2550

Early entry in the discussion of the lateralization of brain control of heart rate as evidenced by heart
rate changes during complex partial seizures.

Stokes W(1846) Observations on some cases of permanently slow pulse. Dublin Quarterly
Journal of Medical Science 2:1 73–85. 7
Written by one of the physicians for whom Stokes-Adams attacks (cardiogenic syncope, possibly2555

convulsive) are named. See also Adams.

Stöllberger C and Finsterer J (2004) Cardiorespiratory findings in sudden unex-
plained/unexpected death in epilepsy (SUDEP). Epilepsy Res 59:1 51–60. External Link
Review of SUDEP pathomechanisms.

Stöllberger C and Finsterer J (2004) Brain or heart-that is the question. Regarding Witzen-2560

bichler et al.. Z Kardiol 93:4 322–3. External Link 88
Discussion of Witzenbichler et al. arguing that cardiogenic syncope misdiagnosed as epilepsy may
contribute to the rate of SUDEP. Also argues that the patient presented in that article cannot be
definitively diagnosed as having had epilepsy.

Stramba-Badiale M, Lazzarotti M, and Schwartz PJ (1992) Development of cardiac innerva-2565

tion, ventricular fibrillation, and sudden infant death syndrome. Am J Physiol 263:5 Pt 2
H1514–22.
Animal study in juvenile and adult canines to assess the impact of transection of the vagal nerve and
removal of the stellate ganglion on cardiac arrhythmia in the effort to better understand pathogenesis
of sudden infant death syndrome. Interpretation is complicated by the use of four age groups and by2570

an experimental design that followed right stellectomy by left stellectomy after a delay.

Stramba-Badiale M (2008) Epilepsy and the long QT syndrome: is there a link? – Commen-
tary on Hindocha et al.. Epilepsia p. 366. External Link 36, 81
As sodium channel genes are frequently mutated in long QT syndromes, this comment raises the
possibility that the sodium channel mutation linked in Hindocha et al. to GEFS+ might also cause2575

http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1600-0404.2007.00944.x
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.eplepsyres.2004.03.008
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s00392-004-0089-x
http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1528-1167.2007.01439_3.x
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QT prolongation. Also discusses the ability of AED phenytoin to shorten QT intervals and the
possibility that syncope sometimes seen in long QT syndrome could be misdiagnosed as epilepsy, or
that epilepsy and long QT syndrome could coexist.

Striano P and Zara F (2009) Epilepsy: A ‘going ape’ model for SUDEP? Nat Rev Neurol 5:12
639–40. External Link 802580

Comment on Szabó et al. Discusses many aspects of SUDEP concisely. Discusses potential causes
central apnea and neurogenic pulmonary edema together as ‘respiratory compromise,’ though the
underlying processes are likely to be distinct.

Strzelczyk A, Bauer S, Knake S, Oertel WH, Hamer HM, and Rosenow F (2008) Ictal asystole
in temporal lobe epilepsy before and after pacemaker implantation. Epileptic Disord 10:12585

39–44. External Link 90
Case report of patient who suffered asystole with seizures prior to implantation of pacemaker, which
reduced such events. A similar case was reported by Zubair et al. (2009). Patients with a clear history
of ictal asystole could benefit from such a procedure. Investigation of whether the procedure prevents
SUDEP would be of interest, though it would be difficult to determine the appropriate control group,2590

as patients with symptomatic ictal bradycardia or asystole would presumably all undergo pacemaker
implantation.

Surges R, Henneberger C, Adjei P, Scott CA, Sander JW, and Walker MC (2009) Do alterations
in inter-ictal heart rate variability predict sudden unexpected death in epilepsy? External
Link2595

Case-control study of 7 SUDEP deaths and 7 controls that found no heart-rate variability character-
istic that correlated with SUDEP.

Surges R, ijs RD, Tan HL, Sander JW, and Medscape (2009) Sudden unexpected death
in epilepsy: Risk factors and potential pathomechanisms. Nat Rev Neurol 5:9 492–504.
External Link2600

} orough overview of potential pathophysiology. Respiratory, cardiac, circulatory, electrolyte,
and hormonal changes are discussed. e review highlights the potential for interaction of multiple
pathomechanisms, for example, impaired cardiac repolarization due to altered autonomic tone at
the same time as decreased blood pH due to adrenergic stimulation, with the potential for newly
extracellular protons to further destabilize cardiac function and increase the likelihood of arrhythmia.2605

Surges R, Adjei P, Kallis C, Erhuero J, Scott CA, Bell GS, Sander JW, and Walker MC (2010)
Pathologic cardiac repolarization in pharmacoresistant epilepsy and its potential role in sud-
den unexpected death in epilepsy: a case-control study. Epilepsia 51:2 233–42. External
Link 372610

Retrospective case-control study comparing EEG and simultaneous EKG in patients who died of

http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/nrneurol.2009.190
http://dx.doi.org/10.1684/epd.2008.0166
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.eplepsyres.2009.08.008
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.eplepsyres.2009.08.008
http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/nrneurol.2009.118
http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1528-1167.2009.02330.x
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SUDEP. Controls were matched living patients with similarly severe epilepsy who underwent moni-
toring for surgical consideration at the same EMU. Among the 19 patients in each group, 13 patients
were reviewed. While corrected QT interval and QT dispersion were elevated in some decedents, there
was no difference between groups in these or other EKG parameters. Note: Most assessments of sig-2615

nificance accept a risk of false postivity of 1 in 20. When many possible associations are evaluated,
then, some spurious correlations will inevitably achieve statistical significance. is could explain
some of the findings such as the greater likelihood among SUDEP patients of normal MRI find-
ings and the lower likelihood of adverese drug reactions during telemetry. While other correlations
present in this study such as the greater number of GTCS per year among SUDEP victims are more2620

intuitively plausible, they too are subject to the same potential for false determination of significance.
A Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons should be considered to address this possibility.

Swartz CM, Abrams R, Lane RD, DuBois MA, and Srinivasaraghavan J (1994) Heart rate
differences between right and left unilateral electroconvulsive therapy. J Neurol Neurosurg
Psychiatry 57:1 97–9.2625

Szabó CA, Knape KD, Leland MM, Feldman J, McCoy KJM, Hubbard GB, and Williams
JT (2009) Mortality in captive baboons with seizures: A new model for SUDEP? Epilepsia
50:8 1995–8. External Link 79
Retrospective study of natural history of sudden death in a captive baboon population, comparing
animals with and without epilepsy. Most control animals showed evidence of some illness at the2630

time of death while most animals with epilepsy did not; members of the latter group were much
more likely to have pulmonary edema/congestion at autopsy. ere was also a higher likelihood of
finding serosanguineous secretions in the affected animals, which, if blood from tongue bite damage
during seizure could be ruled out, suggests pulmonary edema as a primary contributor to the death.
is suggests an increase in pulmonary vascular permeability (cf. eodore and Robin; eodore and2635

Robin). See Striano and Zara for a comment on this study.

Taha AY, Ciobanu FA, Saxena A, and McIntyre Burnham W (2009) Assessing the link between
omega-3 fatty acids, cardiac arrest, and sudden unexpected death in epilepsy. Epilepsy Behav
14:1 27–31. External Link
ough the title focuses on omega-3 fatty acids, the abstract and the remainder of the document2640

are chiefly concerned with the pentylenetetrazol seizure model Carnel et al.; Lathers and Schraeder;
Schraeder and Lathers

Task Force of the European Society of Cardiology and the North American Society of Pacing
and Electrophysiology (1996) Heart rate variability: Standards of measurement, physiolog-
ical interpretation and clinical use. Circulation 93:5 1043–65. 24, 782645

Provided standardization of the frequency bands referred to in spectral analysis of heart rate.

Tavee J and Morris r H (2008) Severe postictal laryngospasm as a potential mechanism for

http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1528-1167.2009.02073.x
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.yebeh.2008.10.012
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sudden unexpected death in epilepsy: A near-miss in an EMU. Epilepsia 49:12 2113–7.
External Link 87
Single case report of respiratory compromise following a generalized tonic-clonic seizure. Laryn-2650

gospasm was observed during the emergency intubation.

Tavernor SJ, Brown SW, Tavernor RM, and Gifford C (1996) Electrocardiograph QT length-
ening associated with epileptiform EEG discharges – A role in sudden unexplained death in
epilepsy? Seizure 5:1 79–83.
Retrospective study of simultaneous EEG and EKG data from 11 patients who later suffered SUDEP,2655

with control group of living age- and sex-matched patients with uncontrolled GTCS. Corrected QT
interval during seizure was significantly increased relative to baseline in both groups, but the increase
persisted only in SUDEP patients. For further discussion of QT intervals see annotation at Aurlien
et al.

Taylor J(2002) External Link2660

”

Teh HS, Tan HJ, Loo CY, and Raymond AA (2007) Short QTc in epilepsy patients without
cardiac symptoms. Med J Malaysia 62:2 104–8. 7, 15
Study of 70 epileptic paitents and 70 matched controls. e QT interval was significantly shorter
in the epilepsy patients at baseline (Cf. Brotherstone et al. for measurements showing longer QT2665

during seizures.) However there was no link between duration or severity of disease and QTc interval
among patients. A helpful control is the comparison of QTc values for the same EKG recording
as calculated by different observers; no difference was found. Although phenytoin may reduce QT
interval (Stramba-Badiale), treatment with increased numbers of AEDs did not correlate with shorter
QT interval. For further discussion of QT intervals see annotation at Aurlien et al.2670

Téllez-Zenteno JF, Ronquillo LH, and Wiebe S (2005) Sudden unexpected death in epilepsy:
Evidence-based analysis of incidence and risk factors. Epilepsy Res 65:1-2 101–15. External
Link 30
}Metareview of 29 cohort studies and 8 case-control studies. Highlights the importance of the choice
of control group in shaping the results. In studies with living patients with epilepsy as controls, risk2675

factors for SUDEP were youth, seizure frequency, polytherapy, and longstanding epilepsy. Incidence
data showed greater risk in more severely affected epilepsy patients, some elevated risk in patients
with mental retardation, and lowest risk in children.

Tennis P, Cole TB, Annegers JF, Leestma JE, McNutt M, and Rajput A (1995) Cohort study
of incidence of sudden unexplained death in persons with seizure disorder treated with2680

antiepileptic drugs in Saskatchewan, Canada. Epilepsia 36:1 29–36.
Retrospective cohort study from Canada of patients 15-49 years old taking AEDs, without history of
hospitalization for cancer or heart disease, and with sufficient AED dosing history to make confirmed

http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1528-1167.2008.01781.x
http://www.sudep.org/FAIdetermination.doc
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.eplepsyres.2005.05.004
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epilepsy likely. In almost 3,700 patients, 163 deaths occurred, and death certificates were available
for 153 of these. Among the deaths 18 were classed as definite or probably SUDEP and 21 as possible2685

SUDEP. is yielded an incidence of 0.54-1.35 per 1,000 person-years. Correlations were with male
sex and higher number of AEDs. History of psychotropic drug was also a risk factor.

Terra-Bustamante VC, Scorza CA, de Albuquerque M, Sakamoto AC, Machado HR, Arida
RM, Cavalheiro EA, and Scorza FA (2009) Does the lunar phase have an effect on sudden
unexpected death in epilepsy? Epilepsy Behav 14:2 404–6. External Link 122690

Most SUDEP cases occurred during full moon, which is all the more surprising given that only 1 in
28 days is a full moon. See annotation at Scorza et al.

Terrence CF, Rao GR, and Perper JA (1981) Neurogenic pulmonary edema in unexpected,
unexplained death of epileptic patients. Ann Neurol 9:5 458–64. External Link
Postmortem evaluation of heart and lung tissue in 8 cases of sudden unexplained death in epilepsy2695

patients. Lung weights were elevated, suggesting edema; gross hemorrhage was evident; and tissue
investigation revealed an excess of protein-rich fluid and alveolar hemorrhage. ere was no evidence
for damage to cardiac tissue. AED levels were also found to be low.

Terrence J CF, Wisotzkey HM, and Perper JA (1975) Unexpected, unexplained death in
epileptic patients. Neurology 25:6 594–8.2700

Early report documenting unexpected and unexplained death in epilepsy patients. A county coroner’s
office recorded 37 such deaths over 5 years. Most patients had fewer than 1 documented seizure per
month. Subtherapeutic AED levels were found in most patients. e fact that AED levels in SUDEP,
when abnormal, are low rather than high suggests poor seizure control rather than drug toxicity as a
primary etiologic factor. See Tomson et al. for discussion of interpretation of vital AED levels from2705

postmortem measurements.

Tezer FI, Rémi J, and Noachtar S (2009) Ictal apnea of epileptic origin. Neurology 72:9 855–7.
External Link
Report of two patients with recurrent ictal apnea. In one case depth electrodes localized seizures to the
right temporal region, in the other the patient had suffered a stroke of the right paracentral region.2710

Multiple brief seizures and apneic periods occurred nearly simultaneously during sleep.

eodore J and Robin ED (1975) Pathogenesis of neurogenic pulmonary oedema. Lancet
2:7938 749–51. 14, 80
See eodore and Robin.

eodore J and Robin ED (1976) Speculations on neurogenic pulmonary edema (NPE). Am2715

Rev Respir Dis 113:4 405–11. 14, 80, 82
Suggests a pathogenetic mechanism for neurogenic pulmonary edema: massive sympathetic acti-
vation → increased systemic vascular resistance → increase in volume and pressure in pulmonary

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.yebeh.2008.11.013
http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/ana.410090508
http://dx.doi.org/10.1212/01.wnl.0000343956.80074.e7
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circulation → pulmonary edema secondary to elevated hydrostatic pressure and increased vascular
permeability secondary to damage. Measurement of serum catecholamine levels immediately after2720

seizure would permit testing of the hypothesis of seizure-induced sympathetic hyperactivation; this
was found after GTCS by Simon et al.

om M, Griffin B, Sander JW, and Scaravilli F (1999) Amygdala sclerosis in sudden and
unexpected death in epilepsy. Epilepsy Res 37:1 53–62.
In light of the influence of the central nucleus of the amygdala on autonomic control (Frysinger et al.),2725

the possibility of damage to the amygdala as a precursor to SUDEP was investigated by investigating
postmortem tissue specimens. Neural loss was significant in the lateral nucleus but not the central or
basal nuclei. is pattern was reported in previous studies of chronic epilepsy and is not specific to
SUDEP.

om M, Seetah S, Sisodiya S, Koepp M, and Scaravilli F (2003) Sudden and unexpected2730

death in epilepsy (SUDEP): Evidence of acute neuronal injury using HSP-70 and c-Jun
immunohistochemistry. Neuropathol Appl Neurobiol 29:2 132–43.
Study searching for biochemical evidence of neuronal injury in acute postmortem tissue from possible
SUDEP victims. e presence of two proteins, heat shock protein HSP-70 and c-Jun, was assessed in
hippocampus in 18 SUDEP cases and 22 controls. Controls included epilepsy patients who died of2735

non-SUDEP causes including status epilepticus and accidental death, non-epilepsy patients whose
sudden deaths were attributed to cardiac causes, and post-temporal lobectomy patients. e number
of HSP-70 labeled neurons in the hippocampus was greater in the epilepsy group, but the inclusion
of patients who died during status epilepticus in the control group complicates interpretation.

omas P, Landre E, Suisse G, Breloin J, Dolisi C, and Chatel M(1996) Syncope anoxo-2740

ischémique par dyspnée obstructive au cours d’une crise partielle complexe temporale droite.
Epilepsies(Montrouge) 8:4 339–346.
Single-case report of obstructive apnea leading to syncope during a right temporal seizure.

Tigaran S, Dalager-Pedersen S, Baandrup U, Dam M, and Vesterby A(2005) Sudden unex-
pected death in epilepsy: is death by seizures a cardiac disease? Am J Forensic Med Pathol2745

26:2 99–105. 56
Danish study comparing Fibrosis of cardiac tissue from SUDEP victims to that from non-SUDEP
deaths using anatomic block locations. ough the tissue sampling is systematic the total number of
patients in each group is relatively low at 15 in each group. Subendocardial fibrosis is seen in more
of the SUDEP cases than in controls.2750

Timmings PL (1993) Sudden unexpected death in epilepsy: A local audit. Seizure 2:4 287–90.
37
Early retrospective study that considered 14 cases of SUDEP and found among them a predeliction
for males, a tendency to be taking CBZ, and an association with tonic clonic seizures .
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Timmings PL (1998) Sudden unexpected death in epilepsy: Is carbamazepine implicated?2755

Seizure 7:4 289–91. 37
Review of data from an epilepsy unit indicating disproportionate representation of CBZ among AEDs
taken by SUDEP victims. Due to the rarity of SUDEP the series includes only 14 cases. Hypothesized
pathogenetic mechanisms discussed include QT lengthening, arrhythmogenic effect of seizures per
se, and exacerbation of postictal respiratory inhibition.2760

Tinuper P, Bisulli F, Cerullo A, Carcangiu R, Marini C, Pierangeli G, and Cortelli P (2001)
Ictal bradycardia in partial epileptic seizures: Autonomic investigation in three cases and
literature review. Brain 124:Pt 12 2361–71.
Presentation of 3 new cases and review of 60 published cases of ictal bradycardia. 47 of the cases had
simultaneous ictal EEG and EKG. In approximately three-fourths of these cases the seizure had a2765

temporal or frontotemporal focus. ere was a slight predominace of left-sided onsets.

Tomson T, Ericson M, Ihrman C, and Lindblad LE (1998) Heart rate variability in patients
with epilepsy. Epilepsy Res 30:1 77–83.
Case-control study of 21 patients with juvenile myoclonic epilepsy and 21 patients with temporal lobe
epilepsy, with 1 matched control. On 24 hour ambulatory EKG, TLE patients had less variable R-R2770

intervals and spectral analysis of their heart rates showed lower low-frequency power. JME patients
did not show these differences from controls. When data were considered according to AED, CBZ
also caused significant differences in these parameters relative to values in healthy controls, while
PHT and VPA did not.

Tomson T, Sköld AC, Holmgen P, Nilsson L, and Danielsson B (1998) Postmortem changes in2775

blood concentrations of phenytoin and carbamazepine: An experimental study. er Drug
Monit 20:3 309–12. 10, 14, 82
Animal study in rabbit to compare antemortem and postmortem levels in either whole
blood or serum of two AEDs, CBZ and PHT. Results can be summarized as follows:

antemortem postmortem
whole blood serum whole blood serum

CBZ X X
PHT .65Y Y .35Y

2780

Tomson T (2008) Genetic screening for SUDEP? – Commentary on Hindocha et al.. Epilepsia
49:2 368–9. External Link 36
Brief commentary on Hindocha et al. (2008).

Tomson T and Forsgren L(2005) Life expectancy in epilepsy. Lancet 365:9459 557–8. External
Link2785

Comment on Gaitatzis, emphasizing the very different life expectancies for patients with epilepsy
due to known cause as opposed to idiopathic or cryptogenic epilepsy.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1528-1167.2007.01439_6.x
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0140-6736(05)17926-4
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0140-6736(05)17926-4
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Tomson T, Walczak T, Sillanpaa M, and Sander JWAS(2005) Sudden unexpected death in
epilepsy: a review of incidence and risk factors. Epilepsia 46 Suppl 11: 54–61. External
Link2790

Tomson T, Nashef L, and Ryvlin P(2008) Sudden unexpected death in epilepsy: Current
knowledge and future directions. Lancet Neurol 7:11 1021–31. External Link 3, 11, 27
~ Comprehensive review of current understanding of risk factors and pathogenesis. Review incor-
porates many studies and provides a deeply informed discussion of the issues at hand both in epi-
demiological and clinical studies.2795

Tomson T, Nashef L, and Ryvlin P(2009) Cardiopulmonary surveillance to prevent SUDEP
– Authors’ reply. Lancet Neurology 8: 132–133. External Link 27
Reply to Finsterer and Stöllberger emphasizing the need to validate the utility of diagnostic tests
before widespread implementation.

Tupal S and Faingold CL (2006) Evidence supporting a role of serotonin in modulation of2800

sudden death induced by seizures in DBA/2 mice. Epilepsia 47:1 21–6. External Link 75
Animal study in mouse strain subject to audiogenic seizures followed by respiratory arrest. High-
dose fluoxetine reduced the likelihood of respiratory arrest after seizure for 2-3 days after dosing. e
serotonin receptor antagonist cyproheptadine increased the frequency of respiratory arrest. ese data
suggest a clinical trial of prophylactic SSRI in patients at risk for SUDEP. Additional data are needed2805

to determine whether SSRI might affect seizure frequency.

Ulrich J and Maxeiner H(2003) [Tongue bite injuries – A diagnostic criterium for death in
epileptic seizure?]. Arch Kriminol 212:1-2 19–29.
Retrospective study addressing the ability of medical examiners to ascertain the involvement of
epilepsy and seizure in sudden death. Autopsy records from 107 non-epilepsy patients who died2810

of sudden cardiac death and 105 epilepsy patients were compared. 1 in 50 decedents in the former
group had bite marks on the tongue, while 1 in 5 in the latter group did. If only cases of death dur-
ing witnessed seizure were considered, almost two-thirds of epilepsy patients had bite marks on the
tongue. ese ratios suggest it is a fairly specific indicator.

Van Buren JM (1958) Some autonomic concomitants of ictal automatism; A study of temporal2815

lobe attacks. Brain 81:4 505–28.

Van Buren JM (1961) Sensory, motor and autonomic effects of mesial temporal stimulation
in man. J Neurosurg 18: 273–88. External Link

Van Buren JM and Ajmone-Marsan C (1960) A correlation of autonomic and EEG compo-
nents in temporal lobe epilepsy. Arch Neurol 3: 683–703.2820

Early study linking seizure to autonomic alterations.
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http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1528-1167.2005.00411.x
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S1474-4422(08)70202-3
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van Rijckevorsel K, Saussu F, and de Barsy T (1995) Bradycardia, an epileptic ictal manifes-
tation. Seizure 4:3 237–9.
Report of two cases of syncope and apnea, with simultaneous EEG and EKG eventually demonstrat-
ing bradycardia and epileptiform activity in the left temporal region.2825

VanLandingham KE and Dixon RM (2007) Lamotrigine in idiopathic epilepsy – Increased
risk of cardiac death. Acta Neurol Scand p. 345. External Link

Venit EL, Shepard BD, and Seyfried TN (2004) Oxygenation prevents sudden death in seizure-
prone mice. Epilepsia 45:8 993–6. External Link
Animal study comparing outcomes for seizure-prone mice in O₂-rich and normal air. Oxygen enrich-2830

ment reduced death rates though it had no effect on seizure frequency. It is not clear how closely the
audiogenic seizures suffered by these animals shares pathophysiology with human seizure types. Re-
duction in mortality due to elevated blood oxygen levels before seizure does not distinguish between
cardiac and pulmonary causes of death.

Venkataraman V, Wheless JW, Willmore LJ, and Motookal H (2001) Idiopathic cardiac asys-2835

tole presenting as an intractable adult onset partial seizure disorder. Seizure 10:5 359–64.
External Link 88
Simultaneous EEG and EKG in 3 patients showed idopathic asystole that led to paroxysms, resulting
in misdiagnosis of seizure disorder. Pacemaker implantation was curative in all three patients. Similar
misdiagnosis was reported by Witzenbichler et al.2840

Vibert JF, Caille D, Bertrand F, Gromysz H, and Hugelin A (1979) Ascending projection from
the respiratory centre to mesencephalon and diencephalon. Neurosci Lett 11:1 29–33.

Vickrey BG, Hays RD, Rausch R, Engel J J, Visscher BR, Ary CM, Rogers WH, and Brook
RH (1995) Outcomes in 248 patients who had diagnostic evaluations for epilepsy surgery.
Lancet 346:8988 1445–9.2845

Vlooswijk MCG, Majoie HJM, De Krom MCTFM, Tan IY, and Aldenkamp AP (2007)
SUDEP in the Netherlands: A retrospective study in a tertiary referral center. Seizure 16:2
153–9. External Link 37
Retrospective study over 5 years in a tertiary center. e authors found an incidence of 1.24 per 1,000
patient-years. ere was a history of earlier onset of epilepsy among SUDEP cases as compared to2850
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rate of 10 beats per minute or more. Abnormal findings were seen on EKG in roughly one-fourth
of patients, and these were more common with longer seizure. ere was one incidence of asystole,
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the case reported by Strzelczyk et al. (2008), implantation of a cardiac pacemaker prevented further2960

drop attacks. e seizures, which preceded bradyarrhythmia and asystole, originated from a focus in
the left fronto-temporal region.

Key

⊙: Reference more informative than most

}: Study or review particularly helpful2965

~: Extremely valuable reference

Note that some references appear only in the Bibliography.

Please notify the author if a reference that should be included is not.
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Plan2970

It is desirable to expand this digital document as a ‘wiki’ that would have the power to draw
on the expertise of SUDEP researchers around the world. Each SUDEP-related journal article
would be represented as an ‘entry’ in the wiki. e standard bibliographic information would
be present, as would the published abstract. e annotation in the present bibliography would
become the initial text of each entry, and the hyperlinks to other articles would be modified to2975

lead to those entries. Contributors would register with the site, and any registered user would
be able to add articles and add or edit annotations. Anyone with internet access could utilize
this online resource.

If such a site were to become widely used, it could help research into SUDEP epidemiology and
pathogenesis by improving awareness of all the existing research and highlighting, in the an-2980

notation discussing each study and comparing it to others, how different findings relate. is
could minimize redundancy and focus research efforts. Experts would be able to comment
on articles, and other experts to comment on the comments. It is hoped that this might lead
to more rapid convergence on solutions; rather than having reams of articles that often ‘speak
past’ one another, the wiki format would allow any reader to easily align related publications2985

for careful evaluation of similarities and differences in study design, etc., that might explain
apparently conflicting findings and make more clear what needs to be asked next. Such a
resource could genuinely accelerate research and thus prevent needless deaths by honing ques-
tions, reducing pointless reduplication, and leading to more rapid consensus when a question
really is resolved, minimizing wasted research resources.2990

e hope is to create a tool by which the global SUDEP research community could collectively
mine the literature for maximal value. If you would like to be involved with the construction
of the SUDEP wiki, please contact the developer of this document.
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